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Chapter 4 Modeling –Model View

4.1 Base Tools
4.1.1 Copy and Erase
Copy
The Copy tool simply creates a copy of the selected object(s) in place.
A note about naming: trueSpace names each copy the same as the source object, appended by the next sequential
number. So if the object is called “sphere,” the copied object will be called “sphere,1.”

Erase
The flip side of copying an object is erasing it. To erase an object, either use the erase icon, or simply hit the DEL
key on your keyboard while the object you wish to erase is selected. This will erase the current object from your
workspace.

4.1.2 Undo and Redo
Undo
Redo
The Undo tool (CTRL+Z keyboard shortcut) reverses the last operation performed on an object. This makes it easy
to try things out in trueSpace and quickly undo something that did not work out the way you planned.
If you Undo something and then change your mind, you can use the Redo icon.
Each of these tools can store multiple levels of actions. If you wish to undo the last 4 actions you performed on your
object, selecting Undo 4 times will bring you back to where you were prior to those actions. If you wish to redo the
changes you just made, 4 clicks on the Redo icon will restore all the changes.

4.1.3 Glue tools
Glue as Sibling
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Two or more object can be linked together using the glue tools. After being glued, objects will act as one, although
they are still individual objects. This is different from performing a Boolean operation because none of the objects
are changed, they are only linked so they can be manipulated together. After gluing objects, any action such as move,
scale, rotate, paint, etc. will by default affect the glued objects as a group.
Gluing objects defines a hierarchy of those objects, which can be navigated through to locate specific objects
within the group. These can be edited separately while still maintaining their relationship. To select individual
objects you can use either the Move Up
sphere control of the object selector cage.

and Move Down

icons, the arrow keys on your keyboard, or the

A glued group has its own axis, separate from the axes of the individual objects. This axis is initially determined by
the first object used to form the group. For example, if you select a few objects, and then activate the Glue as
Sibling tool, the newly formed group will have the same axis as the first object selected. Altering the axes of the
individual objects has no effect on the axis of the hierarchy as a whole.
Objects can be unglued later, but all manipulations done to the group will still apply to the individual objects after
being unglued. The gluing relationships define how the individual objects in a group behave during animation.
Each simple object (those having no sub-objects) has a symbolic node associated with it that is used for defining it
in the hierarchy and in animation.

Unglue
To unglue parts of a hierarchy, the desired members must be first isolated by moving through the hierarchy using the
hierarchy navigation tools in the Navigation group, the up and down arrow keys on your keyboard, or the Scene
Editor‟s object list. Once a member or group of members is isolated, select the Unglue tool to detach it from the
hierarchy.

4.1.4 Group Tools
Group as LoD
Ungroup LoD Objects
The Group icons are used for arranging objects into LoD (Level Of Detail) groups. This is primarily used for
speeding up manipulation of complex scenes. When you have many objects that can be represented by one object,
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but you still wish to be able to bring out the individual objects at a later time, you can tell trueSpace to use one
object to represent a collection. To do this, select an object, then click the Group icon. The cursor will change to a
glue bottle. Every object you click on will then be hidden inside the original object. To bring the objects back, use
the Ungroup icon.

4.1.5 Global and Interactive Replace
The Global Replace and Interactive Replace tools allow you to replace one or more objects in a scene with a target
object or group of objects, while choosing which aspects (such as orientation and scale) to keep.
The active object or selection of objects becomes the replacement object when either tool is activated. If the
replacement object is a selection of objects, the selection is converted to a sibling hierarchy first.

Global Replace
To use the Global Replace tool:
1. Select the object or selection that you wish to use as the replacement object.
2. Activate the Global Replace tool. A drop-down list containing the available targets in the scene will appear.
Repeated names, and names with numbers after them such as “Cube,1” and “Cube,2” will only be listed
once.
3. Select an item from the drop-down list, or click one of the target objects in the scene, and all instances of
objects with the target‟s name will be replaced with the replacement object(s) according to the property
settings.
4. The cursor will change to a modified target after a selection is made, indicating that movement, rotation, or
scale of the replacement object(s) can be performed to update the relative positions of the copies. Selection
of new replacement objects is also possible in this mode, which will revert the cursor back to target mode.
The tool remains active until exited by either a right-click in the workspace, or activation of a different tool.

Sample Scene Setup
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All objects named “Sphere” (including those followed
by a number) replaced by the source object.

Interactive Replace
The Interactive Replace tool is used in much the same way as the Global Replace tool, but with it you must click
each object to be replaced.
To use the Interactive Replace tool:
1. Select the object or selection that you wish to use as the replacement object.
2. Activate the Interactive Replace tool.
3. Click the target object in the scene to replace it with the replacement object(s) according to the property
settings. Hold down CTRL while selecting targets to replace multiple objects.

Hierarchies
To replace an object that is part of a hierarchy, hold down the SHIFT key before clicking. The cursor will change to
a more accurate targeting cursor, indicating that any targets that are part of a sibling hierarchy will remain part of the
hierarchy. Without holding down the SHIFT key, the entire hierarchy would be replaced with a single instance of
the replacement object(s).

CTRL Paint Mode
If Global Replace by Name is checked in the Interactive Replace tool‟s options panel, holding down the CTRL key
while dragging over target objects replaces all target objects that have the same name as the initial target.
Right-click the Global Replace or Interactive Replace tool to bring up its options panel.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep Target Animation: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the highest level of animation
assigned to the target object.
Keep Target Orientation: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the same axis orientation as the
target object.
Keep Target Scale: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the same scale as the target object.
Keep Target Layer: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the same layer assignment as the target
object.
Restrict within Layer (Interactive Replace tool only): When enabled, the replacement will be restricted
to the active layer.
Global Replace by Name (Interactive Replace tool only): When enabled, all objects with the same name
as the first one clicked for replacement will be replaced. CTRL+ drag will allow paint-over mode.
Random Replacement: If a group of replacement objects is selected, and Random Replacement is checked,
the target objects are replaced randomly by one of the objects from the group instead of with the whole
group. The selection of objects from the group would be limited to top-level.

Tutorial: Stampeding Tricycles
We will use simple cubes to set up an animation and replace them with more complex objects as the final step.
Using low-polygon, fast-drawing objects as placeholders is one way to help speed up composition of complex
scenes and animations.
1.

Start a new scene, and place a default cube near the right-hand side of the screen.
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2.

Click the Path tool and create a simple animation path for the cube by picking a few points on the grid.
Enable Look Ahead.

3.

Right-click the Geometry Paint tool (covered in detail later in this chapter), and set options as shown in
the image below. Activate the Geometry Paint tool, and click to paint a few copies of the cube on the grid.
Note: The random scaling also affects the attached animation paths.
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4.

From the Objects library, drag a tricycle into the scene. (We will only be using this as the copy source, so it
does not matter where you place it.) Click the Axes tool, and rotate the tricycle‟s axes so that the Z-axis is
pointing toward the front of the tricycle. Click the Axes tool again to hide the axes.

5.

Right-click the Global Replace tool, enable Keep Target Animation and Keep Target Scale. Click the tool
the activate it, and click one of the cubes (or select Cube from the drop-down list that appears). Delete the
source object and play the animation. Notice how the tricycles inherited the animation and scale of the
individual cubes.
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4.2 Layers

No matter what the final outcome, every scene begins with an idea and a blank canvas. As the number of elements in
a scene increases, so can the difficulty of working with a specific object while every other object is still visible.
Narrowing down the number of elements on the screen helps not only to promote workflow efficiency, but also to
lessen the load on system resources by reducing the number of objects being drawn by the video card.
Layers in trueSpace are a very useful tool for ensuring that even highly complex scenes are well-organized and
easily workable. They are similar in concept to the layer tools found in many popular image editing and paint
applications, but differ in functionality. While layers in 2D applications are like stacked transparent slides, layers in
trueSpace are used to group elements together without actually gluing them. Each layer can be given a unique name
and wireframe color, making it obvious at a glance which elements in a scene occupy the same layer.
There are many advantages to using layers. Layers can be used to logically group objects within a scene and may be
hidden or revealed with a single click. For example, a scene containing a multi-part car model may use several
layers to separate the frame, body, and interior, simplifying the process of hiding one or more groups to concentrate
on a specific area.
Layers may also contain lights. Since each light added to a scene increases render time, separating lights onto
different layers and hiding those not needed during test renders can significantly speed up real-time rendering. In
addition, lights residing on locked or hidden layers do not get replaced when a new light setup is selected from the
Lights library.

4.2.1 The Layers Toolbar
The Layers toolbar behaves much like the standard trueSpace toolbars and can be minimized, expanded, and
relocated using its handle. (See Artist Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.) Its orientation depends on which edge of the
screen it is moved to (or placed against).
In a new scene, only three buttons make up the Layers toolbar: the default “Basic” layer, and the Add New Layer
button, and the Trashcan button.
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Each layer button consists of a color swatch and a status indicator. The square color swatch represents the wireframe
color to be used for all non-selected objects within the layer when viewed in Wireframe, Solid Outline, or
Transparent Outline mode.

The Active Layer
The active layer appears depressed on the toolbar. This is the layer in which all newly created, loaded, or copied
objects will be automatically stored. Only one layer may be active at any given time.

The Status Indicators
The diamond-shaped status indicator represents one of three possible states: visible, locked (not editable), or hidden.
Hidden layers are also considered locked. Clicking the status indicator of a layer button toggles between visible and
hidden states. To change the state to locked, click and hold on the status indicator to reveal all three states.

The Add New Layer Button
Left-clicking the Add New Layer button will create a new layer, automatically giving it a sequence number, default
name, and wireframe color. (All of these except the sequence number can be changed after the layer‟s creation using
the Layer Settings panel.)
The status indicator of the Add New Layer button can be used to change the state of all layers, excluding the active
layer, at once. Clicking it, just as clicking an individual layer‟s status indicator, toggles between visible and hidden.
Clicking and holding the indicator will reveal all three states. Note that the state of the active layer will not change,
making this a quick and simple method for hiding all layers but the active layer.

The Trashcan
CTRL or SHIFT drag-and-drop a layer icon to the trashcan to delete it.

The Layer Settings Panel
Right-clicking the Add New Layer button brings up a settings panel that includes information about the current layer
and options that affect all layers.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

AutoActive: When enabled, selecting an object in the workspace automatically activates that object‟s
layer.
Use Layer Colors: When enabled, all objects in the scene being displayed in Wireframe, Transparent
Outline, or Solid Outline draw mode will be displayed with their wireframe color corresponding to the
layer color. When disabled, all objects in the scene will be drawn using the default wire colors set in the
Display Options panel. (See Artist Guide Appendix B: Preferences for information about the Display Options
panel.) Note that this option overrides and resets the individual Use Wirecolor option for each layer.
Layer Name: You may edit this field and give each layer a unique name. (Note that the name for the Basic
layer cannot be changed.)
Layer Objects: This is a list of all objects belonging to the active layer.
Add Layer: This button adds a new layer, placing its icon next to the Add New Layer button.
Layer Number: This number is unique to each layer and may not be changed. Unlike layers in 2D
applications, the layer number does not affect object placement or visibility.
Total Layers: This number is a count of all layers in the scene.
Object Count: This number is a count of all objects belonging to the active layer.

The Layer Wire Color Panel
Right-clicking the any layer button brings up a color panel that allows you to choose the color for the selected layer,
as well as enable or disable its usage.

•
•

Wire Color: Use the color picker to assign a color to the current layer, or right-click the color picker to
bring up the RGB color panel.
Use As Wire Color: When enabled, the layer wire color will be used for all objects on the current layer if
the draw mode is set to Wireframe, Transparent Outline, or Solid Outline.

Layer Direct Management
Drag-and-drop is supported by the layers toolbar and provides alternate methods for copying, moving, and deleting
layer contents.
To delete: CTRL or SHIFT drag-and-drop a layer icon to the trashcan on the layers toolbar to delete the layer‟s
contents and the layer icon itself.
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To copy one layer’s contents to another layer: Drag the source layer, and drop it onto the target layer while
holding the CTRL key. The cursor will show the outline of a box overlapped by a „+‟ to indicate that the layers will
be merged when the mouse button is released.

To merge layers: Drag the source layer, and drop it onto the target layer. The cursor will show the outline of a box
to indicate that the layers will be merged when the mouse button is released. The empty source layer will be deleted.

To duplicate a layer: Follow the same instructions as for merging, but drag the icon over the Add New Layer
button instead. The cursor will show the outline of a box overlapped by a „+‟ to indicate that the layer will be
duplicated when the mouse button is released.

Layer Toolbar Customization
Because the layers toolbar supports many of the same operations as trueSpace‟s standard toolbars, it can also be split
into groups for further organization, as below:

4.2.2 Layer Manipulation Using the Scene Editor
The Scene Editor can also be used to create and manipulate layers. It is particularly useful for moving objects
between layers. If the layer controls are not visible, enable layer controls by opening the Scene Editor‟s preference
panel, accessed by clicking the first button on the SE‟s toolbar:
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Enable the checkbox for Show Layer Controls/Indications. The Scene Editor will display the current object‟s or
group‟s layer as a colored square swatch on the left side of the object list in any view mode. (For more information
on the view modes available in the Scene Editor, see Artist Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion.)
Moving an object to a different layer is as simple as painting the object‟s color swatch with a different layer‟s color
using the Layer Paint tool on the Scene Editor‟s toolbar, or dragging and dropping between layers within the Scene
Editor.

To move an object or group of objects to another layer using layer painting:
If the Object List is not already in Tree View mode (default), click and hold the view mode icon, and choose Tree
View from the list of view modes:
Click and hold the Layer Selection button to reveal a list of color swatches representing the scene‟s different layers.
Selecting one of these colors will make that layer active. Selecting the “+” will create a new layer and make it active.
Objects created or imported will appear in the active layer.

To move an object or group to a different layer, first choose the layer color from the Layer Paint tool‟s popup list.
With the Layer Paint tool enabled, click the color swatch next to the object you wish to move. The swatch will
change to the new color to indicate that the object was moved.

Choose a Layer Color

“Paint” the Layer Swatch

To move an object or group of objects to another layer using drag-and-drop:
Change the Object List display mode to Objects by Layer by clicking and holding the view mode icon, and
choosing Objects by Layer from the list of view modes:
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To move an object or group to a different layer, simply drag and drop onto the layer title.

Select an Object

Drag & Drop to Another
Layer

Releasing the Button
Moves the Object

Note: Layer assignment in the Scene Editor cascades, meaning that by moving the top object of a hierarchy to a
different layer, all of its children move as well.
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4.3 2D Draw Tools
Briefly described, NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) curves are made up of control points connected by
splines. Each control point has two handles that determine how smooth or sharp the corner made by the control
point will be. The handles exert a pull on the splines almost like a gravitational effect: the longer the handles, the
greater the effect on the spline. Long handles help to create smooth corners, while short handles make the corner
sharper. By default, the handles work together, so that any change you make a handle on one side of the control
point is reflected on the other side. They can be manipulated independently, however.

2D curves drawn in trueSpace can serve as the foundation for many types of objects. Although curves are NURBS
objects upon creation, they can be converted to polygons and manipulated with the polygon editing tools, discussed
later in this manual. The word “curve” can be deceiving. Curves can have open or closed shapes, sharp or rounded
corners. They can be given depth with a simple sweep and bevel, or extruded and manipulated into complex 3D
shapes. This section starts with the basics by discussing how various 2D shapes can be created and edited.
Vertical and horizontal text, although created as polygons and not NURBS objects, are also covered in this section.
Easily created with basic keyboard input, text in trueSpace is based on True Type fonts, allowing you a large
diversified pool of possible fonts for use in the program.

4.3.1 The DrawPanel
DrawPanel
This interface is based on the idea of a “window,” which allows for the easy manipulation of 2D shapes for 3D
modeling. The DrawPanel‟s main focus is for use with NURBS. We use the DrawPanel as an interface to draw
curves that we can then change into NURBS surfaces, which themselves are used in the construction of other
NURBS objects.

DrawPanel Schematic
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The DrawPanel is a 2D interface for working with curves. You can activate the DrawPanel by clicking on its icon
or by drawing a curve in the workspace. If you activate the DrawPanel by its icon, your mouse pointer changes to
indicate the DrawPanel tool is active. Click and drag in the workspace to produce a DrawPanel. When you finish
drawing a panel, your mouse pointer returns to normal and a context sensitive toolbar appears. This toolbar houses
all the NURBS curve drawing tools. Choose a curve draw tool to draw a curve on the DrawPanel.

Note: You do not require a DrawPanel to be present in the workspace to draw a curve. You may choose any curve
drawing tool and just draw a curve in the workspace. When you finish drawing the curve, a DrawPanel will appear
surrounding the curve. In fact, each curve you draw has its own DrawPanel. In the workspace, only the selected
curve‟s DrawPanel is actually visible.
Whenever you finish drawing a curve, another context sensitive toolbar will appear and the curve toolbar will
disappear. This new toolbar houses surface tools that can be applied to the curve on the DrawPanel. This context
sensitive toolbar is covered in the NURBS section proper, as it actually contains tools used in NURBS surface
creation. For now, we will continue covering NURBS curves. It is important that you have a good understanding of
NURBS curves before we introduce you to the next level of NURBS. Let‟s continue with the DrawPanel discussion.
The top blue bar on the DrawPanel is the title bar, which is used to move the DrawPanel around the workspace. As
you move the mouse over the title bar it highlights. Left-click and hold while you drag your mouse around the
workspace to move the DrawPanel.
The Ortho View button will toggle between the current view and an orthogonal view of the DrawPanel for easier
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curve editing.
Both sidebars and the bottom bar can be used to resize the DrawPanel. Drag the sidebars to change the width the
DrawPanel, and drag the bottom bar to change its depth. Additionally, dragging the bottom right corner button will
scale/size the DrawPanel in both directions at once.

DrawPanel/TriPanel Options Panel

The DrawPanel/TriPanel Options panel provides you with an assortment of settings for the DrawPanel. You can
project an image on the DrawPanel. You must enable the DrawPanel Image option, and turn on Toggle Use of
Textures in Solid Render in the Display Options Panel in order for the image to be visible. Left-click the Image
Selection Box to bring up the Image Browser. When you find the image you wish to use as a background on the
DrawPanel, double click or drag and drop onto the DrawPanel. Settings for DrawPanel X and Y sizes are provided as
an alternate and finite method of sizing the panel. You can manually enter numbers or use the slider to adjust the
size.

4.3.2 NURBS Curve Drawing Tools
NURBS curve drawing in trueSpace is very straightforward. You have many predefined curve drawing tools. These
tools allow for easy creation of standardized curves. Also included in trueSpace is an assortment of freehand
drawing tools. Together these tools allow you to create any curve shape. Along with the standardized curve tools are
control-point editing tools. These tools allow for control and manipulation of control-points on curves and the ability
to open or close a curve. While a curve is in edit mode you have access to a context sensitive toolbar, which houses
the editing tools.
NURBS curves are constructed with control-points connected by a spline. When editing a curve, we are
manipulating control-points. The manipulation of control-point parameters affects the spline. We will cover the edit
tools and how they are used before we move into curves themselves. By the time we discuss the various curves we
can draw, you should have a good understanding of how to manipulate and edit any given curve. It is important to
remember we are only discussing curves. These curves begin life on the DrawPanel and are 2D at this point in time.
We have not moved into 3D space yet. Understanding 2D curve editing and creation will form a solid basis for later
levels of NURBS.

Edit Mode and Control-Point Handles
To enter curve edit mode, right-click a curve. In edit mode, the individual control points for the curve will be visible
as yellow dots along the spline. The currently selected control point will have visible control handles extending from
the point.
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You have two control handles for each point you wish to edit (except end/start points). Control-Point Handles are
constructed with the actual control-point as center and two handles reaching out from this center point. At the very
end of each handle is that handle‟s activation control. Each handle controls a spline segment on either side of the
control-point. Where only one point exists, or where the selected control-point is a start or end point, only one
handle will appear for that particular control-point. When moving one handle endpoint, the endpoint on opposite
handle also moves to keep the curve continuity in current control point, so that both handle endpoints and control
point are kept in one line. You can turn this feature off by depressing the CTRL key while dragging the handle
endpoint. By moving the handles independently, you can create sharp corners on the curve. You can also change the
length of single handle this way. (By default, both handles have the same length.)

The image above shows a typical set of control-point handles. Clicking on either end of the handles (outside points)
will activate that handle. Drag a handle with the left mouse button moves the handle in the X axis or the Y axis.
Drag a handle with the right mouse button moves the handle in the Z axis. Dragging the handle‟s end point away
from the center will lengthen the handle, causing the spline segment to become more pronounced or scaled. Moving
the handle‟s end point towards the center will shorten the handle, reducing the effect.

NURBS Curve Options Panel

The NURBS curve options panel is accessible by right-clicking on either the Draw Polygon Curve tool or the Add
Curve tool. It houses two parameter settings, which affect editing of curves.
• All handles: When this option is checked every control-point‟s control handles are visible. Uncheck this
option to display control-handles on only the currently selected control-point.
• Smooth edit: When Smooth edit is on and you are moving a control point, tangents (handles) in
neighbouring control points are updated to keep the shape smooth. You can see the difference between
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Smooth Edit turned on and off when you turn on All Handles.

NURBS Curve Edit: Context Sensitive Toolbar

Start New Curve
Selecting this tool effectively ends the edit mode on a previous curve. When selected, the Start New Curve will
activate the Draw New Curve Point tool, which allows for drawing of control-points on the new curve. Left-click
in the workspace to add control-points to the new curve.

Open Curve
Selecting this tool will create a new control-point adjacent to the currently selected point. It will effectively remove
the spline segment between these two points. These points become the curve‟s start and end points. The two points
are literally beside each other and one point must be moved to open up the gap created between them.

Close Curve
Each open curve has a start point and an end point. Selecting this tool will insert a spline between these two points,
effectively closing the curve.
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Draw New Curve Point
The Draw New Curve Point tool activates curve drawing/edit mode. With each left-click a new control-point is
added to your curve. This tool will only work on open curves, and by adding new control points, you are actually
lengthening the curve.
Animation note on control points: New control points can be added only at frame zero. Entering drawing mode
automatically resets the active frame to zero. When new control points are added, animation of the old points is
preserved. Some control points may change as a direct result of smoothing. If a control point is changed as a result
of smoothing, its key-frame at frame zero is also updated.

In the example above, a curve was drawn using the Circle Drawn by Center and One Point tool (explained later in
this section). The curve was then opened with the Open Curve tool. Additional control points were added using the
Draw New Curve Point tool.

Move Curve Point
The Move Curve Point tool allows you to move individual points on your curve. The control-point or its handles
can be moved in any of the X, Y, or Z planes. Right-clicking on the Move Curve Point tool will bring up the
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coordinates panel, which allows you to restrict movement according to axis. When working with the curve edit tools,
it is most helpful to have several view windows open. This will allow you to move your curve points in all
directions.

Insert New Curve Point
The Insert New Curve Point tool allows you to add more detail to a curve. Select the Insert New Curve Point tool
and left-click on the curve at the location where you wish to insert a new control-point.

Delete Curve Point
Selecting this tool deletes the currently selected control-point.

Sharp Corner
Sharp Corner, when selected, will make the curve surrounding the selected point sharp. Depending on which curve
parameter tool is selected, this tool‟s effect will be applied to only the selected control-point or all control-points on
the curve.
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Smooth Corner
This option provides you with the smoothest possible corner. As with the Sharp Corner tool, depending on which
curve parameter tool is selected, this tool‟s effect will be applied to only the selected control-point or all
control-points on the curve.

Change Selected Point
When this toggle is active, operations only affect the currently selected point. Neighboring control points are not
affected by any changes made to the selected control-point. This toggle works in conjunction with corner tension
tools (Smooth/Sharp corner tools).

Change All Points
When this toggle is active, the changes you make to a parameter will affect all control-points. This toggle works in
conjunction with corner tension tools (Smooth/Sharp corner tools).

2D Curve Drawing Tools
The 2D curve drawing tools are grouped into basic categories and are available from the regular trueSpace menu as
individual icons, or as one of the DrawPanel’s context toolbars. This toolbar appears when you activate/draw an
empty DrawPanel, or if you delete a curve from an existing DrawPanel. Each tool can be used either on an empty
DrawPanel, or in the workspace itself, in which case a DrawPanel will automatically be created for you.

Curve Resolution Panel

Right-clicking on any of the circle, ellipse, circular arc, or elliptical arc drawing tools will activate the Curve
Resolution Panel. The panel is used to set the resolution of the end curve. The higher the number, the smoother the
resulting curve will be when drawn. The range of the Curve Resolution panel is from 3 to 100.
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Add Polyline
The Add Polyline tool, when selected, activates the Draw New Curve Point tool and allows you to draw a polyline
(composed of straight line segments) by placing points on an empty DrawPanel.

Freehand Curve
With the Freehand Curve tool, you can create spline curves by simply drawing the shape while keeping the left
mouse button pressed. This tool allows you to treat your mouse pointer as if it were a pencil or a pen. trueSpace will
create control points as you draw, eliminating the need to place them by hand. Hold down your left mouse button to
freehand draw a curve in the workspace or on an empty DrawPanel. With a little practice, you can even write words
with this tool!

Add Curve
With the Add Curve tool, you create a spline curve by drawing control points. Each left-click while the Add Curve
tool is active adds a new control point to the end of your curve and connects the new point to the previous point with
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a spline.

Add Regular Polygon
The Add Regular Polygon tool allows you to draw regular polygon curves in the workplace or on an empty
DrawPanel. Right-clicking the Regular Polygon tool will activate the Regular Polygon Resolution Panel, which
allows you to define the number of sides the polygon will have. In this way, it is easy to create a polygon as simple
as a three-sided triangle or as complex as a twelve-sided dodecahedron, and beyond.

The Circle Drawing Tools
The circle drawing tools each draw a circular curve using a different method of calculating how the curve is actually
drawn. The icons themselves are a good indication of how trueSpace will build the curve. Knowing how each circle
curve creation tool reacts will assist you in deciding which tool to use in any given situation.

Circle: Center, Point
The Circle Drawn by Center and One Point curve tool is the most basic application of the circle draw tools. The
center point is where you actually begin drawing the curve, while the “One Point” exists under your mouse pointer
as you drag the mouse across the workspace/DrawPanel. Circles created using this tool grow outward from the
center point. It does not provide the unique abilities of the other circle draw tools for positioning or shaping the
circle as you draw.
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Circle: Two Points
The Circle Drawn by Two Points curve tool uses two points on the circumference of the circle to calculate the
circle‟s shape and size. The first point is located where you begin drawing the curve. This point acts as the pivot
point. The second point exists under your mouse pointer as you drag the mouse around the workspace/DrawPanel.
Again, the curve resolution panel will affect your circle‟s shape and the number of control-points the curve is
constructed with. Unlike the previous tool, which draws a circle outward from a center point, drawing a circle with
this tool is more akin to “stretching” a circle between two points.

Circle: Three Points
The Circle Drawn by Three Points curve tool uses three points on the circumference of the circle to calculate the
size and shape of the curve. Use of this tool is actually a two-step process.
The first two steps are exactly the same as for the Circle Drawn by Two Points tool. Stretch a circle between two
points by clicking and dragging.
Define the third point by clicking and dragging in the workspace again. You will notice that no matter where you
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move your mouse, the first two points you placed will always be on the circumference of the circle. The third point
you are placing defines the size of the circle while keeping all three points on the circumference.

The Ellipse Drawing Tools
The ellipse drawing tools provide you with a unique and interesting series of curve drawing tools, based on elliptical
shapes. They are similar in use to the circle drawing tools.

Ellipse: Center, Point
The Ellipse Drawn by Center and One Point curve draw tool is the most basic of the ellipse drawing tools. Click
and drag to form a basic elliptical shape centered about the initial click.
Holding down the CTRL key while building this curve allows you to rotate the curve on the surface of the
DrawPanel.

Ellipse: Center, Vertex, Point
The Ellipse Drawn by Center, Vertex and One Point tool uses a center point, one vertex and one point on the
circumference of the curve to size and shape the curve. This is another two-step tool. The first step begins by a left
mouse click in the workspace/DrawPanel. This initial click represents the location of the center point. Drag the
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mouse and release to define the position of the vertex. Releasing the mouse button ends the first step.
The second step of this process involves picking another point on the curve. Drag the mouse again to reshape and
resize the curve. The entire process ends when you release the mouse button.

Ellipse: Two Focuses, Point
The Ellipse Drawn by Two Focuses and One Point tool uses two focuses and one point on the circumference of
the curve to size and shape the curve. This is another two-step tool. The first step begins by a left mouse click in the
workspace/DrawPanel. This initial click represents the location of the first focus point. Drag the mouse and release
to define the position of the second. Releasing the mouse button ends the first step.
The second step of this process involves you picking another point on the curve. Drag the mouse again to reshape
and resize the curve. The entire process ends when you release the mouse button.
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Ellipse: Two Vertices, Point
The Ellipse Drawn by Two Vertices and One Point tool uses two vertices and one point on the circumference of
the curve to size and shape the curve. This is another two-step tool. The first step begins by a left mouse click in the
workspace/DrawPanel. This initial click represents the location of the first of two vertices. Drag the mouse and
release to define the position of the second. Releasing the mouse button ends the first step.
The second step of this process involves picking another point on the curve. Drag the mouse again to reshape and
resize the curve. The entire process ends when you release the mouse button.
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The Arc Drawing Tools
The arc drawing tools have much in common with the circle and ellipse drawing tools. Drawing an arc begins with
defining the complete circle or ellipse, then using this shape to define the arc.

Circular Arc: Center, Two Points
The Circular Arc Drawn by Center and Two Points allows you to define an arc by choosing first the radius of the
circle, then the length of the arc, using a two-step process. The first step begins with a left mouse click in the
workspace/DrawPanel and determines the location of the center point. Drag the mouse to size the circle. Releasing
the mouse during this first step determines radius of the circle and ends the first step of this process.
The second step begins with selecting another point on the circumference of the circle. This second point determines
the length of the arc and can be resized until you release the mouse button and end the drawing process.
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Circular Arc: Three Points
The Circular Arc Drawn by Three Points tool allows you to define an arc by choosing first the length of the arc,
then the radius of the circle, using a two-step process. The first step begins with a left-click/drag in the
workspace/DrawPanel to define the length of the arc.
The second step of this process begins with picking a third point on the circumference of the circle. The point is
placed on the opposite side of the curve to serve as a center point for the resulting angle. This point is calculated so
that the two sides of the angle are equal in length. As illustrated below, there are two possible shapes depending the
size of the interior angle created by the third point. In the first example, we have an interior angle <=180 degrees.
This results in a wedge shape. Angles >180 result in the shape illustrated in the second image.
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Elliptical Arc: Center, Vertex, Point
The Elliptical Arc Drawn by Center, Vertex and Point tool is a two-step process. The first step begins with a left
mouse click in the workspace/DrawPanel, which determines the location of the center point. Drag the mouse to size
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the ellipse. Releasing the mouse determines the location of the vertex and ends the first step of this process.
The second step begins with selecting a point on the circumference of the ellipse. When you click a point on the
outside of the curve, you have chosen the “one point.” Drag the mouse around the circumference of the ellipse. The
ellipse is opened up, and the opening follows your mouse as you drag around the circumference until you release the
mouse button to end the process. This tool provides you with the ability to choose the length of the arc. Drag the
mouse around the circumference to lengthen or shorten the arc. You can also reshape the ellipse as you drag your
mouse in this final step.

Elliptical Arc: Center, Three Points
The Elliptical Arc Drawn by Center and Three Points tool is a two-step process. The first step begins with a left
mouse click in the workspace/DrawPanel, which determines the location of the center point. Drag the mouse to size
the ellipse. Releasing the mouse determines the location of the first point and ends the first step of this process.
The second step begins with selecting a point on the circumference of the ellipse. When you click a point on the
outside of the curve, you have chosen the second point. Drag the mouse around the circumference of the ellipse. The
ellipse is opened up, and the opening follows your mouse as you drag around the circumference until you release the
mouse button to define the location of the third point and end the process. This tool provides you with the ability to
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choose the length of the arc. Drag the mouse around the circumference to lengthen or shorten the arc.
Holding down the CTRL key while building this curve allows you to rotate the curve on the surface of the
DrawPanel.

4.3.3 Text Tools
The text tools are different from the rest of the curve drawing tools in that they create polygonal objects instead of
NURBS curves. The DrawPanel and its tools are not available when working with text objects. Text entered from
the keyboard instantly becomes polygons in the workspace, which can be extruded and beveled for depth. (See
section 4.6 for information on sweeping and beveling text objects.)
To create a text object, activate a text tool, then click anywhere in the workspace and begin typing. The font, style,
and size of the text must be set before typing by right-clicking either tool to access the Font Properties Panel.
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To exit the text tool, simply choose any other tool. When creating text, trueSpace groups all the characters in a word
as siblings so that they can be individually manipulated.
Two variations of text are available in trueSpace: Horizontal and Vertical.

Horizontal Text
Horizontal text is created horizontal to the ground plane, at ground level. The text baseline is created at ground level,
parallel to the current view plane. The axis for the object is placed at the position where the text was first entered.

Vertical Text
Vertical text is created perpendicular to the ground plane, at ground level. The text baseline is created at ground
level, parallel to the current view plane. The axes for the object are placed at the position where the text was first
entered.

4.3.4 Tutorial: Drawing a Goblet Profile
For this tutorial, we will create the profile of a drinking goblet using some of the tools mentioned in this chapter.
When completed, the profile can be lathed into a solid 3D object.
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1.

Because we will be using the Lathe tool to finish the model, we will only create half of the profile. The
edge that will serve as the center axis for the lathe tool needs to be perfectly straight for best results. Switch
to Top View
, toggle Grid Mode
on, enable Add Curve mode , and create the first 3 points
as shown, forming part of the base and stem. Note that we did not create the DrawPanel first, although we
could have done so. The disadvantage to creating the DrawPanel instead of letting the drawing tool create it
is that we would be restricted to placing points within the DrawPanel. If the panel turned out to be too small,
we would have to interrupt our workflow to resize the panel. The DrawPanel will not appear until you exit
the drawing tools.

2.

You will notice that the control points we are placing are smooth. In a later step, you will “flatten” this
edge, but for now we just want to lay down points. Toggle Grid Mode off now, and continue placing
points as shown.

Step 1

3.

To close the shape, choose Close Curve

Step 2

from the context toolbar.

Now we have a very rough half-profile of a drinking goblet. In the remaining steps, we tweak the shape and
add more detail.
4.

Select the first point we placed, which is the edge of the base of the goblet. Convert this to a sharp corner
by choosing Curve: Sharp Corner
from the context toolbar. Do the same for the second and third
points we placed, making up the inner edge of the stem.
This will insure that the base remains flat and the inner edge flush so that the lathe tool creates the desired
object.
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Step 3

5.

Step 4

Zoom to the rim of the goblet and further define this edge by manipulating the control handles. In this
example, I have given the shape of the glass near the rim a smoother S-shaped curve by lengthening the
control handles and tilting them to the right.

Step 5

6.

Continue to manipulate the other control points until you have a shape you like.
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Step 6

7.

The areas where the stem connects to the cup and the base are a little too smooth. Add a sharper edge to
these joints by CTRL+dragging one handle at a time.

8.

For a little more variety, add a knob of glass just beneath the cup by using the Insert New Curve Point
tool to place two new points below the cup.

9.

Work them into the right shape using a combination of point movement and corner sharpening by dragging
and CTRL+dragging the handles. You may have noticed that as you manipulate points the edges we
flattened began to bow out. This is nothing to worry about. Just apply Curve: Sharp Corner
on the
original three points again. Our shape should be ready for lathing.

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

10. Select the Lathe tool
from the sweep toolbar. The curve will be converted to a polygon, and the
lathe controls will appear. Right-click it to bring up its property panel. Enter 32 for segments and 360 for
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angle. The radius will depend on the size of your object. Drag on the double arrow next to this value until
the vertical bar representing the center “snaps” to the left edge of your glass stem. At this point, you are
ready to lathe. Click the Lathe icon again to apply these settings to your curve. Here‟s our final goblet,
rotated upward and moved for better viewing:
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4.4 Primitives
Although many objects can be built up from a 2D curve, sometimes it is more convenient and efficient to start from
a basic 3D shape and mold it to your liking. trueSpace comes with a library of many 3D shapes, called primitives.
These basic building blocks range from simple shapes like the cube and sphere, to more complex shapes such as the
torus and saddle. There is also a generalized primitive that allows for great flexibility when creating primitives.

4.4.1 Types of Primitives
There are several types of primitives: polyhedra (tan object icons), NURBS (blue object icons), Metaballs (green
icons), and deformation objects (red icons). The following is a description of each type:

Polyhedra

This is the simplest type of object, consisting of vertices that can be manipulated and joined to form more complex
objects. If Magic Ring is enabled in the preferences settings, and Scalable is chosen as the mode, then polyhedron
primitives can be modified both with the Magic Ring and as a Generalized Primitive.

NURBS

NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-spline) objects are defined by control points and isocurves rather than individual
vertices. For more information on NURBS modeling, see section 4.8.

Metaballs

Metaballs are actually fields of influence that combine to create complex objects. Using simple shapes, you can
create elaborate organic objects. For a complete description of Metaballs, see section 4.14.

4.4.2 Creating Primitives
Depending on your needs, primitive creation can be as easy as clicking a single button, or far more interactive, using
editable property panels to adjust parameters. What happens when you click on a primitive depends on your settings
in the preferences panel. The three settings that concern primitive creation are Magic Ring, On Grid, and
Scalable/Automatic.
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•

Magic Ring: If Magic Ring is enabled, then the Magic Ring 3D control will appear on newly-created
polyhedron primitives. (It is not usable with the other primitive types.) The Magic Ring is not available
when primitive creation is set to Automatic.

•

On Grid: If On Grid is enabled, any newly created primitive will be placed so that its bottom edge rests on
the grid. Otherwise, it will be placed so that its center is on the grid.

•

Scalable/Automatic: When set to Automatic, selecting a primitive from the library or toolbar causes
trueSpace to immediately place the object at 0,0. When set to Scalable, you must place the object yourself
after activating the tool.

At its simplest, primitive creation consists of selecting a primitive in the toolbar group. For instance, selecting the
sphere primitive from the tool group, then clicking anywhere in your workspace will place a sphere of default size.

If you want more control over creating your primitives you will want to enable “Magic Ring” in the preferences
panel. With the Magic Ring selected in the preferences panel, you can click and drag to size your object and use the
Magic Ring tool to adjust many of its aspects.
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Try the following:
1.

Select “cube” from the primitives menu.

2.

Left drag in the workspace to create the cube in whatever dimensions you prefer.

3.

4.

Without releasing the left button, hold down the right button and move the mouse to adjust the cube‟s
vertical size.

Release both buttons when you have your object the height you want it.

Now you can use the Magic Ring control (the multi-colored bar running through your object) to perform many
alterations on your object, such as set divisions, round the corners, or flatten it out.

Property Panels
Most polyhedron and NURBS primitives have property panels that can be used to adjust their parameters before
placing them in a scene. (The property panels for Metaball and Plastiform primitives are described in detail in their
appropriate sections.) Depending on the type of primitive, property panels may have any of the following parameters
available:
Resolution or Latitude/Longitude determines density of the control mesh.

Resolution: 1

Resolution: 3

Start Angle and End Angle (sphere, cylinder, cone, and torus) determine how far around its vertical axis the shape is
wrapped. The base of a rotary primitive is usually a circle, but altering these values results in a circular arc instead of
a circle
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End Angle: 300

Top Angle and Bottom Angle (sphere only) determine how flat the top and bottom poles of the sphere are.

Top Angle: 120
Bottom Angle: 60

Top Radius only applies to the cylinder object and determines the radius of the cylinder‟s top cap in relation to the
radius of its base.

Top Radius: 0.5

Closed Arc (sphere, cylinder, and cone) determines whether or not trueSpace will create a new patch inside the open
arc created by altering the Start Angle or End Angle.

Closed Arc: Off

Closed Arc: On

Top Cap and Bottom Cap (sphere, cylinder, and cone) determine whether the poles of the object are left open or
closed. (Note that this only applies to the sphere object if Top Angle or Bottom Angle are not at their default values.)
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Top Cap: Off

Top Cap: On

One Patch (sphere, cylinder, cone, cube) determines whether the object is one continuous patch, or made up of
separate patches. For example, a NURBS cube created with One Patch disabled is actually made of three separate
patches: top, cloak, and bottom. Enabling One Patch creates an object with more control points and isocurves than
an object created with One Patch disabled. The following image shows the results of selecting and moving the points
making up the top of the cube with One Patch off and on.

One Patch: Off

One Patch: On

Inner Radius (torus only) determines the ratio between the inner and outer radius of the control mesh.
Pipe Start Angle and End Angle (torus only) are similar to the sphere‟s Top Angle and Bottom Angle. If the Start
Angle is greater than zero, and the End Angle is less than 360, only part of the pipe will be created.

Ring End Angle: 180 Pipe Start
Angle: 90 Pipe
End Angle:
360

The saddle object is different from the rest of the NURBS objects. In addition to usual parameters for Latitude and
Longitude, the saddle object also has parameters specifying the roundness of the mesh in the U and V directions. An
angle of 1.0 produces a planar saddle, and an angle of 2.0 produces a parabolic saddle. The image below shows the
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results of varying the U and V grades between 0.01 and 4:

Note: A newly placed primitive‟s properties are adjustable as long as its icon remains active. In the case of all
polyhedra except the geosphere, right-clicking the active icon will bring up the Generalized Primitive panels
(explained in section 4.4.3). In the case of NURBS primitives, the original property panel may be used to adjust the
primitive‟s aspects.

4.4.3 Magic Ring
The Magic Ring is a useful tool for changing the parameters of a primitive after it is initially placed in the
workspace. Each of its multicolored sections adjusts a different parameter:
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1.

The red portion controls the radius, angle, and divisions of the base (if the primitive has one).
Left-click and drag left or right to change the radius, and up or down to change the angle. Right
click
and drag to set the divisions of both the top and bottom base.
2. The green portion controls the angle height and divisions of the lateral area.
3. The tan portion controls the spherical radius and divisions.
4. The blue diamond controls the rotation and vertical faces.
Example: Start with a basic cylinder:

With the left mouse button, drag upwards or downwards on the red bar to change the angle of the base. Drag left or
right to change the size of the base.

With the right mouse button, drag the red bar to change the number of divisions of the bases.
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Adjust the tan bar with the left mouse button to change the spherical value of the lateral area, giving a rounded look
to the edges. Use the right mouse button on the tan area to change the divisions.

Use the green bar on the same beginning cylinder primitive to adjust the base angles and object height with the left
button, or the lateral divisions with the right mouse button.

Lastly, if you use the left mouse button on the blue diamond, you can adjust the rotation of the object, whereas the
right mouse button will increase or decrease the lateral faces.
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When you are finished with your primitive, select any other tool, or right-click your object once, and the Magic
Ring will disappear. You cannot go back and use the Magic Ring on the same object later; once the primitive is set,
the Magic Ring will not appear again until you create a new primitive.

Generalized Primitive Panel
A Generalized Primitive is a geometric primitive based on several modifiable parameters. All of the polyhedra
primitives except the Geosphere are special cases of a Generalized Primitive, and can be edited as such after they
are created.
After creating a primitive, and while the Magic Ring is still active, right-click the object icon you used to create the
primitive to open the Generalized Primitive panel. From here you can numerically many parameters. A
generalized primitive has four areas that can be modified:
Rotary: The primitive is defined by means of rotary parameters: Top Radius, Bottom Radius, Center Radius, Height,
Starting Angle, Longitude, Face Longitude, and Face Latitude.
Conic: Conic bases are defined by angle and latitude.
Spherical: Spherical vertices are defined radius, longitude, and latitude.
Torus: Torus is defined by only one parameter: Starting Angle.
The generalized primitive panel is actually two panels of logically grouped parameters; one panel that defines the
primitive‟s shape, and another that defines the primitive‟s angles and divisions.

Primitive Shape

Primitive Shape options can be used to change the overall form of the primitive. Size, height, width, angle of tops
and bases, and more can be adjusted using these parameters.

Rotary Top Radius
This modifies the radius of the top face of your primitive. Example: Reduce from default of 1 to 0.5:

Rotary Bottom Radius
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This modifies the radius of the bottom face of your primitive. Example: Reduce from default of 1 to 0.5:

Rotary Both
Both faces can be modified at once so they stay equal. This is equivalent to scaling an object in X and Y axes
without a change in the Z axis.

Rotary Height
This modifies the lateral height of your primitive. This is equivalent to scaling in the Z axis.

Conic Angle
This sets the conic angle of the primitive‟s faces. The example shows what happens when you change the default
value to from 0 to 50.

Spherical Radius
This sets the spherical radius of the object and generally serves to round off the edges where lateral faces meet the
top and bottom faces. Example: Change the default from 0 to 0.5.

Rotary Longitude
This sets the number of longitudinal divisions for your object. Example: Change the default from 16 to 32.
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Primitive Parameters

The primitive parameters affect the detail and rotation of your object.

Rotary face longitude
Rotary face longitude adjusts the number of divisions on the primitive‟s lateral area faces. The more divisions you
set, the more faces that area will consist of. You can adjust this to be 1 or greater, but it cannot be 0.

Rotary face latitude

This adjusts the division of the primitive‟s lateral area. This functions exactly as the longitude tool, but on a different
area of your primitive. This parameter can be anything greater than zero.

Conic latitude
This adjusts the latitudinal divisions of any base from conic angle. If a primitive has a conic angle of zero then the
bases are divided like a chessboard dependant to the rotary face‟s longitude. Conic latitude can be greater or equal to
zero.
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Spherical longitude
This defines the longitudinal division of each spherical portion of your primitive. Effectively this can “round off”
the edges of some primitives creating complex geometric shapes. This parameter can be greater or equal to zero.

Sphere, change of spherical longitude
(from 16 to 4)

Cube with spherical radius equal to 0.5,
change of spherical longitude (from 4 to 1)

Spherical latitude
This sets the latitude division of each spherical portion of your primitive. If your primitive has a spherical latitude
equal to zero, each of the spherical vertices has zero height and the number of subdivided faces is 1.

Sphere, change of spherical latitude (from 8 to 2)

Rotary starting angle
This sets the angle of the first vertex of the primitive‟s base. This parameter can be greater or equal to zero.

Cube, change of rotary starting angle (from 45° to 90°)

Torus starting angle
This sets the angle of the first vertex of a torus. This can be zero or greater.
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4.5 Boolean Operations

The Boolean variants allow for union, subtraction, and intersection operations on polyhedral objects. By default,
the original objects are deleted and replaced by the resulting object of the operation, and surface attributes like UV
space, mapping, and materials are preserved into the new object.
Note: Boolean operations may not work reliably with objects that are imported from other programs. In case of a
failed operation, both objects will be deleted. Sometimes the program may offer advice on how to complete the
operation by highlighting trouble edges. Also, inverted faces may cause unexpected Boolean results. In such cases,
use the Flip Face(s) or Flip All Normals tools (see section 4.9.7) to correct the reversed faces.

4.5.1 Object Union
Object Union
The Object Union tool joins the currently selected object and the target object together. Unlike the glue tools, which
group objects, the Object Union tool creates a new object that cannot be separated.
To perform a union operation:
1.
2.
3.
•
•
•

Make an object current by selecting it.
Choose the Object Union tool.
Do one of the following:
Select the target object to perform the Boolean immediately.
Drag the target object to the current object, using the left mouse button to drag horizontally, and the right
mouse button to drag vertically. Releasing both mouse buttons performs the Boolean operation.
Hold down CTRL and move the target object while holding down the left and/or right mouse buttons to
create volume where the object is dragged. After releasing both mouse buttons, the current and target
objects become a single object.
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This object is a group of objects

This object is a union of objects

4.5.2 Object Subtraction
Object Subtraction
The Object Subtraction tool subtracts a target object from the currently selected one.
To perform the operation:
1. Make an object current by selecting it.
2. Choose the Object Subtraction tool.
3. Do one of the following:
• Select the target object to perform the Boolean immediately.
• Drag the target object to the current object, using the left mouse button to drag horizontally, and the
right mouse button to drag vertically. Releasing both mouse buttons performs the Boolean operation.
• Hold down CTRL and move the target object while holding down the left and/or right mouse buttons
to use the target object as a chisel upon the current object.
For the illustration below, a sphere was placed directly inside a smaller cube. The white object represents the current
selection and the dark object represents the target.
The hierarchy of a group object (the first one) is preserved in subtraction and intersection operations. Union always
produces one simple object by unioning each of two objects first, and then all together.

The cube was subtracted from the sphere
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The sphere was subtracted from the cube

4.5.3 Object Intersection
Object Intersection
The Object Intersection tool creates a new object from the intersecting areas of the current object and a target
object.
To perform the operation:
1. Make an object current by selecting it.
2. Choose the Object Intersection tool.
3. Do one of the following:
a. Select the target object to perform the Boolean immediately.
b. Drag the target object to the current object, using the left mouse button to drag horizontally, and the
right mouse button to drag vertically. Releasing both mouse buttons performs the Boolean operation.
For the illustration below, the same sphere and cube from the previous example were used.

3D Booleans Property Panel
Access the 3D Boolean tools‟ property panel by right-clicking any of the Boolean tools. This panel has six controls.
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•

Identity: Identity is used for adjusting the tolerance that the Boolean operations will use when performing
a Boolean operation. This value is a distance in 1/100 of a millimeter for identifying near-coincident
vertices. In general, the default value of 50 should be used, but this sometimes needs to be adjusted to
achieve a successful result. If a Boolean operation does not work, trueSpace may notify you that adjusting
this value could allow the Boolean to succeed.

•

Delete Edges: When Delete Edges is enabled, trueSpace will attempt to delete unnecessary edges in the
objects to be combined. If unnecessary edges are removed, some coplanar faces that may be desired in the
final model may be merged together into a single large face. If, after performing a Boolean, some of the
faces which had been in the original models disappear in the resulting model, undo the operation, change
this toggle, and redo the Boolean.
This is sometimes useful for removing unnecessary edges (like those created through triangulation, for
example) by performing an Object Subtraction on two objects that are not in contact with each other.

•

Triangulate First: When enabled, the current and target objects are triangulated before completing the
operation. This may sometimes help tricky Boolean operations succeed when they normally would fail.
Note that if this option and the Delete Edges option are both enabled, trueSpace will remove unnecessary
edges after the operation, so the triangulation may not be visible.

•

Keep Drill: The Keep Drill switch applies only to the Object Subtraction function. Normally, after a
target object is subtracted from another, the target object is deleted. When Keep Drill is enabled, however,
the target object is retained.
This facility is useful for subtracting a number of identical shapes from an object. For example, you can use
it to create window openings in a building.

•

Keep Material: When enabled, the material of the target (operand) object is retained. Otherwise, the
material of the source object is applied to the resulting object.

•

On Fly Offset: Defines the minimal distance between two applications of an operation. A smaller value
will create more faces but have a smoother appearance.

4.5.4 Shell
Shell Tool
This tool can be used to create a shell from any polyhedral object. To use, simply select the object you want to shell,
select faces that you do not want to include in the shelling, and then click the Shell Tool icon.
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Sphere with top faces selected

After shelling operation

Right-clicking on the icon brings up the properties dialog where you can interactively change the thickness of the
shelled object and the applied materials. To finish, select another tool, or right-click in the workspace.

Geosphere shelled with all faces selected
(Thickness 0.15, Edge Offset 0.2)

Shell Properties
• Thickness: The thickness of the shell in meters. Thickness is the distance between the
shelled face and its source. Positive thickness shells inside the object, while negative
shells outside
• Offset Dist: Amount to shrink selected faces by in meters. Instead of being removed,
selected faces have holes created in them this far in. This value cannot be less than the
Thickness unless the Hole Method is set to “Use Edge Offset” (see below).
• Apply Offset: When enabled, the offset specified in Edge Offset is applied to the
selected faces. Otherwise, no offset is applied.
• Keep Source Copy: When enabled, the source object is left in the scene. Otherwise, the
source is deleted
• Material Sphere: Toggle to apply active material to shelled object. If off the new faces
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•
•
•

get the same material as the faces they are shelled from.
Keep Shelled Volume: When enabled, the volume „subtracted‟ from the shell is also
created.
Material to Inside: If on, applies the active material to the new surfaces of the object.
Only operates when the Material Sphere toggle is on.
Hole Method
◦ Use Thick & Offset: The sides of the hole will be aligned with the surrounding faces.
This is particularly useful for shelling skewed objects.
◦ Use Edge & Offset: The sides of the hole will be aligned with the normals of the
surrounding edges. For this method, the Offset Dist is not restricted and can be as low
as 0.
◦ Use Normal: The sides of the hole will be parallel to the normal of the face.
Note: Clicking and holding the arrow buttons for Thickness or Offset Dist
auto-increments the value. The longer they are held down, the faster the value
changes.

Top face shelled using the
Thick and Offset method

Top face shelled using the
Normal method

Top face shelled using the
Edge Offset method with an Offset Dist of 0
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4.6 Sweep Tools – Polygon

Sweep

Macro Sweep

Bevel

Lathe

Tip

Up to this point, we have been covering the creation and editing of NURBS objects, building upon simple 2D curves
and primitives with versatile editing tools and techniques. For the next few sections, we will shift our focus to a
different type of object: the polyhedron.
At its most basic level, a polyhedron is a collection of vertices. These vertices are connected by edges, which in turn
connect to form polygonal faces. While NURBS isocurves easily produce a smooth and organic mesh using only a
few curves, building a similar object from a polyhedron usually requires a denser mesh and more precise
manipulation of the vertices that make up the mesh.
Although NURBS surfaces and polygonal meshes can be used to produce nearly identical results, they are built
using very different tools and methods. The 2D curves that you learned to create earlier in this chapter may be used
to build either NURBS or polygonal meshes. trueSpace provides a variety of polygon sweep tools for this purpose.
The Sweep tools provide a powerful and versatile array of functions for extruding and lathing faces. trueSpace
includes the following Sweep tool variants:
Sweep: Extrudes 2D shapes and faces of 3D objects. This is similar to the NURBS extrude tools.
Macro Sweep: trueSpace remembers the last set of sweeps applied to a polygon, which can be applied to other
polygons using this tool. This tool can also be used to sweep a polygon along a path.
Lathe: Sweeps a polygon along a modifiable circular path.
Bevel: Interactively bevels faces.
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Tip: Sweeps faces to a point.

4.6.1 Sweep
Sweep
This tool enables the user to repeatedly extrude 2D and 3D shapes with optional manipulation of interim stages.
Sweep works by copying selected polygons and edges, moving them away from the original along the local Z axis
(perpendicular to the polygon surface) or the specified path, and finally creating new polygons to connect the
extruded faces. The extrusion can be done in any view, including Perspective. When used on polyhedrons, this
versatile tool allows multiple faces to be extruded in different directions simultaneously.

On the left, one face is selected. On right, that face is swept once.

Each Sweep operation can have a user-defined number of intermediate segments plus a floor, which is the outermost
new polygon.
After each Sweep operation, the new floor is selected, and the object enters Point Edit mode. A blue selection box
control will appear on the selected face, allowing you to easily move, rotate, and scale the current floor. (The
selector control is described in Artist Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.) Any transformation applied to a floor is repeated
on to the next sweep. For example, if you scale the second floor to 50% and re-sweep, the next floor will be 50%
smaller or 1/4 the size of the original floor.
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Scaling and rotating the first floor, affected each subsequent sweep/floor.

Before exiting the tool, you can re-select previous floors (indicated by their dark green color) and transform them.
After exiting the sweep tool, the shape is frozen and can no longer be manipulated in such a fashion. A sequence of
Sweep operations can be saved as a Macro and re-used on other polygons with the use of the Macro Sweep tool,
explained later in this section.
To sweep using the default settings, select the curve or face, and left-click on the Sweep tool. To open the Sweep
property panel and change the sweep settings numerically, right-click the Sweep icon.

Sweep Property Panel

•

Segments: This numeric value sets the number of subdivisions or intermediate segments created between
floors during a Sweep operation. At the default value of 1, no additional segments are created between the
last floor and the next. Each increment adds an intermediate segment on the next sweep. The more
subdivisions you use, the better definition you will obtain for spline interpolation of segments (i.e.,
smoother transitions), at the cost of mesh density and rendering time.

•

X - Y: These two settings let you specify horizontal offsets for the swept polygon. If you move the new
floor interactively after sweeping, the amount is automatically entered into these fields.

•

Z: This determines how far the face will be swept. Because sweeping is always done perpendicular to the
swept surface, the Z value sets the total sweep extent in grid square units. The default length is 0.5 units.
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Change the value by entering a new number or by dragging a floor with the right mouse button in the
workspace.
•

Bend: The Bend function rotates all floors to be perpendicular to the tangent of the sweep spline path. If
the floors were swept along a curved path, this option can be used to smooth the results. To see how it
works, create a small polygon, and then sweep it using the default settings. Move the new floor horizontally
a short distance. Sweep it again, and move the new floor a little farther in the same direction as before.
Repeat about twice more, and then select Bend. The moved floors will rotate to be perpendicular to the
sweep path, creating a more rounded profile to the swept shape.

Default Mapping of Swept Objects
When you use the Sweep tool to create a 3D object, a special type of default UV mapping is automatically applied.
Flat UV mapping is applied to the object‟s flat ends, while its length is mapped with a special type of cylindrical
mapping that conforms to the object‟s shape.

4.6.2 Macro Sweep
Macro Sweep
This tool allows the user to apply a macro created by a sweep and/or tip procedure. Used in conjunction with the
Path Library, the Macro tool also allows objects to be swept along paths created for spline polygons or animation
paths. You might think of this tool as a path extrusion function. However, its macro capabilities are quite powerful.
You can use it to quickly and easily set up a macro after a sweep, save it to a path library, and then apply it again to
a new sweep target. Right-click on the Macro tool to open the Macro property panel.

Macro Property Panel

Bend: When using Macro to sweep along a path, bend acts to keep the integrity of a sweep. In some cases, sweeping
shapes around a curve can cause unexpected results, such as partial flatness, because the shape is not rotated while
being swept. If Bend is on during a macro sweep, each subdivision and floor is rotated to be perpendicular to the
current path direction. If Bend is off, the swept shape retains its original alignment throughout the sweep.
In the illustration below, the shape on the left was swept with Bend off. Note that all cross-sections are parallel. The
same shape was swept along the same path with Bend on to produce the shape on the right.
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Bend Off

Bend On

To Execute a Macro
After selecting a polygon or polygons to be swept, the first click on the Macro tool displays the most recently stored
or executed macro path, if any, connected to the currently selected polygon. To choose a different path for sweeping,
open up a path library and select it from the list of path names. The new path will replace the original macro. Before
executing the macro, the path can be rotated around the polygon‟s vertical axis by clicking on it and dragging. Very
complex objects can be created by sweeping a polygon along a succession of different paths. Each vertex on a path
marks where a floor will be placed after the macro is executed.

To execute the macro sweep, click on the Macro tool a second time. After the macro is executed, the last edge is
highlighted and the Point Navigation panel appears. Like sweeping, individual floors can be manipulated affecting
the overall shape of the spline object. After exiting the Macro Sweep tool with the Object tool, the shape is frozen
and can no longer be manipulated in such a fashion.

To Create a Macro
To store a new macro in the Path Library, first define it by executing the sweep/modify sequence to be stored.
Then select the Macro Sweep tool to display the path. Next select the Path Library tool from the Libraries group,
and then click on “Insert” in the Path Library panel. The macro is stored with a new name. To change the name of
the macro, select it and choose “Rename” from the path library.
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To use a spline polygon or animation path as a sweep path, create the path using the appropriate tool, open a paths
library and click on “Add Path” in the Path Library panel.

4.6.3 Lathe
Lathe
This tool sweeps a shape along a modifiable circular or spiral path. Lathe is a true 3D tool because all parameters
can be set by direct manipulation of the path. No numeric entry is required, although it is possible.

Polygon with lathe path

When you select this tool, a circular path of white line segments with a green segment at the end appears. At the end
of this path is a perpendicular straight green line (handle) and connected to that is a crossbar. The crossbar
represents the lathing axis, around which the lathed outline is spun.
The path can be manipulated interactively in three dimensions by clicking and dragging on different parts. The
illustration below indicates which Lathe settings, as described immediately below under Lathe Property Panel, are
affected by clicking and dragging on the associated Lathe path part. A second click on the Lathe tool executes the
lathe with the current settings.

As with the Sweep tool, immediately after lathing, the program goes to Point Editing. Each copy of the swept
polygon or polygons is outlined in green, meaning that they are now available for standard Point Edit navigation
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functions. A blue selection box control will appear on the selected face, allowing you to easily move, rotate, and
scale the current floor. (The selector control is described in Artist Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.) Until another object
is selected, the whole object consists of polygons connected by splines, so a change to any polygon affects the entire
shape. Select a polygon by clicking on it, then use Point Move, Rotate or Scale functions as described in the Point
Edit section of this manual.

Right-click on the Lathe tool to open the Lathe property panel. Lathe settings can also be set from here by clicking
on a number and entering a new value from the keyboard, followed by ENTER. You can also click and drag
horizontally on the arrow button next to the value to change.

Lathe Property Panel

•

Segment: The number of path segments, which controls the smoothness of the path. This value can be
changed interactively by clicking and dragging on the white part of the circular path.

•

Angle: Sets the extent or distance of the lathe in degrees, which normally ranges between 0 and 360
degrees. If Helix is set to any value other than 0, then the Angle value can be any amount. To set
interactively, click on the handle, the perpendicular green line at the end of the curve, and drag it with the
mouse.

•

Radius: Sets the distance from the curve‟s center (indicated by the crossbeam position) to its edge. Radius
and Rotation can be set interactively by dragging the crossbeam with the mouse. To change the radius only,
click on the crossbeam‟s center point and drag. If the crossbeam is dragged near a polygon edge, it snaps to
that edge, so the edge is used as the lathe axis.
To change Radius and Rotation at the same time, depending on which direction you drag the mouse, click
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anywhere on the handle between the center and ends of the cross bar.
•

Rotation: Sets the angle of the path to the polygon. To change the Rotation only, click and drag on either
of the crossbeam‟s endpoints and drag.
To change Rotation and Radius at the same time, depending on which direction you drag the mouse, click
and drag anywhere on the handle between the center and ends of the cross bar.

•

Helix: Lets you create a spiral path. This setting is most effective with Angle settings above 360. Set
interactively by clicking on the last segment of the circular path, which is green, and dragging.

There is a “click stop” for the interactive setting of Helix at the zero point. If you drag it near zero, it “catches,” and
you have to drag a bit farther to disengage the zero setting.

Default Mapping of Lathed Objects
When you use Lathe to create a 3D object, a special type of default UV mapping is automatically applied. If you
lathe a shape 360 degrees with Helix set to 0, which means the object has no ends but is a continuous circle, the
default UV mapping is applied cylindrically, but is then bent around to match the object‟s circular shape. If the
lathed shape has ends, a flat UV mapping space is applied to each end. For more details, see Artist Guide ChApter 4:
surfACinG.

4.6.4 Bevel
Bevel
Bevel is a special form of the sweep function often used to give visual interest to extruded text and other objects.
Unlike faces created by the Sweep tool, beveled faces surrounding an open area scale properly.

To use the Bevel tool, select or create polygons to be beveled. If you have just created text or polygons with the 2D
drawing tools, you can bevel them immediately. (Generally, though, you would use the Sweep tool first to give the
text or polygons some depth). Activate the Bevel tool. This extrudes a new polygon for each selected polygon. The
new polygon is offset from the original by the current Bevel numeric setting, which defaults to 0. By clicking and
dragging while the Bevel tool is active, you can change the distance of the new polygon from the original, scaling it
smaller by a proportional amount at the same time, with real-time visual feedback. To accept the bevel settings and
exit beveling, select any other tool.
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To open a panel for setting the Bevel parameters numerically, right-click the Bevel tool:

The default setting is 0 or the most recently used value. Change the bevel amount by clicking on the number and
entering a new one from the keyboard, or clicking on the double-headed arrow and dragging left and right. You can
also change these values while the Bevel tool is active to see the results in real-time.
Note: Please keep in mind that narrow polygon edges, such as those at the ends of certain swept serif characters,
may not bevel properly as high bevel edge settings can result in crossed over polygons. trueSpace does not prevent
the cross over, so it may work better to bevel at a lower setting or use a smoother polygon. You could also try to fix
the crossed geometry by using the Fix Bad Geometry tool.

4.6.5 Tip
Tip
This tool sweeps a selected polygon, face, or group of faces to a point, creating a cone-shaped object. The Tip tool
uses the same property panel as the Sweep tool. After execution, a tip can be moved with Point Move but not
rotated or scaled. Right-click to access the Sweep property panel.

4.6.6 Tutorial: Creating a Screw Using Polygon Sweep Tools
1.

Start by drawing a circle
with a diameter of 1 unit. At this point, the shape is actually a NURBS
curve, but when you activate a sweep tool, trueSpace will automatically convert the NURBS curve to a
polygon.
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2.

Right-click the Bevel
tool to bring up its property panel. Enter a value of 0.27 for Bevel, and 45 for
Angle. Click the tool to create the bevel using these settings.

3.

Open the settings for the Sweep
part of the shaft.

tool, and enter 0.5 for the Z value. Click the tool to sweep out the first
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4.

Sweep again, but this time scale the new floor slightly smaller and move it down to be flush with its
originating polygon:

5.

Exit the Sweep tool by tapping the spacebar or activating a different tool. This clears out the Sweep tool‟s
“memory” so that the remaining sweeps are not affected by the previous resizing. If necessary, right-click
the mesh to re-enter point edit mode, and re-select the top face. Sweep three more times, scaling where
needed, until you have a mesh that looks like this:
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Tip: You can either use the extrude tool multiple times, editing each floor as you go, or exit the
tool and restart it to “clear” the memory of the last extrusion. Depending on what you are trying
to accomplish, it is sometimes easier to restart the tool to prevent any previous transformations
from affecting the new extrusion.
6.

Use the Tip

tool to create the tip:

7.

The screw is nearly complete. Let‟s add a few details to the head of the screw before creating the threads.
Flip the object 180 degrees, and add a small bevel (about 0.02) to the top face. This will make the edge
more defined when rendered.
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8.

Now we will use the Horizontal Text
tool to help us create the grooves for the screwdriver. Switch
to top view, and use the Horizontal Text tool to write a “+” symbol near the screw. Switch back to
perspective view, and resize the “+” and position it centered and slightly above the top face of the screw.
Right-click the Tip tool, and enter 0.4 as the Z value. Left-click Tip to extrude the shape.

9.

Flip our “chisel” 180 degrees. To subtract this shape from the screw, click the screw object, activate the
Object Subtraction

tool, and then select the chisel shape.
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10. To finish the screw, we will create the threads using the Lathe
using the Add Regular Polygon
screw shaft:

tool. First, draw a triangular shape

tool with a setting of 3. Resize the polygon and position it next to the

11. Activate the Lathe tool, and right-click it to bring up its property panel. First, adjust the Radius so that the
pivot point is at the XY center of the screw. This is easier to see in top view. Once your radius looks correct,
increase the Angle setting to 360. Notice that you cannot increase the angle beyond 360 yet. Once you
change the Helix value to something other than 0, you can increase the angle and “wrap” the threads around
the shaft. In this example, Helix is -0.1, Angle is 5000, and Segments is 500. Click the Lathe tool again
when you are happy with your settings to extrude the triangle along the helical path. Do not yet exit the
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Lathe tool.

12. To “shrink” the threads to fit the shaft where the radius becomes smaller, select a floor where the shaft just
starts to become smaller (marked 1 above) and resize size just slightly. This tells the Lathe tool to
remember that we set the size at this location, in preparation for the next step. Now, select the final polygon
(marked 2 above) and scale it smaller. As you do so, the floors between this floor and the one you adjusted
will scale to create smooth transition between the two floors, and the radius of the helix will decrease.
When you are satisfied with the look, exit the Lathe tool.
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4.7 Sweep Tools – NURBS
Using the 2D drawing tools covered in section 4.3 to create a shape is just the beginning. Once you have created a
curve, it can be transformed into a 3D object using many different NURBS sweep tools. The sweep tools retain a
history of any modifications you make until you convert the NURBS object to a plain patch (with no construction
history) for further editing. This is a very powerful toolset that makes working with NURBS objects a
straightforward, interactive, and enjoyable experience.

4.7.1 Tutorial: Using the Tri-Panel to Create a Simple Pitcher Shape
1.

Activate the Circle Drawn by Center and Point
workspace.

tool, then click and drag a circle onto the

2.

Click the Cross Section Surface
tool in the context edit menu. The circle will be extruded, and the
Tri-Panel will appear along with its own context edit menu.

3.

Click the Draw New Curve Point
tool and add a couple of points to the blue line on the right side of
the panel by clicking above the top portion.
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4.

Click the Move Curve Point
tool and select a point at the upper middle of the same blue line. Drag
this point to the left so that it looks something like figure four.

5.

You will notice that the orange indicator lines you see on the sides of the Tri-Panel represents a projected
profile of our model. To edit each profile line, first select it by left-clicking, and then display its control
points by right-clicking the same line. Repeat the drag point operation for each of the orange lines. It
should now resemble figure five.
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6.

Let‟s add a bit of flair to our object. We‟ll use the view control to rotate our view so that we‟re looking
down the green X axis. Notice that the Tri-Panel changes with view rotation to remain visible behind our
model. We‟ll drag the left side of the Tri-Panel to extend it a bit along the blue Y axis, and then use the
Move Curve Point tool again to drag the top points along this axis out from the center just a bit. You by
now have noticed the yellow control handles that accompany curve points. Try dragging the bottom of the
control handles of the curve points you have just moved until they resemble figure six.

You should now have a simple, vase-shaped NURBS object. The next sections will cover the sweep tools in further
detail.
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4.7.2 Tri-Panel Interface
In section 4.3 you were introduced to the Draw Panel, an interface based on a window metaphor that allows easy
manipulation of 2D shapes for 3D modeling. The TriPanel Interface takes the Draw Panel concept one step further.
The TriPanel presents a unified interface for displaying and manipulating profile and rail curves in a consistent
way.
The TriPanel is constructed from 3 working panels in a way similar to the DrawPanel. One of the panels contains
the Profile curve of the NURBS object. The other 2 working panels contain 2D projections of the Rail curve. The
Rail Curve is perpendicular to the profile curve. The Rail Projections represent the Rail curve on the Workplanes.
The Projections themselves are edited on the Workplanes. Changes to Rail Projections are updated to the rail and the
surface it represents.
Various actions can be performed when you are in a TriPanel mode. It is important to note that you must have 3D
controls turned on in your preferences panel to be able to access the functionality of the TriPanel. (See Artist Guide
Appendix B: preferenCes for information on these options.) To begin the process of using the TriPanel, you must have a
curve of some sort drawn on the DrawPanel. (See section 4.3 for information on drawing curves using the
DrawPanel.) With a curve present on the DrawPanel, you can activate a number of tools to sweep the original curve
into 3D space. These tools include the Loft Tool, Rail Surface Tool (interactive), Birail Surface Tool, Birail
Surface Tool (interactive) and Crossection Tool (interactive).

Bitmap images can be assigned to the Workplanes to serve as a reference. In the example above, an image of a grid
has been used as background images for all workplanes. Depending on the type of curve you use initially, the
number of Rail Projections will vary. The image above shows two Rail curves: one active Rail curve with two
active projections, and one inactive Rail curve (far side edge of Profile curve) with two inactive Rail projections.
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The Birail Surface Tool (interactive) was used in the example above.
The following actions can be performed while the TriPanel interface is active and visible:
• Select a Profile or Rail curve simply by clicking on it. (Note that it is possible to select the Rail curve by
clicking on its Projections).
• Start the editing tool for Profile/Rail curve by right-clicking the active Rail or Profile. Editing involves
adding, deleting and moving control points on the Profile or Projection curves.
• Draw new Rail control points with the Draw New Curve Point tool on the panel‟s context toolbar.
• Edit Rail control points by dragging them on the Workplanes of the TriPanel. The Rail curve itself does not
show the control points and handles while in edit mode. However, both control points and handles are
shown on the Rail curve projections on TriPanel. It is on the Workplanes that you edit the control points.
• Move/scale/rotate Profile curves using standard actions.
The TriPanel itself can be resized by dragging on its edges. It can also be resized using numerical input in the
DrawPanel/TriPanel Options Panel, accessed by right-clicking the DrawPanel tool‟s icon.

DrawPanel/TriPanel Options Panel
The DrawPanel/TriPanel Options panel provides settings for background images, as well as the Z size for the
TriPanel. Changes made to DP Size X and DP Size Y will also affect the TriPanel Workplane sizes.

Now that we have covered the TriPanel, some of the tools used in the construction of surfaces will be covered.
These tools are:
• Extrude Tool
• Loft Tool
• Rail Surface Tool (interactive)
• Birail Surface Tool
• Birail Surface Tool (interactive)
• Cross-Section Surface Tool (interactive)
Note that the non-interactive versions of the loft and birail tools are available from the main trueSpace toolbar, and
the Extrude tool and interactive versions of the rail, birail, and cross-section tools are available from the
DrawPanel‟s context sensitive toolbar.

4.7.3 Extrude Tool
Extrude
The Extrude tool is used to extrude a stand-alone NURBS curve from the DrawPanel. Once a curve has been
extruded using this tool, the Extrude from Edge tool (explained below) becomes available for further extrusions.
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The illustrations below show a circle defined by center and one point drawn on the workplane of the DrawPanel.
Activating the Extrude tool from the context sensitive toolbar will cause the extrusion direction indicator to appear.
Either click the extrusion direction indicator, or click and drag the indicator to extrude the circle into a NURBS
surface.

The extrusion produces a new isocurve, which remains colored orange. This new curve can be dragged to produce
another extrusion. You can continue to produce extrusions until you have the number of extrusions you require. As
long as you see an orange curve present on the surface, the Extrude tool is considered active. To deactivate, click on
another tool (to exit edit mode) or right-click on another curve (to remain in edit mode).
The image above illustrates an object with two edges: the top and bottom curves of the cylinder. These curves can be
extruded using the Extrude from Edge tool.
Right-click the Extrude tool to bring up its options panel:

•
•
•

Add cap to new patch: Adds a patch to cap an extrusion made from a trimming curve. (See section 4.8.4
for more information on trimming curves.)
Stitch after extrude: Works in conjunction with the Add cap to new patch option to stitch the new cap to
the end of the extrusion.
Size: Allows you to extrude a curve to the specified length. After entering a number, click the extrusion
direction indicator to extrude the curve by this number.

Extrude from Edge
The Extrude from Edge tool is the extrusion tool you will use most often. This versatile tool will extrude an edge
from any NURBS patch (each NURBS patch has four edges).
The Extrude from Edge tool operates the same as the Extrude tool. To extrude an edge, first activate an edge curve
by clicking it. Right-click the active curve to enter edit mode and call up the context toolbar that houses the Extrude
from Edge tool. With the curve you wish to extrude highlighted, click the Extrude from Edge tool. The curve will
turn orange to indicate it is in extrude mode, and the extrusion direction indicator will appear.

4.7.4 Loft Tool
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Loft
The Loft tool is defined by two curves: a Profile curve and a Rail curve. The surface is created by sweeping the
Profile curve along the Rail curve. During sweeping, the Profile curve is rotated in order to copy/follow the shape of
the Rail curve. In the example below, the Rail curve was drawn then rotated upwards as illustrated.

Note that manual placement of the Profile and the Rail curve is not mandatory. You may however wish to position
the curves before the Loft tool is used to control the resulting curve.
When you select the Loft tool, it will ask you to select a Rail curve. If neither curve has been selected at the time
you select this tool, the tool will ask you to select the curves (Profile then Rail). If one curve is selected, the tool
assumes that you have selected the Profile curve and will ask you to select a Rail curve. Once you select the Rail
curve, the Profile curve is then rotated to match the shape of the Rail curve.

Loft / Rail Options Panel

The only setting available is density, which simply determines the density of control points along the rail curve. At a
value of 1, no extra segments are created between control points. For each increment, another segment is added. So
at 2, there is one segment between each rail point, two segments at density 3, and so on.

4.7.5 Rail Surface Tool (interactive)
Rail Surface
The Rail Surface (interactive) tool is an improved workflow version of the Loft tool. The main difference is that
while the Loft Tool requires two curves to be prepared before activation, Rail Surface (interactive) requires that only
the Profile curve be created. The Rail Surface (interactive) tool can only be started from a curve on the DrawPanel.
Selecting the Rail Surface tool will transform the DrawPanel into the TriPanel. It also takes the Profile curve and
begins a Rail curve for you. It places the rail in the center of the object and adds one control point for you to begin
with. It also places you in edit mode, which allows you to begin adding control points to the Rail curve Projections
on the TriPanel Workplanes. When you enter edit mode, a context sensitive toolbar appears with the various tools
you can use while in this mode. Note that you must select the Add New Curve Point tool to begin interactively
adding control points to the Rail Projections.
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4.7.6 Birail Surface Tool
Birail Surface
The Birail Surface tool is much the same as the Rail Surface tool, except that it is defined by one Profile curve and
two Rail curves. The resulting surface is created by sweeping the Profile along two Rails. As the Profile curve is
being swept, it is scaled to always touch the Rails at the same point on the profile. The Profile curve is also rotated
during the sweep process in order to follow the shape/curve of the Rails where required.
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When you select the Birail Surface tool, you are prompted to choose a Profile curve. If a curve is already selected, it
will assume this is the curve you wish to use as a Profile curve. It will then prompt you to choose the first Rail and
the second Rail. The surface is created upon your selection of the second Rail.
If the Profile curve happens to be an open curve, its position relative to the Rail curves is not critical. The Birail
Surface tool will automatically translate the Profile curve‟s initial position to the Rail curves before the sweep
procedure occurs. If the Profile curve is a closed curve, its position becomes more critical. In such an instance, it is
important to move the Rail curves into close proximity to the Profile curve. The Rail curves do not have to touch the
Profile curve. However, they should be close.
When the Birail Surface tool is activated, the Birail options panel appears on the screen. This option panel is also
accessible at anytime with a right-click on the Birail Surface tool.

Birail Options Panel

The Birail Options Panel provides two settings that affect your Birail Surface:
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•
•

Keep height: You will want to check this option if you wish the profile to be scaled only in one direction
during the sweep process. This effectively keeps the height of the surface constant.
Tolerance: The tolerance option controls the number of rows of control points for the NURBS patch,
which represents the Birail Surface. There is a direct dependence on the curvature of the Rail curves.
Curved areas of the Rail will have a greater number of rows generated by the Birail Surface Tool, while
straight areas of the Rail will generate fewer rows of control points. The tolerance setting will determine
the threshold for generating these rows of control points. The lower the setting is, the more precise the end
surface will be with regard to the Rail curves. This of course makes for a control mesh, which is dense.
Higher values will produce fewer rows of control points, and the control mesh will not have the density of a
lower tolerance setting.

Birail (Interactive)
The Birail Surface (interactive) tool is an improved workflow version of the Birail Surface tool. The main
difference is that while the Birail Surface tool requires that two Rail curves and a Profile curve be prepared before
activation, the Birail Surface (interactive) tool only requires that the Profile curve be created. The Birail Surface
(interactive) tool can only be started from a curve on the DrawPanel. Selecting this tool will transform the
DrawPanel into the TriPanel. It also takes the Profile curve and “begins” two Rail curves for you. It places the Rail
curves on edges of open curves, or opposite outside points on a closed curve. This tool also adds one control point
on each Rail curve Projection and places you in edit mode, which allows you to begin adding control points to the
Rail curve Projections on the TriPanel Workplanes. When you enter edit mode, a context sensitive toolbar appears
with the various tools you can use while in this mode. Note you must select the Add New Curve Point tool to begin
interactively adding control points to the Rail Projections.
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Just as the Birail Options Panel appears when you select the Birail Surface Tool, so too will the Birail Options
Panel appear when using the Birail Surface (interactive) tool. The settings on this option panel behave the same way
for both tools.

4.7.7 Cross-Section Surface Tool (interactive)
Cross-section Surface
The Cross-Section Surface (interactive) tool works very similarly to the other interactive tools we have covered.
This tool must be used on a curve (open or closed) in the DrawPanel. The Cross-Section Surface is defined by one
Profile Curve and four Rail curves. The Rail curves are created by the Cross-Section Surface tool and are created in
“pairs.” Each pair of Rail curves determines a surface‟s perpendicular contour. The Profile curve is swept along the
Rail curves to create the surface. During the sweep process, the surface is deformed such that it always touches each
Rail while “passing through” one quarter of the Profile curve‟s control points. Basically, each of the four Rail curves
affects one quarter of the surface. Each of the four Rail curves has a corresponding Projection curve. Only one
Rail/Projection curve is active at any given time for editing.
There are no shape restrictions for the Profile or Rail curves. The resulting surface respects the shape of the Profile
and all four Rail curves. For instance, sharp corners or smooth corners are all taken into consideration when the
surface is created or adjusted. It is important to note that when you insert or delete a Rail‟s control points,
corresponding control points on the other three Rail curves will also be inserted or deleted. A control point, once
inserted, is independently moved/rotated /scaled and has no effect on corresponding control points of the other three
Rail curves.
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In the case of an open curve (bottom image), the Cross-Section Surface tool decides where to best position the Rail
curves.

4.7.8 History
NURBS objects, which are constructed using one of the sweep-based operations (Extrude, Loft, Birail,
Cross-Section), will keep their construction history. This history is in relation to the original curves which were
used to construct the surface (e.g. all curves used for Skinning or Profile and Rail curves used for the sweep
operation).
These curves are a part of the NURBS object until they are destroyed by performing an operation that cannot
support them. For example, NURBS Patch editing (manipulating the individual control points of the surface) causes
the construction history to be destroyed. The original building curves can be individually accessed by right-clicking
the surface and entering edit mode for the selected NURBS object. This action causes the curves to appear (together
with their respective DrawPanels). These original curves can then be selected and manipulated as any standalone
curve.
Note that surfaces created using the Blend and Stitch tools will also retain a history based on the patch edges.
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Convert to Plain Patch
This tool is used to convert a NURBS object with a construction history (Rail, Birail, Blend, Stitch) to a plain
NURBS Patch(es).This tool proves useful when you wish to edit the surface/object in NURBS patch edit mode.
Until you convert the NURBS object to a plain patch, right-clicking to enter edit mode will only allow you to edit
the curves used in its construction, along with their DrawPanels. When this happens, you are not able to access patch
edit mode because the history of the patch is alive and active. The history will remain active until you destroy it
using the Convert NURBS Object with Construction History to plain Patch tool. (The DEL key will also
accomplish this.) You will lose the history, but you are now able to enter patch edit mode for further refinements of
the surface.

Convert to Polyhedron
This tool converts NURBS patch to a polyhedron, or a curve to a polygon. The NURBS curve editing tools will no
longer be available for this object, but the polyhedron editing tools will be usable. (See later in this chapter for more
information on polygonal modeling.)
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4.8 NURBS Editing
Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) is a “system” consisting of 4 main areas: Curves, Surface Creation,
Patch Editing and Trimming. This system provides you with a sophisticated set of tools that allow for creation of
complex NURBS based objects.
If you have read the 2D Draw Tools section, you should be familiar with 2D NURBS curves. With this knowledge,
you are now ready to proceed into the area of 3D NURBS. All the 2D Curve tools play an important role in creation
and editing of 3D NURBS objects. They form the basic building blocks for 3D NURBS objects. This section will
expand on their use. We will also introduce you to an assortment of new tools geared towards the development and
implementation of complex NURBS objects.
Note: The Extrude from Edge, Loft, Birail Surface, and Convert tools, as well as the curve
editing tools listed above are covered in the previous sections of this chapter.

4.8.1 Tutorial: Quick and Easy Cartoon Noses
1.

Create a default NURBS sphere
by clicking the blue sphere icon. Right-click the Object
to bring up the properties panel, and in the rotation row type in 90 for X and 30 for Z.

icon

2.

Right-click the NURBS sphere to enter context edit mode and select the top row of vertices that line up
with the blue Y grid coordinate. If you have 3D Controls enabled in Preferences you will see the selector
appear around a green highlighted row of edges. If not, select the scale icon in the context edit menu.

3.

With both mouse buttons depressed, drag a corner of the selector to scale the selected edge until it appears
as in the figure below:

4. Select the Scissor Patch
tool and then the line of vertices that line up with the green X grid coordinate.
Select and move one half of the object and you will see that you‟ve just made a couple quick and clean
cartoony noses!
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5.

It‟s very easy to alter their shape by moving vertices and edges from within the context edit menu. For
more detail, as in building nostrils, use the Refine Patch
tool to add edges that you can edit further.
Select a row of vertices, click the Refine Patch tool and create new rows of detail by dragging the orange
line using a side-to-side mouse movement. You can continue adding sequential rows from this first curve,
or select a new curve to create refinements from. The image below shows the mesh after refinement. From
this point you can use any of the context edit tools to add detail to the model. Experiment for a while and
you will see that we‟re not limited to cartoon characters.

4.8.2 NURBS Patch Editing
NURBS Patch Editing involves editing a patch by manipulating control points on a mesh. There are two modes of
operation, Normal and Curve mode.

Control Vertex (CV) Edit
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When in Normal mode, you can select control points and edit these points with move, rotate and scale tools. These
tools appear in a Context Sensitive Toolbar when you enter normal mode. You can select individual control points
or multiple control points. Multiple control points are selected by holding down the CTRL key while selecting
points. Your “selection” of points changes to indicate this. Alternately, you can subtract control points from your
selection, by holding down the SHIFT key and selecting the point(s) you wish to subtract (from selection). The
selection/subtraction of control points is context sensitive. When you move your mouse cursor over a particular
control point, that point is selected. If your mouse cursor is over an isocurve, all the points on the curve are selected.
As you select NURBS Patch control points, you will notice a blue bounding box surrounding your selection. This
Selector Box is a specialized 3D Controller that contains individual tools used to manipulate the selection of control
points. Of course 3D Controls must be turned on in your preferences panel in order to use the selector box. (See
Artist Guide Appendix B: preferenCes for more information about Preferences.) The Selector Box itself is covered in Artist
Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.

The control vertices of NURBS curves and surfaces can also be positioned numerically using the object properties
panel (right-click the Object Tool).
•

•

•

Location fields show the position of selected control vertices in the world according to the axis of the
current object. The unit of measurement displayed is either in the World or Object system, depending on
whether Dynaunits is disabled or enabled. Change the position values by clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes,
entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing ENTER. Location values may also be entered as
formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division functions. Parentheses may be
employed within formulas.
Rotation fields show the alignment (in degrees) of selected control vertices. Change the alignment by
clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing ENTER. Rotation
values may also be entered as formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
functions. Parentheses may be employed within formulas. Note that these values can be changed only if
multiple NURBS control vertices are selected.
Size fields show the absolute scale values of selected control vertices, which are displayed either in the
World or Object system, depending on whether Dynaunits is disabled or enabled. Change the scale by
clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing ENTER. Scale
values may also be entered as formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
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functions. Parentheses may be employed within formulas. Note that these values can be changed only if
multiple NURBS control vertices are selected.

Isocurve Edit
You are considered to be in curve mode when you mouse over an isocurve and right-click on it. This action will
select all the control points on the curve, allowing you to manipulate the entire curve using move, rotate and scale
tools, located on the Context Sensitive Toolbar, or by using the Isocurve Control. The Isocurve Controller is a
mini-version of the Selector Box. It contains the same tools as the Selector Box. The main difference between the
two controllers is that the Isocurve Controller adjusts all the control points on the selected isocurve. It should be
noted, that a “row of points” is considered to be a curve; however it is important to note that there is a difference
between an isocurve and a curve (row of points). A curve may also represent a trimming curve, in which case,
selecting such a curve will activate the Trimming Curve tool (covered shortly). If there is a trimming curve on the
patch, right-clicking on the curve will activate the Trimming Curve tool as well, allowing you to edit the curve.
To leave curve mode and return to normal mode, simply select a point somewhere on the patch. Selecting the
Object tool while in either mode will take you out of that mode and into a neutral state, where no control points,
trimming curves or isocurves are selected.

Isocurve Controller

Displayed above is an illustration of the Isocurve Controller. Basically this controller is a version of the Selector
Box discussed in the User Interface chapter. There are some functionality differences which we will cover here. The
Isocurve Controller consists of four sides. Each side has two Corner Controls and a Center Control. There are also
five Diamond Controls.
Each side has an influence. Two sides influence X axis movement/rotation/scale, while the other two sides influence
Y axis movement/rotation/scale. Notice that X and Y sides run perpendicular to each other. All four sides also affect
Z axis movement and scale. The functions of the various controls are described below:
•

•

Corner Control: X side
◦ Left mouse button drag will scale the isocurve by X or Z axis.
◦ Right mouse button drag will scale the isocurve complementary to Z or X axis.
◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) when dragged will scale the isocurve proportionally.
Corner Control: Y side
◦ Left mouse button drag will scale the isocurve by Y or Z axis.
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•
•
•

•

•

◦ Right mouse button drag will scale the isocurve complementary to Z or Y axis.
◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) when dragged will scale the isocurve proportionally.
Center Control: X side
◦ Left mouse button drag to move the isocurve by X or Z axis.
◦ Right mouse button drag to move the isocurve complementary to Z or X axis.
Center Control: Y side
◦ Left mouse button drag to move the isocurve by Y or Z axis
◦ Right mouse button drag to move the isocurve complementary to Z or Y axis
Red Diamond Control:
◦ Left mouse button drag to rotate by Z axis
◦ Right mouse button drag to move
◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) when dragging to rotate by screen XY coordinates
Green Diamond Control:
◦ Left mouse button drag to rotate by X axis
◦ Right mouse button drag to move
◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) to rotate by screen XY coordinates
Blue Diamond Control:
◦ Left mouse button drag to rotate by Y axis
◦ Right mouse button drag to move
◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) to rotate by screen XY coordinates

Before we go much further, we should cover two panels which are used in conjunction with patch editing. To
activate the Patch Options Panel and/or the Patch Edit Panel, right-click on a surface creation tool. If a patch tool has
a panel that adjusts the tool options, its panel will appear in the workspace when you right-click the tool‟s icon.

Patch Options Panel

The Patch Options Panel houses several options, which affect how your NURBS patches are displayed. Each
NURBS Patch consists of a Surface Patch and a control mesh. The Patch Options Panel provides us with the means
to change the visibility of the Surface Patch or the Control mesh.
•
•
•
•

Manipulation Resolution: This option adjusts the resolution of the patch while you are
editing/manipulating. The range is from 0 to 1. The higher the Manipulation Resolution, the smoother the
patch will appear, but the response will slow down.
Static Resolution: This option adjusts the resolution of the patch when not being edited/manipulated. The
range is from 0 to 1. The higher the Static Resolution, the smoother the patch appears.
Tolerance: Tolerance for surface healing. This value is maximum distance between two edges of
connected patches. The valid range for this value is from 0.0001 to 1.0.
Surface Healing: Enable or disable surface healing. (See below.)
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•

•

Display: This option has three possible settings:
◦ Patch: Display is limited to patch only. Control mesh portion of object becomes invisible.
◦ Mesh: Display is limited to Control mesh only. Patch portion of object becomes invisible.
◦ All: Display shows both patch and Control mesh.
Rebuild History: This option affects editing of objects with a construction history (covered shortly).
◦ On Move: When selected, history is rebuilt as you move your mouse.
◦ On Release: When selected, history is rebuilt when you release the mouse button.

Surface Healing
Surface Healing is an operation that repairs the bounding (trimming) curves of individual surfaces so that they lie
accurately on the underlying surfaces. It also closes gaps between any adjacent trimming curves that are within a
defined tolerance of one another.
Surface healing essentially performs the following operation: It bridges any gaps between adjoining bounding
(trimming) curves of the surface, if the gaps are within the limits defined by the Tolerance setting. Surface healing
patches gaps in seams, not holes in patches. Surface healing does not create a single mesh from hierarchy model, but
rather affects all selected patches when performing such functions as conversion to polygons using Convert
NURBS Patch to Polyhedron.
For example, the simple model below was built by connecting the two bounding curves of an uncapped cylinder and
an uncapped cone with the Blend Surface tool. The object‟s construction history was then deleted using Convert
NURBS Object with Construction History to Plain Patch, and the cone was moved upwards slightly, creating a
gap. With Surface Healing enabled, using Convert NURBS Patch to Polyhedron with a sufficiently high tolerance
closes the gap.

A cylinder and cone
with no endcaps.

Patch Edit Panel

Connected using
the Blend tool.

History deleted,
and cone moved.

Converted to polyhedrons with Surface
Healing enabled.
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The Patch Edit Panel options include:
•
•
•

Smooth edit: When selected, this option will update neighboring control points to reflect changes made to
the control point(s) you are currently editing. This translates to a smoother shape for the patch. The effect is
best viewed while the Display option in the Patch Options Panel is set to “All.”
Highlight target: This option turns highlighting on or off. You notice this option as you mouse over a
control point or an isocurve. When your mouse is over one of these items, the item highlights blue. With
this setting unchecked, no highlighting will occur.
Hide patch on drag: This option is a performance/response option. When selected, only isocurves are
displayed during mouse drag while editing. The Patch itself becomes invisible. Note: to attain even faster
display, set the Detail option in the Display Options Panel to one of the “box” options available.

Refine Patch
The Refine Patch tool is used to add a new Isocurve to your NURBS patch. A row of points in this instance refers
to a variety of curves or an isocurve. To use the tool, first select a row of points by left-clicking on the row. Once
you have selected the row, left-click on the tool to activate. The row of points you selected will turn to a highlighted
orange color. To add a row of points, place your mouse pointer in an empty spot near the original row. Drag the
mouse while holding the left mouse button to produce an orange line, which moves across the surface as you drag.
The orange line is a copy of the curve you selected. You may continue to add rows by left-click drag function until
you have the number of new rows you require. The position you drag the new row(s) to is not as important as the
number of rows you want to add. Once you have the number of new rows you require, position them by selecting
individual refined rows and dragging them into position. Since the Refine Patch creates a copy of the curve, you
may want to delete the original curve after moving the new curve into position. Note that refined rows take on the
same direction as the original row you selected.

The illustration above shows a fairly basic shape. If the surface you are refining is tapered, or its shape is
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non-uniform, the newly refined isocurve or edge will follow the contours of the surface.

Delete Isocurve
The Delete Row of Points tool is quite easy to use. Simply select the row of points you wish to remove and click on
the icon. The row you selected will be deleted. Note that the Undo and Redo functions will work with both these
tools.

Scissor Patch
The Scissor Patch tool enables you to cut a patch along an isocurve into two patches or along an intersection of two
isocurves into four patches. You can scissor along any selected row of points as well. When the Scissor is activated,
clicking on an isocurve or an intersection of two isocurves, splits the patch into two or four separate patches that are
grouped together. The Move in Hierarchy tool becomes active and one of the scissor patches is selected. The
selected patch may be unglued, or you may use keyboard arrow keys to move around the hierarchy. Note that all
new patches inherit the animation of the original patch if applicable.

If a trimming curve was used on the original patch and the action of the Scissor Patch tool slices through the
trimming curve, the trimming curve is split among the new patches. However, if a trimming curve crosses the
“isocurve” used for scissoring, the trimming curve is removed. If a trimming curve does not cross the scissoring
isocurve but some of its control points lie behind it, then these control points are moved into the boundaries of the
new patch, so the trimming curve may change slightly. Trimming curves keep their animation. However, if a
trimming curve crosses the scissoring isocurves during the animation, it is removed from all new patches.

Curve from Edge
This tool allows you to copy an isocurve from a NURBS patch as a standalone curve. The new curve is created in
the same position as its source. In the example below, the tool was used to copy a curve from a modified NURBS
sphere.
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4.8.3 Surface Creation
In trueSpace, Surface Creation revolves around the use of basic curves to construct objects. Curves created with the
2D Drawing tools are Extruded, Lofted or constructed with the various Rail tools. Basic or complex surface
structures can then be Skinned, Stitched or Blended into a wide variety of new complex surfaces. These surface
“patches” can then be edited or joined together to construct complex NURBS objects.

Skin Surface
In a simple scenario, the Skin Surface tool will create a surface between two curves, while in a more complex
scenario the Skin Surface tool will create a surface which passes through N curves, where N= (number of curves you
wish to use). Select this tool to activate it. Once selected, the tool will ask for two curves minimum to use as
boundaries for the surface. In the example below, a simple circle curve is created using the Circle defined by center
and one point tool. This curve is then copied and moved above the first curve. We now have two simple curves in
the scene. Each of these curves is selected in succession, which provides the boundaries for the Skin Surface tool.
The Skin Surface itself is created at the moment you select the second curve. If you have more than two curves that
you wish to skin, you can continue selecting the curves until you are finished. Right-click on the object informs the
Skin Surface tool that you are finished selecting curves.
It is important to mention that curves used as boundaries must have the same direction, in order to produce a smooth
skin surface. Think of a curve as having a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. With simple curve tools this is
not a problem. However, if you were to use the Add Curve tool or the Add Freehand Curve tool, curves created
may not have the same direction. If you attempt to skin curves with opposite directions, the resulting skin surface
will contain twists.
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As the Skin Surface tool is activated, the Skin Options Panel will pop up. It is also accessible at
anytime with a right-click on the Skin Surface tool.
Skin Options Panel

The surface of the skin is generated by one of two possible options: “Simpler” or “Better.” The
“Simpler” option produces fewer control points along the surface. Surfaces generated using this
method are easier to edit with NURBS Patch editing tools. The disadvantage of this method is
that in some instances, the surfaces do not form to the curves as well as you may expect. This
becomes clearly visible if control points on curves are not distributed evenly. (Some curves may
have the majority of control points at the beginning of the curve, while others at the end). In such
instances, it is recommended that the “Better” option should be used. The “Better” option will
handle this type of situation; however, using the “Better” option produces more control points
along the surfaces. The higher the number of control points, the denser your mesh will be, which
translates to higher end polygons and CPU burden.
Stitch
The Stitch tool is a specialized tool used to align and join two surface edges in such a way that
they can both be manipulated together. trueSpace creates a “construction tree” using the two
edges. They act as one edge and react accordingly. Think of the shirt you are wearing. It is a
collection of fabric pieces with each piece stitched to another. These pieces bend, fold, or stretch
together depending on what you are doing when wearing it.
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It is not the purpose of the Stitch tool to fill large areas between selected surface edges. When
using the Stitch tool, it is important for the selected edges to be as close as possible to each other
(very narrow gap between selected surface edges). If there is a large gap between surface edges,
the Blend tool or Skin Surface tool may be used to fill the gap. Note that a trimmed edge can
be only the destination (second choice), not source (first choice), during stitching.
Once you select the Stitch tool for use, you will be prompted to select two surface edges. The
first edge you select is the edge which trueSpace will modify (align and join to the second
surface edge). As you “mouse over” surface edges, they become highlighted. When the surface
edge you wish to select is highlighted, left-click on the edge to select it. Once you have selected
the first edge, you will be prompted to select a second surface edge. This second surface edge
will not be modified. It remains static during this process. It is important for you to think about
which surface edge you wish to remain static and which surface edge you wish to have modified.

As soon as you select the second edge, the stitch process takes place and you will visually see the
two surfaces joined together. At this point, you are in a special mode called “adjust mode” that
allows you to adjust the seam‟s attributes using the Stitch Options Panel. If it does not appear
after stitching the surfaces together, bring up the Stitch Options Panel by right-clicking the Stitch
tool.
Stitch Options Panel
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The Stitch Options Panel provides you with several options which allow you to refine the
Stitched area. The parameters contained in the panel will affect the area surrounding the stitched
edge. You remain in “adjust mode” for as long as the Stitch Options Panel is active. If you close
the panel, or exit from using the Stitch tool, you effectively end “adjust mode.” At this point,
changing the parameters for the stitched edge is no longer possible.
The area affected by the Stitch Options Panel parameters depends on the density of control
points along the edge. The higher the number of control points along the edge, the narrower the
refined area will be. Remember being asked to think of the shirt you are wearing. If the tailor
only put a stitch in it every five or so inches, then you were to grab both sides of the seam and
twist/pull on them, you would get a fair amount of movement around each stitch. If the seam is
strong and stitches run along the entire edge of the seam, twisting and pulling on both sides
results in less movement and distortion in the areas surrounding the stitched seam.
The following parameters are available in the Stitch Options Panel:
•

Level: Two choices are available under the level parameter: position and smoothness. If
position is selected, priority is given to the position of the control points along the edge.
The Stitched edge will take on a sharp transition when “position” is selected, whereas
choosing the “smoothness” option will create a smoother transition between edges. If
smoothness is selected, overall smoothness of the surfaces along the edge is given
priority.

•

Invert edge: Invert Edge is only useful if you have selected two edges that have different
directions. Selecting this option will flip the direction of the “first edge.” This makes the
start point become the end point and vice versa. This is helpful when you have not
noticed that the edges have different directions until you try to stitch them. Consider this
a time saving option, in that you do not have to recreate the edges because they have
different directions. You know it is time to use this option when the resulting stitched
edge has a twist in it.

•

Seam alignment: There may be times while you are trying to stitch together two surface
edges that the control points do not align. The area around the stitched edge in such a
scenario will appear to be distorted and the smoothness may suffer. The Seam Alignment
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option will become available in such cases. The slider control allows you align the end
points of the surface edge. It is important to note that the Seam Alignment option will
only work on closed edges (a circle for instance). This tool is used when such a situation
exists and a twist is visible in the surface. There are times when you can use this tool
where no twist exists. In such a case, the alignment of end points may help smooth the
surface along the edge.
•

Surface: The Surface option has two choices, “simpler” and “better.” Selecting the
“simpler” option will result in fewer control points along the “first” surface edge
(remember only the first surface edge is modified). If you select this option and the
results are not as good as you had hoped, select the “Better” option, which results in more
control points along the first surface edge. The end result of the “Better” option is much
the same as the “better” option on the Skin Surface Options Panel. The end mesh will
have a higher density, which can result in a higher CPU burden. Additionally, the higher
the density of control points, the more difficult it will be to edit the surface in patch edit
mode (covered shortly).
Note: Care must be taken when stitching one surface several times. Each Stitch operation
will result in additional control points being generated along the edge when using the
“Better” option. If you are planning on stitching one surface several times, it is
recommended that you use the “Simpler” option.

Once you exit the Stitch tool, both surface patches are grouped as one object. The resulting
object can now be edited without any loss of continuity along the shared edge, which the stitch
tool created. If the original surface edge contains animated control points along this shared edge,
then control points on the second surface edge inherit the animation of those control points on
the first surface edge.
Blend Surface
The purpose of this tool is to blend two surfaces together by making a new surface “patch.” The
Blend Surface tool allows for a smooth transition between these two surfaces. Where the Stitch
tool aligns and joins two surface edges by modifying the first edge you select, to match the
second edge you select, the Blend Surface tool creates a “surface patch” between the two
selected edges. This “patch” forms the transition between edges.
Once you select the Blend Surface tool, you will be asked to select the two surface edges you
wish to blend. As you mouse over an edge it becomes highlighted. Left-clicking on an edge
when it is highlighted selects the edge. When you have selected the first edge, trueSpace asks
you to select a second edge. Once again, “mouse over” the second edge you wish to select and
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left-click on it once it is highlighted. Once you select the second edge, trueSpace instantly blends
the two edges as illustrated below.

As the blend surface is created, trueSpace enters an adjustment mode. Two noticeable events
happen when adjust mode is entered. First, the Blend Options Panel appears. (If it does not
appear, simply right-click the Blend Surface tool.) Secondly, you will notice two wireframe
“crosses” appear on the blended surface area. The crosses situate themselves on each surface
edge, one cross per surface edge.

When in blend mode, you can adjust various “blend” parameters until you are satisfied with the
surface. As you change the parameters, the changes are reflected on the surface. The blended
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patch will be shown as a solid mode mesh with wireframe outlines. This will help you visualize
the adjustment of parameters as they occur.
Each of the Control Crosses has two sets of handles, Radial Handles and Tangent Handles. The
Radial Handles are used to adjust the smoothing parameters of the blended surface. If you drag
a Radial Handle with the left mouse button depressed, you effectively change the parameters for
both crosses. If you drag the Radial Handle with the right mouse button depressed you change
the smoothing parameters for only the edge the cross is on. If you drag a Radial Handle to the
outside limit of its movement, you effectively change the “level” from “position” to
“smoothness.” This change is reflected on the Blend Options Panel once the mouse button is
released.
The Tangent Handles work just like Radial Handles, except that they adjust the seam alignment.
Blend Options Panel

The Blend Options Panel adjusts the same parameters as the Control Handles do. The Blend
Options Panel provides a finite method of changing parameter values, which is not available with
the Control Handles. The following parameters are included in the Blend Options Panel.
•

Level1: Two options are available under the Level1 parameter: “position” and
“smoothness.” Changing the values of Level1 will affect the parameters of the first
selected edge. The Position option adds additional curves on the blended surface. This
provides you with a method to better control the overall blended surface‟s position. The
blended surface‟s position will not be “smooth”; rather you will find that the patch will
only touch the second patch, which means there will be a sharp transition between the
surfaces. The smoothness option will remove curves created on the blended surface by
the position option. In essence, there is priority given to either the position of control
points or the overall smoothness around the edge.
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•

Smoothness1: Smoothing factor for first edge. The parameter values range from 0.01 to
2.00. Lower values produce a relatively constant curvature between edges, while higher
values produce a surface with a more pronounced curve, to a point where using a value of
2.00 produces an exaggerated curvature. Test your surfaces within the total range to
better understand the effect.

•

Level2: Two options are available under the Level2 parameter: “position” and
“smoothness.” Changing the values of Level2 will affect the parameters of the second
selected edge.

•

Smoothness2: Smoothing factor for second edge. The parameter values range from 0.01
to 2.00.

•

Same method: When checked, Level1 and Level2, and Smoothness1 and Smoothness2
are tied together. Changing values will affect both edges.

•

Invert edge1: Invert Edge1 is only useful if you have selected two edges that have
different directions. Selecting this option will flip the direction of the “first edge.” This
makes the start point become the end point and vice versa. This is helpful when you have
not noticed that the edges have different directions until you try to blend them. In such a
situation, the blended surface may develop a twist. Inverting the first edge will remove
the twist from the blended surface.

•

Seam alignment: When both edges are closed and their end points are not aligned, a
twist in the blended surface may appear. Use this parameter to manually align the end
points. The curve connecting the end points (seam of blended surface patch) is
highlighted to help you to localize their position.

•

Surface: The Surface option has two choices: “simpler” and “better.” Selecting the
“simpler” option will result in fewer control points along the edges of the blended surface.
If you select this option and the results are not as good as you had hoped, select the
“better” option, which results in more control points along the edges of the blended
surface. The end result of the “Better” option is much the same as the Better option on the
Skin Surface Options Panel. The end mesh will have a higher density, which can result
in a higher CPU burden. Additionally, the higher the density of control points, the more
difficult it will be to edit the surface in patch edit mode (covered shortly).

When you use the crosses in conjunction with the Blend Option Panel, you have a wide degree
of adjustment available to you. It is recommended that you set up a simple situation as
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demonstrated above. Using this simple situation, you can easily discover how each tool affects
the surface over the range of available options. You can create very complicated blended
surfaces. Knowing how you can affect the blended surfaces will prove very useful as you begin
creating more complex NURBS surfaces.
Clicking on another curve starts the blend tool procedure again, allowing you to create yet
another blended surface. The illustration below shows some extreme adjustments. After selection
of the surface edges, you enter the adjustment mode again. You may make adjustments to the
newly created blended surface until you are satisfied with the results. Clicking on a curve that
has already been blended activates the adjustment mode for that blended surface again. You can
switch between blended surfaces, adjusting each blended surface as you wish.

Once you exit the tool, the original surfaces and blended surfaces are grouped into one object.
This object can be then edited without the loss of continuity on shared edges. This is true,
however, only if both edges are real edges; if one or both edges are trimmed edges, it is not
possible to keep the continuity during patch editing. If the original surfaces contain animated
control points along the blended edges, the control points of the blended surface that share the
same location inherit the same animation.
The Blend Surface tool is not limited to selection of surface edges from different surfaces; you
may also select two edges of the same surface. The example below illustrates how an interior
blended surface is created.
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Cap
The Cap tool creates a trimmed planar surface based on the edge of another surface. After
activating the tool, you are prompted to pick the edge of a NURBS surface. trueSpace then
creates the planar cap, consisting of a plane attached to the picked edge, and a trimming curve.
The tool remains active to allow you to cap other curves. Exit the tool by right-clicking
anywhere within the interface.

Cap Options Panel
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•
•
•
•
•

Resolution: Plane NURBS patch resolution (1 - 6, 1 by default).
Cap patch extent: Defines how much plane extends the cap (0.0 - 1.0, 0.2 by default).
The planar patch covers the edge curve and extends it according to this parameter value.
Closed curves only: If checked, it is possible to pick only closed curves. If enabled, open
curves may be picked; for these edges, a closing line is added to the trimming curve of
the patch.
Planar curves only: If checked, it is possible to pick only planar curves. Note: the tool
always creates a planar patch, so for non-planar curves, the cap will not fit.
Stitch patch to cap: If checked, original patch is stitched to the generated cap. Otherwise
the cap and NURBS surface are simply grouped together, and the group is selected. Note:
The connection between the cap trimming curve and the NURBS surface edge is not
persistent.

Note: Changing parameters does not modify created caps. Parameters are applied only to new
caps.
At this point, we have covered NURBS basics. You were introduced to the DrawPanel and 2D
curve tools in an earlier section of this chapter. These tools were also shown as building blocks
for NURBS surfaces. We moved into the area of surface creation, where tools used to create
surfaces were explained. In conjunction with the surface creation tools is the TriPanel. The
TriPanel section covered how 2D curves are moved into a 3D environment, and how they can be
used together with surface creation tools to form additional building blocks for NURBS surfaces.
With this information covered, it is time to move into the area considered to be the most
important area of NURBS construction: NURBS Patch Editing.
4.8.4 Trimming Curves
Draw Trimming Curve
The Draw Trimming Curve tool is used to trim patches. For instance, you may wish to cut a hole in a patch for a
window, or to form a curve on a patch, which can be used to stitch or blend with another patch curve. The Draw
Trimming Curve tool lets you draw a curve on a patch. The curve you draw follows the contours of the patch in the
area you draw the trimming curve.
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Right-clicking a trimming curve calls up a context-sensitive toolbar containing toggles that
determine the behavior of the trimming curve:
Trim off Inside: The Trim off Inside toggle, when enabled, causes the trimming
curve to cut a hole in the patch. This is the default behavior.
Trim off Outside: The Trim off Outside toggle is simply the opposite of Trim off
Inside. Where the Trim off Inside option cuts a hole in a patch, the Trim off Outside
option keeps the hole and removes the remainder of the patch outside the curve. For
instance, if you have just created a trimming curve and you have a hole in your NURBS
surface, activate your Trim off Outside tool and check out the results.
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No Trim: The button disables the effect of the trimming curve. It does not delete
the curve, however, so it can be re-enabled again, or deleted using the Remove
Trimming Curve tool.

Trimming Curve Projection Tool
The Trimming Curve Projection tool accomplishes the same result as the Draw Trimming
Curve tool. Rather than drawing the trimming curve directly on the surface, you can use an
existing curve to create the trim.
To project a curve onto a surface:
1. Create a curve using any of the curve creation tools, and create or import a patch to
project the curve onto.
2. Orient the curve relative to the patch, keeping in mind that the curve will be projected
along its normal. Angling the curve will distort the projection, like a spotlight.
3. With the curve still active, click the Curve to Patch Projection tool. You will be asked
to select a patch to be trimmed. (If you do not select a curve before activating this tool,
trueSpace will ask you to do this first.)
4. Choose the patch to be the target of the projection. trueSpace will show the results
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immediately.
While the tool is still active, you can move the curve, and the corresponding projection will
move with it. The Trimming Curve Projection tool‟s context toolbar will be available as long as
the tool is active.
Project along curve normal
The curve will be projected “aiming” down its normal.
Project along reversed curve normal
The curve will be projected in the opposite direction of its normal.
Trim inside of projected curve
The projection will “punch” through the patch, trimming out the shape of the curve.

Trim outside of projected curve
The opposite of “trim inside,” this will trim off the outside of the curve, leaving the intersection
of the curve and patch.
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Once you exit the tool, the original curve you used for the projection will no longer affect the
patch, and the projection will become part of the patch. At that point, the projection can be edited
just as if the Draw Trimming Curve tool were used instead. Deleting the original curve used for
the projection has no effect on the trimming curve, so you can use a curve multiple times like a
cookie cutter.

Curve Projection Options Panel

Three options are available from the Curve Projection Options panel:
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•

Project to: If set to “one patch,” only a single patch will be trimmed. If set to “all
patches,” then all patches in the hierarchy to which the selected patch belongs will be
trimmed.

•

Tolerance: This setting determines the precision of the projection. A low value will
make the projection more precise, but slower to calculate.

Remove Trimming Curve
The Remove Trimming Curve tool allows you to remove the selected trimming curve from a
patch. Either right-click the NURBS patch and select the trimming curve before activating this
tool, or activate the tool and then select the trimming curve to remove.
4.8.5 CV Handle Control

The CV Handle Controller is a specialized tool. The CV Handle Controller provides better point manipulation
while a NURBS object is being edited. To access the CV Handle Controller, right-click on a NURBS object to enter
into edit mode. Mouse over a point on the mesh, which you wish to edit. When the point is highlighted (blue), click
the point to select it (point turns to yellow color). When the point is yellow, right-click on the point once again and
the CV Handle will appear. Notice that when you select a control point with two connecting edges you only have
two CV Handle shaft/end combinations.

When the CV Handle first appears on the point it is one solid control. If you were to click on a handle shaft or end
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point, you dislocate that shaft/end and it will move around not affecting the other shaft/end combinations.
CV Handle End Controls: With your left mouse button, click, hold and drag the End Control to move the CV
Handle in the current selected coordinate system. Using your right mouse button and dragging will scale the CV
Handle.
CV Handle Shaft Controls: With your left mouse button, click, hold and drag the Shaft Control to rotate the CV
Handle by one axis. Using your right mouse button and dragging will allow you to “free rotate” the CV Handle.
CV Handle Center Control: With your left mouse button, click, hold and drag the Center Control to move the
position of the control point that the CV Handle is attached to.
You can select one control point on a NURBS surface, right-click on it to bring up the CV Handle on that particular
point, then proceed to hold your CTRL key down while right-clicking on yet another point. As the image below
demonstrates, you can have as many CV Handles as you have control points on a given surface.

4.8.6 Tutorial: Creating a Tool Using Blend and Trim
1.

Create two NURBS half cylinders and position them as in figure one.

Figure 1

2.

Click the Blend

icon and select the back vertical edges of each half-cylinder object. It should now
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appear as in figure two.

Figure 2

3.

Click the Convert NURBS Object with Construction History to Plain Patch

icon. This will let us

edit our blend. Right-click the blend portion of the model and select the Draw Trimming Curve
tool. We will now draw a circle shape on the blend patch and use the yellow control handles to make it
appear as in figure three.

Figure 3

4.

Next we‟ll add an open ended NURBS cylinder to the scene. Right-click the blue NURBS cylinder icon to
bring up properties and uncheck Top Cap. This will open up one end. Now left-click the same NURBS
cylinder icon to place it into the scene. You can use the object selector to easily scale the cylinder long and
thin as in figure four.
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Figure 4

5.

Use the object selector to rotate the cylinder and point its open end at our trimmed hole. Now we‟ll click
the Blend
tool again to weld our handle to the trim curve. Those green crosses you see after the
blend occurs are useful to help straighten up and untwist misaligned curves. Transparent Outline display
mode helps you to see the edges of the blend in this case. You should now have something resembling
figure five.

Figure 5

Congratulations. You have just constructed a Martian ice cream scoop, or perhaps an obscure industrial tool.
Whatever it may be, it hopefully has inspired you to create something more impressive!
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4.9 Polygon Editing – Model
In addition to building polyhedrons using the sweep tools discussed earlier, polygonal meshes can also be edited by
manipulating individual or groups of vertices, edges, and faces. trueSpace provides a number of tools for adding or
removing detail, and even separating a single mesh into parts. With these tools, you can build even a simple cube
into anything you can imagine.

4.9.1 Selecting
The first things to master in point editing are the methods of selecting what you wish to work on. trueSpace provides
the following tools for selecting points or groups of points:

Lasso Selection
The Lasso selection tool allows you to select points within an irregular area by clicking and dragging within your
workspace. After selecting the Lasso tool, click and drag in your workspace to draw a freehand shape around the
points you wish to select. As your cursor moves about, it leaves a bounding trail behind it. If you have the Highlight
option turned on in the selection tool‟s options, the underlying points that fall within the outline will be highlighted.
Note that faces and edges must be completely encircled by the Lasso to be selected. Release the mouse button to
conclude your selection.

In the preceding example, note how the enclosed area defines the polygons that have been selected on the model. All
faces that lie completely within the lasso outline are selected, but those that are only partially in the lasso remain
unselected. The Lasso tool can be used in any viewing window (orthogonal or perspective).

Rectangle Selection
The Rectangle Selection tool works similar to the Lasso tool, except that your selector defines a rectangular area for
selection. As with the Lasso tool, all points must be fully contained within the rectangle to be selected. The
Rectangle tool can be used in any viewing window (orthogonal or perspective), but can be especially useful when
used in the orthogonal views.

Freehand Selection
Using the Freehand tool, you can click and drag your mouse across the surface of an object and select those points
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with which your cursor comes into contact. This basically allows you to “wipe” across a surface to create a
selection.

By default the freehand tool adds to a selection instead of creating a new selection.
If you hold down the CTRL key while selecting a face, all faces with that material will be selected. This is a very
easy way of selecting groups of materials on an object.

CTRL + Click selects all faces painted with the material under the cursor

Selection Options:

Right-clicking any of the selection tools brings up the selection options panel, allowing you to control how the
selections you make are treated.

Add To Selection
Newly selected points are added to points already highlighted. This tool can be used independently, or in
conjunction with the Remove from Selection tool (see the next page).
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Select Subset
Choosing this setting causes further selections by the Lasso or Rectangle tools to only include points already
selected. Everything outside the area of intersection is then deselected.

Remove From Selection
Points chosen by clicking or by area selection will be removed from those points already selected.
To immediately deselect all points on an object, click the Object tool.
Note: As mentioned above, you may choose to have the Add and Remove tools active at once or independently of
each other. If both options are active at the same time, points will toggle between selected and deselected with each
new selection. (In other words, you can click on a face once to select it, then immediately click on the same face to
deselect.)

Backside
Normally, the Point Select tools will only pick out those faces, edges, and vertices that are on the visible surface of
an object. Checking the Backside box allows you to select all points that fall within the selection area, including
hidden surfaces and points on the other side of an object.

Highlight
With the Highlight box checked, you will see which points will be selected by your Lasso, Rectangle, or Context
selection before you click, making it easier for you to avoid unwanted selections. Disabling this option can speed up
the selection process on slower systems.

Painting Selected Faces
To easily apply a new material to selected faces, click the Paint Face
tool, found on the left side of the
Material Editor (see Artist Guide ChApter 4: surfACinG for more information). trueSpace will apply the currently
selected texture to those faces that are selected, making it possible to re-texture a large volume at once. In the figure
below, we have used the Rectangle tool to select the faces on the right side of the sphere. Selecting a new texture
and clicking on the Paint Face tool applies the new material to the highlighted faces.
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Selecting Multiple Objects
In addition to vertex, edge, and face selection, it is possible to use the CTRL key to select multiple objects using
Rectangle and Lasso select functionality. This is different from using the Lasso and Rectangle tools, which select
vertices, edges, and faces only.
To select multiple objects individually: Hold down the CTRL key as you click on each object. To deselect an object
from a group, hold the CTRL key and click on it again.

CTRL + Left-click to select or deselect

To select multiple objects using Rectangle Select: Hold down the CTRL key, and left-click and drag in an area
away from any object. The rectangle will function exactly as it does using the Rectangle Select tool. Use the SHIFT
key and drag to deselect objects using the Rectangle tool.
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CTRL + Left-click and drag to select using a rectangle

To select multiple objects using Lasso Select: Hold down the CTRL key, and right-click and drag in an area away
from any object. Use the SHIFT key instead of CTRL to deselect objects.

CTRL + Right-click and drag to select using a lasso

Named Selections
Once you have a selection that you wish to work with, you may want to save it so you can always come back to the
same group of points or faces later. To do this you will use the Named Selection tool. Clicking the icon will cause
the Named Selection panel to open with a list of previously-saved selections and options for adding a new selection
or removing the current name from the list.
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To add a selection to this list, first use the above techniques to make a selection of faces or vertices on an object,
then click “add”. This will insert a new name in the drop-down list called “sel”. To rename this to something more
descriptive, click the word “sel” and type a new name. You can repeat this and store many selections on your object.
Named selections are stored with the object and scene, so you can come back and use these selections throughout
multiple sessions.
Note: Adding or removing vertices, edges, or faces changes the geometry of an object and removes any named
selections. This includes using tools such as the Subdivision object tool, so you may wish to save a copy of your
mesh before subdividing it.

4.9.2 Point Edit: Modes
The Point Edit panel lets you select and manipulate individual points and groups of points, individual edges and
groups of edges, and individual faces, and groups of faces. Your selection can be context-sensitive, or you can limit
the selection to one type of entity (faces, edges, or vertices). When one or more entities are selected, you can
immediately move, rotate, and scale them using the Point Navigation controls (Point Move, Point Scale, and Point
Rotate). While in Point Edit, a small “P” is attached to the cursor as an indication. Select the Object tool to exit
Point Editing and return to object editing mode.
To select multiple entities, you may hold down the CTRL key in addition to using the Selection panel options. In
Context mode, you can select different types of entities for simultaneous manipulation. For example, you can move
points and faces at the same time.

Point Edit: Faces
Only faces will be selected. To select a face, click anywhere on the face. Multiple faces can be selected that share
vertices and edges. These groups can be manipulated just as other point edit entities.
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Point Edit: Edges
Only edges can be selected. To select an edge, click directly on it. A new edge can be created via the Create Edges
tool found in the Polygon Draw panel.

Point Edit: Vertices
Only vertices can be selected. To select a vertex, click directly on the intersection of two or more edges. Note that
you can use the Create Vertex tool to add a new vertex to any existing edge.
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Point Edit: Context
In this default selection mode, you can select faces, edges, and points depending on where you click. To select a face,
click near its center, away from any edges. To select an edge, click directly on it, away from any vertices. To select a
vertex, click directly on the intersection of two or more edges. To select multiple entities, hold down the CTRL key
while clicking on the second, third, and so on. Enabling Highlight in the Selection options panel will cause
trueSpace to highlight the appropriate entity currently under the cursor, making it easier to select the correct entity in
Context mode. Selected entities change color to indicate they are selected.

Note: If two (or more) selected faces are connected with a single vertex (for example, one is to the upper left of the
other), they cannot be swept. If a Sweep is attempted, an error message is displayed.

4.9.3 Point Manipulation
Point Move
Click this button to activate Point Move mode. The left button controls movement along the X and Y axes in the
current coordinate system. The right mouse button controls movement along the Z-axis.

Point Rotate
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Click this button to activate Point Rotate mode. The left button controls rotation around the X and Y axes in the
current coordinate system. The right mouse button controls rotation around the Z-axis.

Point Scale
Click on this button to activate Point Scale mode. The left button controls scaling on the X and Y axes in the current
coordinate system. The right mouse button controls scaling on the Z-axis. If both buttons are depressed, scaling is
uniform in all three axes.

Coordinates Panel
Right-click any Point Navigation tool to open the Coordinates property panel. This uses the same principles as the
Object Navigation Coordinate property panel in that a coordinate system can be selected for each Navigation tool.
Axis navigation can also be enabled and disabled in this property panel.

It is important to keep in mind that when using the Object coordinate system, each selected entity-point, edge, or
face-has its own axis, which cannot be made visible. Each entity‟s axis‟ origin is at the entity‟s center, with the
Z-axis pointing out of the object perpendicular to the entity. Therefore, if you move several selected faces on the
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Z-axis in the Object coordinate system, each moves perpendicularly in and out of the object.

Point Edit Properties Panel
To open the Point Edit properties panel, right-click on any point edit tool (Faces, Edges, Vertices, or Context). This
panel has the following controls:

Draw
The Draw combo box gives you two choices, “Object” and “Edited,” which determine how trueSpace redraws an
object‟s wireframe mesh when manipulating entities. Note: If Solid Display mode is used, the draw mode will not
affect the redraw response time, as the object is continually being redrawn.
Selecting “Object” causes trueSpace to continually redraw the entire object as selected entities are manipulated.
While this gives you better modeling feedback, it can slow down redraw response when working with complex
objects.
Selecting “Edited” causes trueSpace to redraw only the selected entities and adjacent edges as they are manipulated.
The remainder of the object wireframe is invisible until the mouse button is released. This gives faster redraw
response when working with complex objects.

Quadrangles
This option, if enabled, causes trueSpace to automatically subdivide polygons that are made non-planar during
editing. Polygons will be subdivided into quadrangles, similar to the operation performed by the Smooth Quad
Divide tool. Note that if this option is enabled, it is very easy to quickly create large numbers of polygons. This will
increase the size of your object, which decreases display performance.
You can adjust the number for this option from 0.1 to 1. The higher the value, the smoother the subdivision will be.
Using higher values will result in more polygons being created.

Triangles
When this option is enabled, it causes trueSpace to automatically subdivide the non-planar polygons during editing.
Polygons will be subdivided into triangles. This can create a large number of polygons in the object and decrease
display performance.
You can adjust the number for this option from 0.1 to 1. The higher the value, the smoother the subdivision will be.
Using higher values will result in more polygons being created.
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NoDynDiv
This option turns off both Quadrangles and Triangles, and does not subdivide the object.
Note: Quadrangles, Triangles, and NoDynDiv are mutually exclusive: only one can be selected at a time. Changes
to these options are immediately reflected on a model being edited so that you can see the results of each option in
real-time.

Base plane, before raising the center vertex

Triangles

NoDynDiv

Quadrangles

Highlight
When enabled, vertices, edges, and faces will highlight under the mouse cursor.

Coincident Welding
Coincident Weld (“Remove coincident vertices”) affects the operation of the Weld Vertices tool. When it is enabled,
the mode of the tool changes. Instead of welding the selected vertices, the tool looks at the entire object and welds
only those vertices whose distances fall within the tolerance parameter. (Note: This operation cannot be undone.)

Vertex-Level Animation
You have the option to animate almost all Point Edit functions in trueSpace: the Point Move, Point Rotate, and
Point Scale functions are the most obvious and easy to use, though you will also have access to keyframing Sweep,
Tip, Lathe, Macro Sweep, Bevel, and Sculpt Surface tools.
Vertex-level animation is enabled automatically - you can keyframe point editing by entering a new Current Frame
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number other than 0 and making changes to the polyhedron. Note that vertex-level animation is incompatible with
the DynDiv functions.
Important note about Sweeping and other extrusion functions: The extrusion process itself is not recorded. The face
itself stays swept and unchanged over the course of the animation at this point. However, you can sweep out several
floors and manipulate the key floors (outlined in green on the swept object) to create vertex-level animation. This
adds a keyframe type of Vertex for all vertices of the manipulated key floor and the edges between the floors that are
changed with it. (In other words, you can sweep out a face several times and keyframe Point Edit changes in the
swept floors, but not the sweep action itself.)

4.9.4 Adding and Changing Geometry
trueSpace allows you to add geometry to a model, or manipulate existing geometry, using many different tools.
From placing a single point, to modifying a large selection by beveling, you can do all of it with the following tools.

Add Vertex
This tool allows you to add a new vertex to any edge on your polyhedron. To use, simply click the Add Vertex tool,
then point your cursor to the position on the edge that you wish to create the new vertex. If you have the Highlight
option selected, you will see the position the new vertex will occupy. Click to add the vertex to your polyhedron.

Add Edges
The Add Edges tool enables you to create a new edge and is a quick way to add detail to your object where it is
most needed. It creates or selects edges by pairs of clicks. One click selects an existing vertex or creates a new
vertex on an edge under the cursor. The second click connects the first vertex with an existing vertex under the
cursor or with a new vertex on an edge under the cursor. If the first and second vertices selected are two endpoints of
the same edge, the edge is just selected without creating new geometry.
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Polygon Copy
The Polygon Copy tool allows you to draw regular polygons within the boundaries of any face on a selected object.

Right-click on the Polygon Copy tool and use the polygon panel to set the number of sides for the added polygon.
Click the Polygon Copy tool and point to the face you wish to add the polygon to. In the example below, the
Polygon Copy tool was used to add three, four, and six-sided polygons to the faces of the cube.

Polygon Draw
Using Polygon Draw, you can create bounded polygons of any shape directly onto faces of a selected object.
Simply click the Polygon Draw tool and point your cursor to the surface of an object. The first click creates a new
vertex at the selected point; subsequent clicks will add new vertices and join them with edges. You can draw across
faces by clicking on an edge and continuing on the adjoining face. Click on the initial vertex to close the polygon.
The new polygons can then be extruded or re-textured.
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Polygon Slice
The Polygon Slice tool is used to add new edges to an object by “slicing” through it with a virtual plane. Used alone,
it does not actually cut the object into separate parts, but it can be used in conjunction the Separate tool to
accomplish this. After activating the tool, define the slicing plane using three clicks:

1.
2.
3.

4.

First click: Select an existing vertex, or place a new vertex on any edge.
Second click: Select another vertex on the same edge, or place a new vertex on another edge of the same
face.
Third click: Define the final plane by selecting or placing the third vertex. On this step, you will see the
plane that will be defined by the three points as you mouse-over other edges on the object. Once you click,
the new edges will be added to the object and selected.
Fourth click (optional): Add all the edges on either side of the slicing plane to the current selection.
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First Click

Third Click

Second Click

Fourth Click

Note that holding down CTRL in the third step will cause the slicing plane to extend across the entire object,
crossing any gaps in the object.
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Normal selection

Using CTRL

Polygon Bevel
This tool allows you to create a new face of the same shape inside an existing face. Note that unlike the regular
Bevel tool, Polygon Bevel does not create a raised face connected by edges; however, you will be able to extrude
the new face using the standard Sweep variants. This is an ideal tool for creating symmetrical or recursive patterns
on the surface of an object that would otherwise be difficult to achieve.

Click face to set bevel shape

Use Sweep tool to sweep bevel

4.9.5 Face and Vertex Manipulation
trueSpace has the ability to work with “non-solid” objects, so faces can be deleted from meshes and gaps covered
with new faces.

Delete Face
Delete Face enables you to remove one or many faces from an object, effectively making the object non-solid.
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Cube with top and right faces deleted

Add Face
Add Face allows you to fill in areas where faces are missing. If you use the Add Face tool directly after using the
Delete Face tool, you can replace the individual faces that were deleted. However, if you delete faces on an object,
and then edit the object in some other mode, or exit out of point edit mode, the deleted face‟s information is
discarded. In this case, Add Face will create one single face to fill the gap instead of filling in the missing faces.

Deleted faces

Add faces

Add faces after switching modes
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Weld Vertices
The Weld Vertices tool fuses all selected vertices into one point. All edges that connect those vertices are also
joined to this point.

In the example above, four vertices of a face have been selected. The results of the Weld Vertices tool are shown on
the right: those four vertices have been merged to a single point, and the faces around them have adjusted
accordingly.

Erase Vertices
Use the Erase Vertices tool to remove the selected vertices from the object. trueSpace assigns nearby edges to other
vertices and creates new faces where needed. In the example below several, vertices have been deleted from the
front of the sphere, and the faces have joined to compensate.

Flip All Faces
Clicking the Flip All Faces tool reverses the normal vector of all faces of the object. Activate the tool, then click the
current object to toggle normal direction for all faces at once. This is useful for correcting some models imported
from other 3D packages if they appear “inside out.”
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Slice
The Slice tool is similar to the Polygon Slice tool in that is used to define new edges on an object using a virtual
plane as a slicing tool. Rather than defining a plane using three points like Polygon Slice, the plane is selected from
the existing edges or faces on the object. Before activating the tool, you must enter point-edit mode and select an
edge or face on the object. Once you activate the tool, the slicing plane is created at the same location the selection.
Click and drag to move the new edges along the surface of the object. After releasing the mouse button, the edges
are set, so you must be certain to move the edges to their desired location before releasing the button.
Slice using a plane:

Slice using an edge:
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This tool is useful for adding edges to an object without increasing the size of the object. It can be used to quickly
add edges to an object in preparation for detailed work.

Separate
The Separate tool can be used to separate an object into different parts or make a copy of the selected faces,
depending on the type of selection. In this example, the Polygon Slice tool was used to “slice” through the corner of
the cube, and the resulting edges are selected. Clicking the Separate tool causes the selection to be separated from
the main object, creating a new object. trueSpace closes the cut area with a new face.

If the selection to be separated is not sliced by a plane, trueSpace just makes a copy of the
selected face(s).
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Change Face into Hole
Change Face into Hole turns selected face into a hole of a face that is picked after activation of
this mode. It also moves all vertices of the selected face into the plane of the picked one.
Change Hole into Face
Change Hole into Face turns a hole picked after activation of this mode into a face pointing in
opposite direction then the original face.
4.9.6 Fillet and Chamfer
Fillet
The Fillet tool is used to round the edges of polyhedron. While the tool is active, any edge that is clicked is
immediately rounded. Clicking an active edge deselects it and removes the fillet.

The radius and number of divisions can be set interactively while the tool is active, using either
the Fillet‟s 3D manipulator, or its options panel.
After exiting the Fillet tool, the filleted edges are “set” and cannot be interactively manipulated.
Selecting all edges in a series can be a tedious process, so the tool offers an “edge chaining”
mode. To activate this mode, activate the Fillet tool, and then choose Edge Chaining: Using
Two Edges from the context toolbar. Selecting two adjacent edges in this mode causes the
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remaining edges that define the loop.
Edge chaining: none (default)
Edge chaining: using two edges
If all edges emanating from a single vertex are filleted, the area around the vertex is rounded to form a smooth
corner. In some cases, it is not possible to round the corner because trueSpace uses a single spherical shape to
represent the smooth corner. This is sometimes not enough to describe the area where filleted edges meet. However,
in most cases the corner can be made round. (If the number of filleted edges is three, the corner can always be made
round.)

Corners will not be rounded if you fillet their connecting edges in more than one session, so it is
best to fillet adjacent edges in one session.
If a corner connects filleted edges that are not of the same type (convex or concave), corner
smoothing is still possible, as shown in the pictures below. Note: The Fillet tool can handle only
3 edges emanating from shared vertex.
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Fillet Options Panel
Right-click the Fillet tool to edit its options panel.

•
•
•

•

Radius: This value determines the radius of the rounded edge produced by the fillet.
Division Angle: This value adjusts the division angle, affecting the number of segments
that make up the fillet. The more segments, the smoother the fillet.
Base Plane: If the angle between the edge being filleted and its adjacent edges is not 90
degrees, the tool tries to choose a plane as a base plane for the fillet that will not leave
artifacts. This is the default behavior (“Base plane” option is set to “auto”). However,
sometimes this is not desired, and it would be better if the base planes were perpendicular
to the edge being filleted. Switching the “Base plane” option to “Perpend” will help in
these cases.
Boolean Fix: Fillets use Boolean operations to round the objects, and they can fail in
some cases. A “Boolean fix” parameter in the Fillet options panel tries to fix Boolean
problems, but its disadvantage is that it may leave thin stair on the object if not enough
volume was booleaned out. Fortunately, this stair is very thin and invisible in most cases.
You can tweak the “Boolean fix” parameter to minimize the thickness of the stair.

The 3D manipulator for the Fillet tool has two controllable areas:
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•
•

The blue bar and conical endpoints adjust the radius.
The sphere in the center adjusts the division angle.

Note: The Fillet tool will not work correctly with non-coplanar faces (faces whose vertices do
not lie on the same plane).
Chamfer
The Chamfer tool is similar to the Fillet tool, but instead of rounded trim, it creates a flat trim
on the selected edges.

The Chamfer type can be specified in three ways, set either using the 3D manipulator, or via the
tool‟s options panel:

•
•
•

Len (Symmetric): The chamfer length is the same on both faces (face1 and face2)
connected to the selected edge.
Len / Len (Asymmetric): The chamfer length on each face connected to the selected
edge can be different.
Len / Ang (Asymmetric): The chamfer is determined by the length down face1 and the
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angle to face2.
The 3D manipulator for the Chamfer tool has three controllable areas:

•
•
•

The half-moon shaped handle and the bar it is attached to adjust the angle of the chamfer
without affecting Length 1 and Length 2.
The conical handles adjust Length 1 and Length 2 independently.
The blue bar connecting the two conical handles adjusts Length 1 and Length 2
simultaneously.
Note: The Chamfer tool will not work correctly with non-coplanar faces (faces
whose vertices do not lie on the same plane).

trueSpace provides you with a number of tools to perform various functions on or with your
objects/scenes. The tools/utilities are pictured above. For now, let us look at the various tools,
which make up the utilities area of trueSpace.
4.9.7 Division Tools
The division tools in trueSpace include the Smooth Quad Division tool, the Quad Division tool and the
Triangulation tool. All these tools were included to provide you with a means of smoothing your models by adding
faces. These tools can be used for other purposes than merely smoothing your objects; you may find that adding
more faces to an object allows you to model in greater detail.

Smooth Quad Divide
With the Smooth Quad Divide tool you can smooth the surface of faces, groups of faces or entire objects. The
Smooth Quad Divide tool has one settings panel, which defines the degree of smoothness across the subdivided
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surface.
Right-clicking the Smooth Quad Division tool brings up the Subdivision Panel. This panel allows you to set the
angle below which smoothing occurs. Higher numbers will smooth more faces (angles below the setting are
smoothed, while angles equal to or above the setting are ignored).

The Subdivision Panel has a range between 0 and 180 degrees. To test this, take an ordinary cube primitive and set
the Subdivision Panel to 90, which will smooth all angles under 90 degrees and leave all angles 90 degrees and
above alone. The angles of a cube are all equal to 90 degrees, therefore no changes to the cube will occur. Next,
change the value to 91. This will affect all angles on the cube because they are all less than 91 degrees. The results
are shown below.

In the example below, using a simple cube and selecting one face of the cube, we can demonstrate the “smoothness”
aspect of this tool. The tool is used with a subdivision setting of 120 on the Subdivision Panel. On the first pass
using the Smooth Quad divide tool, we create 4 faces on the selected face as shown in the top inset below. On the
third pass, we have 64 faces created. Notice how the faces are becoming more rounded. This is the smoothing effect
of the tool. Notice how rough the first pass looks when compared with the third pass.
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This will work on all objects or faces of objects you select for Smooth Quad division. If you try to Smooth Quad
divide an object, or face and see no effect, increase the value on the Subdivision Panel. The inverse is also true: if
smoothing creates too many faces, you can lower the value in the Subdivision Panel.

Quad Divide
The Quad Divide tool works much the same as the Smooth Quad Division tool, except no smoothing takes place.
If you are using the Quad Division tool on an entire object, trueSpace will perform the quad division using a ratio of
(n to 1), where n represents the number of sides in any given polygon. In the example below, a standard 6-sided
polygon has been quad divided. Using the Add Regular Polygon tool, draw a six-sided polygon. Once you draw
this curve, we must convert it into a regular polygon using the Convert NURBS Patch to Polyhedron (or Curve to
Polygon) tool. Once we use the convert tool we have a standard polygon to work with. Using the Quad Divide tool,
the first pass of the tool creates 6 faces. The second pass of the tool divides the faces further, creating a total of 24
faces. We used a slightly obscure example here to show you that you can use this tool in many different scenarios.

It is important to realize that tools can often be used when you may not ordinarily think of using them. Half the fun
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of working with trueSpace is the discovery of new and interesting applications for ordinary tools. Let your
imagination roam a little. You will enjoy the experience.
It should be noted that you may also divide individual faces using this tool. In order to divide faces, you must be in
point edit mode (right-click the object and select the face you wish to divide). Note that not all faces can be quad
divided.

Triangulate Object
The Triangulate Object tool is used to subdivide all faces of an object into triangular polygons. Triangulating an
object will sometimes eliminate rendering artifacts resulting from a deformation.
Below, we have several examples of the Triangulate Object tool in action.

Polygon Reduction
As you model in trueSpace, you may find yourself building objects with a large number of polygons. There may be
times when your objects have very high polygon counts. The Polygon Reduction tool provides you with a means to
reduce the overall number of polygons in your object. Left-clicking the Polygon Reduction tool activates the process.
Your original object will remain unchanged, as this tool creates a copy of the object and reduces the copy‟s polygon
count. The newly created object appears in the same position as the original object. You can move the newly created
object away from the original object afterward to see the difference between the two.
Note that if you are in Solid Display mode, you may not see the new object as it will be inside the space occupied
by the original object. It is recommended that you get into the habit of moving the object immediately after using the
Polygon Reduction tool. It should be noted that trueSpace supports the VRML feature known as Levels of Detail, or
LODs. These are special groups of objects; each sub-object is a different version of the original. LODs allow you to
use simple objects when they are far away from the viewing plane, and detailed objects when closer to the viewing
plane. This allows you to balance detail with browsing and navigational performance.
The Polygon Reduction tool is an easy way to create LOD groupings. To do this, you must first right-click the
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Polygon Reduction tool. This will open the Polygon Reduction Tool Panel. This panel contains various options to
aid in the development of LOD objects.
To create a LOD object, make sure you have the original object selected. This becomes the highest Level of Detail
sub-object. Enter the “Number” of additional (lower) levels of detail you want to create in the Polygon Reduction
Tool Panel, being sure to press the ENTER key after input to ensure that trueSpace records the value. You also need
to select the LOD Group checkbox. This causes the individual objects to be automatically grouped together. Finally,
left-click on the Polygon Reduction tool to create the LOD grouping.
It should be noted that the results will appear as if only one object is left. This is due to the fact that LOD groups
only show one sub-object based on the distance from the viewpoint at any one time. As you change your viewpoint
(i.e., with the Eye Move tool), you will see the different representations of the object.

Polygon Reduction Panel

The Polygon Reduction tool has a settings panel, which is used to adjust various settings for use with the polygon
reduction tool. This panel consists of the following settings:
•

Number: This setting tells trueSpace the number of levels that should be created to accomplish the Level
of Detail Group. The default value is 1 and the maximum is 10.

•

MinDetail%: This value represents a percentage value (0.01 to 99.9), which trueSpace will use when
creating the simplest level compared to the original object. Depending on how you set this value, your
objects will closely resemble the original object (high setting) or will appear very simple when compared
with the original object (lower setting).

•

Cavity Detail: This setting will affect smaller concave areas of your level of detail objects. The higher the
value, the more detail these concave areas will retain. The settings range from 0.0 to 1.0.

•

LOD Group: Your LOD Group checkbox is disabled by default. This allows you to create stand-alone
simplified versions of your object. Once this is enabled, all of the sub-objects created will be grouped along
with the original object into a Level of Detail object.

•

Union First: In trueSpace, hierarchical objects must be combined in order to create LOD objects. This is
done by 3D Boolean Union operations. If this option is enabled, sub-objects will be combined before the
LOD object is created. If this option is disabled, they are combined after the LOD generation.

•

Long Edges: When enabled, vertices that are at the end of a long edge will have more importance than
vertices that are on shorter edges. This can help to preserve critical areas on an object, which are composed
of small numbers of vertices.
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Decompose
The Decompose into Objects tool will break surface groups in an object down into separate objects. This tool is
quite useful for separating elements of imported objects. Once executed, the new objects are grouped as siblings and
can then be removed by navigating through the hierarchy. In the example below, a DXF file was imported into
trueSpace. This DXF object is imported as one object. It is desirable to use this object and its components to form
additional objects. Using the Decompose into Objects tool, we are able to separate all the components into a
hierarchy. The components all become sub-objects, which are glued together. We can use the Hierarchy Up and
Down arrows to navigate around the hierarchy if we wish. Using the Split Hierarchy tool, we can split the
sub-objects into individual objects.

Split Hierarchy
The Split hierarchy into Polyhedra and IK Linked Branches tool provides you with a means to separate objects
in a hierarchy. This tool will unglue all parts of a hierarchy, leaving them in their current positions. This saves you
having to unglue each part individually. Many objects you import into trueSpace will be objects from other software
packages. DXF objects are a good example of objects which are imported as a single object, but can contain a
number of separate surfaces. You may wish to use just some components of a DXF object. Therefore you must be
able to dissect or split the object into its individual pieces. The Decompose tool in conjunction with the Split
Hierarchy tool will accomplish this.

Dimensioning
The trueSpace dimensioning tool displays the distance between two points on an object, defined by the user, in the
current unit system (set in the Object Information Panel). To use the Dimensioning tool, select it and then select
two points on the surface of an object. In the example below, a few standard primitives provide a test bed for this
tool. When you select points on the object, you may not see the measurement as easily as you do below. This is
probably because your view is perpendicular to the tool‟s output. By simply rotating your view a little you will see
the measurement. If you are unable to rotate your view, then rotate the object until you can see more clearly. One
nice feature of this tool‟s output is that, when you rotate around the view or rotate the object, the tool‟s output will
always remain upright and easy to read.
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The Dimensioning tool‟s output is real-time. As you scale an object, the measurements change accordingly. This is
most helpful when you require certain dimensions to fit within a static space. Using the Dimensioning tool to
calculate the distance between two objects or two points is very handy. Using a simple cube for instance, you can
scale the cube so that it fits within the area you are trying to measure. Activate the Dimensioning tool on the cube to
provide you with the dimensions you are looking for.

Once the dimensioning tool has been applied to an object, it remains visible and active. If you were to scale the
object, the measurement will change to show the new measurement. You will still be able to see this measurement
should you select another object in your scene. The measurement will remain “attached” to the object until such time
as you decide to remove it. You can remove the measurement from the object by using the Dimensions Control
Panel.

Dimensions Control Panel

The Dimensions Control Panel is very straightforward. The top left icon will delete the currently selected
dimension/measurement. The icon on the top right will delete all dimensions/measurements from the currently
selected object. The forward and backward icons allow you to cycle through all the dimensions/measurements on the
currently selected object.

Mirror
The Mirror tool basically mirrors an object‟s geometry. It is important to note that the Mirror object reverses an
object‟s geometry across the World XZ plane. If for instance you were looking at your object in a perspective view,
imagine a line running from the lower left to the upper right of this view. It is this line that your object will be
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mirrored across. The mirror tool is very easy to use. Simply select the desired object and then select (activate) the
Mirror tool.

If you wish to retain your original object, make a copy of it first and mirror the copied object rather than the original.

Flip All Normals
The Flip all Normals of Object tool reverses all the normals across an object‟s surface. Some objects that are
imported appear to be inside out when in a solid view mode We could go into great detail about what a surface
normal is; however for our purposes, consider a face as being defined by a group of points. When a face is created, it
has a direction in which it points. There are times when importing objects that the direction a face is pointing is
inverted. This tool attempts to correct the problem by reversing all the normals (effectively turning each face
inside-out).

Flip Face(s)
When active, the Flip Faces tool lets you flip the normals of individual faces on an object simply by selecting them.

Fix Bad Geometry
Occasionally when you are modeling, geometric errors can occur. You may be faced with overlapping faces. For
instance, you may be working in point edit mode or perhaps you are using the bevel tool on a text object. These
processes could easily lead to overlapping faces. This tool will attempt to correct overlapping faces, which often
show up as artifacts or tears when you render with ray tracing turned on.

4.9.8 Mirror Modeler
The Mirror Modeler tool is also found in the Division Tools group, but it is a much more interactive, and very
powerful, modeling tool. It allows you to concentrate on only one half of a symmetrical model by duplicating any
changes you make to the mirrored half. This is especially useful for complex organic models, like character models,
freeing you to work on the model as a whole without worrying about building both sides identically.

Mirror Modeler
To start the process, select either a polyhedron, or a face on a polyhedron, and activate the tool. By selecting a face
before activating the tool, you are identifying the face you wish to use as the mirroring plane, and a duplicate and
mirrored copy will appear on the other side of this plane. If you do not choose a face first, the tool pick a face to use,
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but at any time you can change the mirror plane with the Use selected face as mirror plane tool on the Mirror
Modeler toolbar.
Note that the mirrored mesh cannot be selected or edited directly, but it will always reflect the changes made to the
original mesh. You must weld the two together (using Create Welded Object) to complete the operation and then
be able to edit the mirrored side.
Click the tool again to turn off mirror modeling.
Upon activating the Mirror Modeler tool, its toolbar will appear:

Create Welded Object
Creates a single object from the mirrored geometry and exits the tool.

Create/Update Welded Temporary Test Object
The Temporary Weld Object function will create a temporary object to preview the result you will get upon
welding. This object can be used as an actual object and moved around. It will remember its location relative to the
source object if you delete it and then re-create it. If you make changes to the main object and click this button again
while the temporary object is displayed, it will be updated.

Erase Mirror Plane Polygons
This function will remove the faces on the mirroring plane and provide a single object mesh to work with. If the
object is a Subdivision Surface mesh, removing the mirror plane polygons will allow the subdivided object to join
smoothly with its mirrored half.

Use Selected Face as Mirroring Plane
To change the mirroring plane, select the face you want and click on this button. The object will be mirrored from
that face. You can change the mirror plane at any time. If geometry crosses the selected face, the mirror plane will
be parallel at the point where it first touches the object. Multiple face selections will be ignored if you attempt to
assign them as the mirroring plane.

Refresh Mirror Object
As you change the degree of division or sharpness of selections on the model side while in Subdivision Surface
mode, you can click on the Refresh Mirrored Object feature to update the reflection.

Toggle Mirrored SDS Display
If you create a Subdivision Surface from the object while mirror modeling, you will get two separate objects, and the
Toggle Mirrored SDS Display button on the MM toolbar will be highlighted. Toggling SDS on the main toolbar
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affects the model side, and toggling Mirrored SDS Display will affect the mirrored side, making it possible to show
the control mesh on one side, and the resulting Subdivision Surface mesh on the other.
Note: The toolbar is not a fully functional trueSpace toolbar, so tools cannot be dragged from or added to it.
Right-clicking the Mirror Modeler tool will bring up its properties panel:

•
•
•
•
•

Remove Interior Faces: When enabled, interior faces are always removed when welding (if they have not
already been removed by the Erase Mirror-plane Polygons tool). Normally, this option should remain
enabled unless you have a specific reason for keeping the interior faces.
Reverse Mirror: Flips the mirror to the other side of the object. When this option is enabled, the mirror
will occur on the opposite side of the object from the selected face. This allows you to mirror on a hole.
Keep Source Copy: When enabled, the final weld is created from a copy of the original object.
Quick Weld: When enabled, mirroring and welding will occur when the tool is activated. The toolbar will
not appear.
Epsilon: Sets the maximum distance that a vertex can be moved to attach to the ideal weld plane. This can
be used to compensate for a mirror-source whose edge is not true. Increase it for a cracked seam, and
decrease it for a pinched seam.

Tip: Try to avoid sweeping or moving geometry across the mirror plane. While it may sometimes work, when
welded the operation results in an undefined mirror operation and can cause problems.

4.9.9 Tutorial: Model a Starfish Using the Mirror Modeling Tool and Subdivision Surfaces
(Note: Subdivision Surfaces are explained in detail in section 4.12.)
1.

Start by drawing a pentagon using the Add Regular Polygon
units in diameter.

2.

Sweep

the polygon 1.25 units.

tool with a setting of 5. Make it about 3
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Step 1

Step 2

3.

Add a flat Bevel
to the top face, using values 0.2 for bevel, and 90 for angle. (The reason for this will
become clear when we use Subdivision Surfaces.) Flip the object over so that the top face is now the
bottom.

4.

Add a cube, and size it and position it so that it completely covers half the swept shape.

Step 3

Step 4

5.

Right-click the Object Subtraction
tool, and disable Delete Edges. Subtract the cube from the
pentagon object. (If Delete Edges were enabled, this would have erased the vertices created from flat bevel
in Step 3.)

6.

Right-click the object to enter Point Edit mode, and select the face left by the subtraction. This will be the
mirror plane. Activate the Mirror Modeler

Step 5

tool.

Step 6
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7.

On the main trueSpace toolbar, activate the Add SubDivision Layer
tool. The result looks like two
eggs sitting side-by-side because we left the interior face intact. Remove it by clicking the Erase
Mirror-Plane Polygons

tool on the MM toolbar.

Step 7 (Before erasing mirror plane polys)

Step 7 (After erasing mirror plane polys)

Note: If you look at the object from one of the front or side views, you will notice that the bottom
is “flatter” than the top. The flat bevel is the reason for this, as without it, the top and bottom
would have been equally rounded, unlike a starfish.

8.

Right-click the mesh to enter Point Edit mode, select the face that connects to the bottom point, and sweep
a few times. Move and scale the sweeps until they resemble the “arms” of a starfish. Notice how the
mirrored side reflects every change.

Step 8

9.

Select the next face, and activate the Macro Sweep
tool. The sweep from the arm was automatically
stored as a temporary sweep path in this tool, so all you need to do is click the Macro Sweep again to
execute the saved macro. You may want to tweak the sweep floor after executing the macro.
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Step 9 (Before macro sweep)

Step 9 (After macro sweep)

10. The final arm will need to be modeled differently because half of it will be on the seam. If we were to just
use the macro again, our starfish would grow two small arms instead of one large one. (You can try this,
and Undo the operation.) Start by turning off the MM and SDS tools. Rotate the view so that you can see
and select the top face.
11. Sweep it a few times like you did for the other arms, but do not make any adjustments to the floors yet.
After sweeping a few times, exit sweep mode, and make adjustments to the arm by moving and scaling the
edges that do not belong to the mirror plane.

Step 10

Step 11

12. Re-activate the MM and SDS tools. The new arm is split because of the new edges we added, so use the
Erase Mirror Plane Polygons tool again.

Step 12 (Before erasing mirror plane polys)

13. Use Create Welded Object

Step 12 (After erasing mirror plane polys)

to weld the two halves together and exit the mirror modeling tool.
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Here is the final model, after sweeping the central face to create the “hump” and posing the arms using bones (Artist
Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion).

4.9.10 Axes Tools
The Axes Tools in trueSpace allow you to work with an object‟s axes. The Axes Tools consist of several unique
tools designed to ease manipulation of an object‟s axes.

Axes
The Axes Tool will display the axes for the currently selected object. Once you use this tool, the axes become
visible and are themselves treated as an object; they are available for rotation or scaling, without affecting the object
itself. The axes may also be moved as desired. The object cannot be manipulated while this tool is active. When
activated, you are actually inside the hierarchical structure of the object. In order to return to editing the object, you
must move up the hierarchy of the object, returning to object edit mode. You may also use the up arrow on your
keyboard to accomplish this.
There may be times when you will have a multitude of axes visible for a number of objects. They may become
annoying as they can visibly clutter your scene. If this is the case, provided you are finished with them, you can
activate the Axes Tool, which will select the axes for you. Once selected you can use the Axes Tool again to cause
the axes to disappear or use the Delete tool to delete the axes. This will not affect the object, it merely removes the
axes from sight. The axes can be brought back at any time by using the Axes Tool again.

Normalize Scale
The Normalize Scale tool provides a means to normalize the way an object is scaled. Many times an object will not
be symmetrical. Scaling the object without using the Normalize Scale tool may result in uneven scaling across its
axes. Once the Normalize Scale tool is used, the object will be scaled evenly in all directions.

Normalize Rotation
The Normalize Rotation tool is used to orient an object or an object‟s axes to the orientation of the World Axis. If
the object you are working with has been rotated and you wish to return the object to a normalized state, select the
object and then use the Normalize Rotation tool to return it to the World Axis orientation. You may also normalize
the rotation on an object‟s axis only (as opposed to the object itself). Selecting the Normalize Rotation tool will
normalize the rotation of the axes, without affecting the object.
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Normalize Location
The Normalize Location tool will move either the object itself or its axes to world origin (0,0,0). It will not affect
the object‟s rotation or that of its axes.

Move Axes to Center
The Move Axes to Center of Object tool will move the axes of an object to the center of the object.

4.9.11 Grid and Vertex Snap
Grid Snap Toggle
The Grid Snap Toggle tool sets constraints on navigation for moving, rotating and scaling objects. These
constraints are adjustable and the increments can be set for each different type of transformation/navigation
(movement, rotation and scale).
You click the Grid Snap tool once to enable it (Grid Snap becomes active). Clicking the Grid Snap tool while it is
active will deactivate it. If you right-click on the Grid Snap tool, you open its properties panel.

Grid Snap Property Panel

If you switch from one type of transformation/navigation to another, the Grid Snap Property Panel will change to
reflect the appropriate settings (movement, rotation or scale). If you open the Object Property Panel (right-click on
Object tool), you will notice a check box for Dynaunits. This setting has a direct effect on your Grid Snap tool.
Basically, Dynaunits forces the Grid Snap tool to use the unit system being used by the current object. If Dynaunits
is not checked, the unit system used will default to that selected for the World space. To illustrate this, the default
setting in the Snap Grid Property Panel is 1. If Dynaunits is selected and the current object units are set to “Meters”
on the Object Information Panel, then movement will consist of increments of one meter. Changing the units for
object to centimeters in the Object Information Panel would result in movement constraints of one centimeter.
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Rotation constraints are independent of the unit selected type, and degrees are used instead. What you see displayed
in the value settings will always be in degrees.
You may disable/enable Grid Snap on any axis by selecting either X, Y or Z on the Grid Snap Property Panel. As
shown below, X and Z have been deactivated while Y remains active. The value for X shows the maximum allowed
value while the value for Z shows the minimum.

Snap Tools
The Snap tools help with precise positioning of objects in relation to one another, or to the grid in the scene. It
should be noted that the Snap Tools work only with the Object Move tool.
To snap to the nearest vertex/edge/face while moving an object:
1. Move the mouse pointer over the object until the vertex you wish to use as the focal point for snapping
becomes highlighted.
2. Click and drag this vertex to move the object. When you move the object near to another object, the
highlighted vertex will snap to the nearest vertex/edge/face (depending on the tool) on this second object.
Notes:
• If no vertex on the current object is selected, the object‟s origin (position of axes) will be used as the
snapping point
• For non-polyhedral objects, the object‟s origin will be used as the snapping point
• To unsnap an object in “vertex to edge” and “vertex to face” snapping modes, you will have to make a
subtle jerk with the mouse. This is necessary because a gentle sliding motion is used to slide the selected
vertex along edges and faces.
• Click snapping (described a little later in this section) does not work with point edit tools.

Snap Vertex To Vertex
The Snap Vertex To Vertex tool allows you to select a vertex on one object. When moving this object, its selected
vertex snaps to the nearest vertex of the nearest object. Alternatively, clicking a vertex on one object, and then
clicking the vertex of another object, will cause the original object to move immediately to its destination.

Snap Vertex To Edge
The Snap Vertex To Edge tool will snap the selected vertex to the nearest edge of the nearest object.
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Once you snap to the nearest edge, you can move/position the object/vertex at any point along the edge. The vertex
will remain attached to the edge while moving. This allows for easy positioning by dragging the object along the
edge.

Snap Vertex To Face
The Snap Vertex To Face tool will snap the selected vertex to the nearest face of the nearest object.

Once you snap to the nearest face, you can move/position the object/vertex at any point along the face. The vertex
will remain attached to the face while moving. This allows for easy positioning by dragging the object along the
face.

Snap To Grid
The Snap To Grid tool allows you to select a vertex on an object so that when you move the object, the selected
vertex snaps to the nearest grid position. It does not support the “two click” method of snapping described above.

Click Snapping
To snap objects together immediately:
1. Move the mouse pointer over the object until the vertex you wish to use as the focal point for snapping
becomes highlighted.
2. Click the highlighted vertex to select it. The cursor will change from a pointer to crosshairs.
3. Click the crosshairs on the second object‟s vertex/edge/face to immediately move the first object to the
second, snapping the selected vertex to this destination point.
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Snap Panel

The Snap Panel contains four settings that affect the snap tools.
•

Distance: The Distance setting on the Snap Panel allows you to choose one of two methods for selecting a
vertex. The choices are “Screen” (screen 2D), or “World” (world 3D). Snap to grid is always performed in
3D mode.
The “Screen” option really means that the proximity test is evaluated in the screen space and thus the object
might “jump” vertically even while dragging. On the other hand, the “World” option means the proximity
test is performed in the world space and thus the object will move only as expected while dragging.

•

Backside: The Backside option enables/disables snapping to vertices and edges which belong to a back
face of an object. Disabling backside can be useful in 2D snapping mode. During solid display - snapped
objects will not jump backwards suddenly when you move them over objects you want to snap to.

•

Center face: The Center face option enables/disables snapping of vertices to the center of an object‟s face
in the vertex to face snap mode. If enabled, a point will appear in the center of the nearest face, and
dragging near this point will cause the vertex to snap to it.

•

Segments: The Segments option allows you to set a number of segments along an edge. This allows you to
snap at certain point on the edge by creating a temporary vertex at the snap point. To snap to the center of
an edge, set Segments to 2.

4.9.12 Magnetic Tool (Sticky Tool)
Magnetic Tool
The Magnetic Tool in trueSpace allows you to move one object in relation to another object. There are 6 separate
tools each with a separate function and purpose. You activate these tools first by selecting the Magnetic Tool. Once
selected, move your mouse pointer over the surface of an object and notice how single faces become highlighted.
Click on the object when the face you wish to use is highlighted. This sets the face as a focal point on that particular
object. Next, move your mouse pointer over a face on a second object. When the face on the second object which
you wish to use is selected, click on it and instantly the first object will move to the second object. The two faces
you selected (one on each object) will now be touching.
Once you have the magnetic tool activated and two objects touching each other, you can then proceed to activate/use
the following tools.
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Move Magnetic Object
The Move Magnetic Object tool will simply move the magnetic object around the second object. Note:
right-clicking on this tool activates the Co-ordinates panel, which allows you to restrict movement.

Spin Magnetic Object
The Spin Magnetic Object tool allows you to spin the magnetic object “in place.” Note: right-clicking on this tool
activates the Co-ordinates panel, which allows you to restrict movement.

Scale Magnetic Object
The Scale Magnetic Object tool allows you to scale your magnetic object. You need only hold down your left
mouse button to use this tool. There is no need to hold down both. Note: right-clicking on this tool to bring up the
Co-ordinates panel, which allows you to restrict the scaling.

Roll on Anchor
The Roll on Anchor tool allows you to roll the magnetic object around the second (anchor) object.

Activate Magnetic Tool

Slide on Anchor

Click anchor object

Magnetic object rolls
across anchor object
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The Slide on Anchor tool allows you to slide the magnetic object on the second (anchor) object.

Activate Magnetic Tool

Click anchor object

Magnetic object slides across
faces of anchor object

Snap to Faces when Rolling
The Snap to Faces when Rolling tool allows you to roll the magnetic object, on the second (anchor) object. You
will notice the magnetic object snapping to each face of the anchor object as it moves.

Object Collision
In trueSpace, object collision can produce an audible beep through your sound card or system speaker when enabled.
This feature of trueSpace is useful when positioning objects within a scene, or to help you prepare a scene for
animation, i.e. you want to keyframe an object before it actually intersects another object.

Disabled: When the Collision Disabled tool is selected, collision is turned off for objects in trueSpace.
Selecting Collision with Ground, Collision with Peers, or Collision with All will effectively turn
collision back on.

Collision with Ground: Objects can collide with the ground plane. Collision effectively stops the object
from being moved below the ground plane.

Collision with Peers: Objects can collide with other objects, stopping them from intersecting.

Collision with All: Combines Collision with Ground and Collision with Peers.
Right-click any of the collision tools to bring up the collision options panel:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Beep when collision occurs: When enabled, an audible alert will play through your sound card when
collision is detected.
Stick after colliding: When this and either Collision with Peers or Collision with All are enabled, the
moving object will stick after colliding with a peer, and the Magnetic Tool will become active.
Stop after colliding: When enabled, the object will stop moving after colliding with a peer or the ground.
Low precision collision: When enabled, a lower precision bounding area is used, and peer collision may
be detected before the objects intersect.
High precision collision: When enabled, peer collision detection is more precise and occurs just before the
objects intersect.
Check adhesion for objects with physical attributes: When enabled, this works with the adhesion
properties of physical objects to form an adhesive bond upon collision. See Artist Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion
for details on physical objects and adhesion.
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4.10 Subdivision Surfaces – Model
4.10.1 Overview
Subdivision Surfaces (SDS) in trueSpace bring you an unprecedented degree of usability and control over
polygonal modeling of smooth surfaces. By itself, SDS has very few additional or new tools. Instead, SDS
incorporates the ability to use many standard trueSpace modeling tools. Sweep, Bevel, Tip, and Lathe tools can all
be applied with finite precision. SDS also takes advantage of point edit tools. All these tools, when used in
conjunction with the SDS environment, offer you a fascinating and exciting method of modeling.
A Subdivision Surface object (SDS object) consists of a set of polygonal meshes, your original (control) mesh and a
mesh consisting of the Subdivision Surface. You are provided with real-time updates of your mesh as you model.
While you have various display modes which you can model in, trueSpace‟s use of DirectX and OpenGL solid
display rendering provides an environment best suited for SDS work.
It is not the purpose of this section to explain all the tools you will use while modeling in SDS, rather to introduce
you to SDS specific tools while demonstrating the modeling tools, which have been covered in previous sections.

Hierarchy Subdivision
You are not restricted to a single control cage for an SDS object. You can create up to 6 subdivision layers (from
coarsest to finest) and freely edit any of them. Using this feature, you can begin modeling with a coarse shape and
add further details on the finer layers. It is also possible to switch back to a coarser layer and make refinements to it
without losing the changes (details) made to finer layers!

Selective Subdivision
The principle of hierarchy modeling can be combined with the ability to subdivide only the selected faces, not the
whole mesh. In this way, you can continue to subdivide and modify only the areas needing more detail, without
adding unnecessary polygons (i.e. nose, ears, and mouth when modeling a human face).
Another advantage is that in Point Edit mode you will see only subdivided faces on each layer. This can free you
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from editing and browsing very complex meshes that have many faces.

Change Propagation Through Layers
As mentioned before, Subdivision Surfaces give you an opportunity to switch back to a coarser layer and edit, while
preserving changes made on finer layers. Changes you are making on a coarser layer will propagate intelligently
through the finer layers. See the “Making a Mushroom” tutorial for a good example of how this technique can
increase your modeling abilities.

4.10.2 Add SubDivision Layer Tool
Add SDS Layer
The Add SubDivision Layer tool combines several features in one, depending on the state of the object or selection.
You can:
• Apply subdivision to an object (add the first subdivision layer).
• Add finer subdivision layers to the object.
• Change the selection of faces to be subdivided.
Activating the Add SubDivision Layer tool will change the currently selected object (but not yet subdivided) into an
SDS object. As illustrated below, the object may take on an entirely different shape than before the tool is used on it.
Below you see the results of the tool used on a cube and cone primitive.
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Each click of the tool adds a finer level of subdivision.

SubDivision 3D Control
The level of subdivision is represented by a row of variously colored solid spheres near the rotary 3D control during
point-edit mode. The leftmost sphere represents the basic control cage at level 0, with each sphere to the right
representing a higher (and finer) level of division. In the example below, a simple cube was subdivided twice.

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

The spheres can be used to set
• Active Edit Level: Click a sphere to select a new edit level. The active edit level‟s sphere will appear
slightly larger than the others.
• Visible Division (Display Level): Drag across the spheres left or right to decrease or increase the visible
division level. This is the level of division displayed by the mesh in real-time, and can be used to increase
real-time display performance by decreasing the number of polygons onscreen. Spheres for levels that are
not visible will be dim. You can see changes instantly in point edit mode if the active edit level is lower
than the visible division level.
• Faces to be Subdivided: Clicking the active sphere highlights the faces to be subdivided. You can add or
remove faces to the selection and click the Add SubDivision Layer tool to set the current selection as the
faces to be subdivided. Note: Clicking the active sphere a third time selects all faces, allowing you to
smooth the whole object, including faces that were not subdivided in coarser levels.

Delete SDS Layer
This tool deletes the finest (rightmost) level of subdivision, and any changes that were made within it.
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Selective SubDivision
By selecting faces before clicking the Add SubDivision Layer button, only the selected faces will be subdivided. In
this way, you can continue to subdivide and modify only the areas needing more detail, without adding unnecessary
polygons. There are two possibilities:
▪ Clicking SDS+ icon on finest level with several faces selected: In this case, a new level will be created with
selected faces subdivided.
▪ Clicking SDS+ icon on coarser (not finest) level with several faces selected: All finer levels will be updated,
and no new level will be created. In other words, this changes the selection of faces to be subdivided on the
current level.

A note on change propagation and limitations
The most intuitive and safest way to model using subdivision surfaces is to add levels one by one, making changes
on finest level only. However, you can also switch to a coarser level and make changes to it without losing changes
on the finer levels. This is a very powerful feature, but there are a few limitations you should take into account:
• You can perform only pure geometry changes on a coarser level, i.e. point move, scale, etc. After making
topology changes (i.e. sweep face), all finer levels will be rebuilt, and any changes made on them will be
lost.
• Also, when topology changes are made on finer levels, the result after editing a coarser level may not be
100% reliable. In particular, new vertices added to finer levels are not moved at all along with other points.
Also, there could be some displacement after Erase Vertices or Weld Vertices operations.

Subdivision Options Panel

The Subdivision Options Panel provides options and settings used in conjunction with SDS modeling. To access
the Subdivision Options Panel, right-click on the Add SubDivision Layer tool. The options/tools contained on the
Subdivision Options Panel are described below:
• Refresh: Contains three options used for updating the SDS object when its control mesh is manipulated.
◦ On Demand: Object is not updated until you select another option such as “On Release” or “On Move.”
This allows you to roughly model without the overhead of object refresh.
◦ On Release: Object is updated upon release of the mouse.
◦ On Move: Object is updated immediately as mouse is moved.

Extract Final Surface
When you have finished modeling with SDS and wish to use the object, you can use the Extract final Surface from
Subdivision Object tool to extract the final mesh. Doing so will destroy your control mesh. It is a good practice to
save the entire object to file before performing this procedure. This way you can always reload the object and begin
modeling on it again.
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Extract Control Mesh
The Extract Control Mesh from Subdivision Object tool will extract the control mesh from the SDS object. The
control mesh can be saved as an object and loaded at another time if desired. It is a good idea to save or copy the
object before using this tool. Saving or copying provides you with an element of backup, which may prove useful if
you are modeling in stages, or if you feel you may want to use the control mesh again at some point in time. With
complicated SDS objects, saving just the control mesh will take less space on your hard drive than saving the entire
object with both control and final meshes intact.
Note: Extract Control Mesh extracts the finest edited level. For example, if your object has three levels of
subdivision, and you perform some editing in level 2, then the level 2 mesh would be the one to be extracted.

Reset All Sharpness
The Reset All Sharpness tool will set all selected edges to a sharpness value of 0.

4.10.3 SDS Context Sensitive Toolbar

Most of the tools on this toolbar are the same as those used for normal polygonal modeling, and are described in
detail earlier in this chapter. The numeric control at the end of the toolbar, however, is specific to subdivision
surfaces. The sharpness setting contains a slider bar, which allows you to set a value in the range of 0 to 10. This
setting affects the sharpness of all the “selected” edges. Lower settings produce less pronounced edges, while higher
settings produce crisp defined edges.
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Note:
▪
▪

You can set sharpness for selected faces not only on base level, but also on finer levels.
When no edges are selected and you set sharpness value, this will be applied to all the edges of the object.

4.10.4 Tutorial: Deferred Subdivision Surfaces
To begin, we will examine an interesting tutorial using a basic method of SDS modeling. Starting with a simple cube
object, we will modify and refine the mesh using standard point editing tools. In this tutorial, Robert Mitchell takes
us on a tour of his technique. Below is an image of a fairly completed character model.

This charming character began as a simple cube primitive, which has a resolution of 2. Set your resolution first. By
right-clicking on the cube primitive icon, you pop up the cube options panel. Set the resolution to 2. Now you can
bring in a cube primitive into the workspace. Click on the object tool to dismiss the Magic Ring tool. With the cube
in place, right-click the cube to enter into edit mode. This action will pop up a Context Sensitive Toolbar, which
houses the majority of tools we will use in this tutorial.
On the installation CD is a scene file with object representations of the steps described in this tutorial. Each model in
the process is labeled with a letter. The tutorial will reference these letters in an effort to help you follow along by
viewing the scene file on your computer as you read the tutorial. Step “A” was covered in the previous paragraph,
which dealt with introducing a cube with a resolution of 2.
Step “B”: Modeling begins with a series of point edit selection and movement/scale tools. Quad division or manual
insertion (using the polygon draw tool) can add extra vertices. It should be noted that you might find use for the
Erase Vertices tool to remove unwanted vertices. As you can see from the image below, the basic cube object
begins to take shape.

Steps “C” and “D”: The arms begin to take shape by selecting polygons on opposite sides of the body and extruding
them. Selecting symmetrical polygons on each side of the body ensures the arms will be constructed the same way.
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This also helps speed up the modeling process. The collar was constructed with a series of vertical extrusions, which
eventually extrude back on themselves to produce a hollow recess, which is ready made to begin construction of the
neck and eventual head portion of the character.

Step “E”: Once we have definite shapes developing, it is a good idea to start allocating various areas of the model by
using the Paint Face tool. Set the Paint Face tool to use Auto-Facet shading. Painting the various areas will help us
to visualize accurately areas of differing texture. Once faces are painted, construction continues on the object. The
arms and hands are formed along with the feet. It is important to note that you can still select symmetrical polygons
on both sides of the character. The illustration for Step “E” shows just the left side being extruded. You may wish to
have the arms/hands to be posed in a different way, which symmetrical selection of polygons would not allow. It is
important for you to know you have the ability to work either way, so that you can change on the fly as required.

Steps “F” and “G”: Using the same basic point editing tools, the head takes shape and the arms are developed further.
The hands and fingers are repetitions of symmetrical selection, extrusion and scaling. First dividing the edge of the
hand, then selecting the new faces and extruding them made the fingers.

As you may notice, the hands in Step “F” are turned down, while one of the hands in Step “G” is turned up. This is
done intentionally to illustrate an interesting point. Groups of Point/Edges/Faces can be selected with the lasso tool
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and repositioned or rotated/moved/scaled. In this particular instance they were rotated. The result however ends up
having a twist. The “trick” in this case is to draw new edges in place directly after rotating the hand(s), then delete
the twisted edges. Do not delete the twisted edges before drawing new edges or you will find yourself in trouble. Fix
the twist first, and then remove the offending edges/vertices/points/faces or what have you. If you follow this rule,
you will find yourself able to handle most situations. It may also be a good idea to copy the object just before you do
a rotation or other process where you could get into trouble. Depending on how well your rotation goes, the addition
of edges may prove difficult. You will most likely have to make several attempts in order to get it right. It will take
time to learn a special process such as the rotation of these hands. They do however provide an excellent example to
practice on.
Step “H”: The character‟s control mesh is completed. Construction of the “custard” objects used all the same edit
techniques as the character. The custard blobs began life as a 6-sided cylinder primitive. As you extrude the custard
blobs, constant rotation of the view is required to assure you are modeling the custard so it falls between the fingers
of each hand. This too is an excellent example to practice your extrusion/rotation skills.
Step “I”: All the objects are positioned in place. Final adjustments are made where required. It is at this point where
we will actually use the Subdivision Surface Tool to finish off the objects. Each object is subdivided individually.
The final result should look like the initial image in the tutorial.

It should be noted that throughout this process, you would have to rotate you view in order to properly select and
view your modeling process. You will also spend time in wireframe display mode, in order to properly see the faces
you wish to select. As you become accustomed to using these techniques, you will find that they become second
nature. Subdivision Surfaces in trueSpace are a very powerful and fun tool to model with. With a little practice you
too will be creating interesting and fun characters with your newfound modeling skills.
The second method of Subdivision Surface modeling involves spending the majority of time modeling while in the
Subdivision Surface environment. In this tutorial we will begin with a simple cube primitive.

4.10.5 Tutorial: Making a Mushroom Using SDS Hierarchies, Selections, and Change
Propagation
1.

Place a basic cube primitive

at the origin of the grid.

2.

Right-click the cube and select its top face. Click the Sweep

tool. While the newly swept floor is still

active, use the Point Move
and Point Scale
tools to move it down (even with the original top
face), and scale it inward a little. Sweep this face again, and move the new floor down inside the cube.
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(Warning: If you were to use the Bevel tool in this step instead of Sweep, the object would no longer be in
SDS mode.)

Step 1

Step 2

3.

Click the Object
tool (or hit Space) to exit point edit mode, and click Add SubDivision Layer twice
to smooth out the “cap” of the mushroom.

4.

Right-click the object to enter point edit mode. Near the 3D rotary tool will be 3 small spheres, representing
each subdivision level. Click the middle sphere.

Step 3

Step 4

5.

Select the four faces inside the cap. Right-click the Object tool to bring up the Object Info panel, and enter
0 as the Z Size. (This flattens the selection of faces and makes them easier to work with.) Sweep and scale
them a few times to create the stem. Make the bottom of the stem (currently the top of our mesh) flare out a
little. Exit point edit mode by clicking the Object tool.

6.

Notice that the base of the stem is a little jagged and not as smooth as the rest of the model. We could
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subdivide the entire mesh again to smooth them out, but this would add extra polygons to the rest of the
model where they may not be needed. Instead, right-click the mesh, click the rightmost subdivision level
sphere, and select the faces making up the base of the mushroom.

Step 5

7.

Click Add SubDivision Layer

Step 6

to add another layer and subdivide only the selected faces.

Step 7

8.

Turn the mushroom over using the Object Rotate
tool. At this point, you can go back to previous
subdivision levels and make changes that will cascade to the finer levels. For example, you can switch to
Layer 1, select the polygons around the rim, and scale them outward to flare the rim. (See 8a below.) You
could also select all the polygons in the cap (and some of the stem), and rotate them slightly to give the
mushroom more character. (See 8b below.)
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Step 8a

Step 8b
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4.11 Sculpt and Deform
In addition to being able to build and alter a polyhedral object by manipulating individual vertices, edges, and faces,
trueSpace also provides tools to transform and deform meshes on a more general level. These tools are called
deformation tools because they act upon the mesh to change its form. Using deformation tools, you are able to
concentrate less on individual vertices, edges, and faces, and more on the overall form of the mesh. They allow you
to treat a mesh like a blob of clay: you mold and sculpt it however you want, and the tools take care of changing the
vertex-level geometry.

4.11.1 Surface Sculpting
Sculpt
The surface-sculpting tool is used to deform the surface of a subdivided object. The greater the number of
subdivisions, the smoother the sculpted surface will be. With this tool, you can grab a part of the surface and pull or
push it in any direction. When the surface sculptor is first selected, a control panel appears. The sculptor has two
modes which are set in the control panel, the sculpting mode and the scope adjustment mode. In the sculpting mode
(default mode), you create the deformation by moving and adjusting the sculptor and its cross hairs. In the scope
adjustment mode, you can change the area affected by the sculpting tool, change the orientation of the sculpt
deformation, and move the deformation to other parts of the surface.
To sculpt an active object, first select the surface sculpting tool, then place the cursor over the sculpting spot and
click. The sculpting tool will appear as a green crosshair that floats directly above the chosen sculpting spot. The
surface sculpting tool contains a number of parts that perform different roles in sculpting a surface. Sculpting may
be performed in any of the coordinate systems. By default, it is the Object coordinate system that is used.
Note: The object coordinate system is based on the sculpting tool itself with the Z axis perpendicular to the
crosshairs.

Sculpt Mode
To move the tool as a unit, left-click on the middle point of the tool and drag.

To move a single handle, left-click on the endpoint of a handle.
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To move a handle pair (two handles opposite each other), left-click on either of the two handles themselves.

To bank a handle pair, right-click on either of the two handles. A right-click on an endpoint banks only one handle.

Scope Mode
To change the orientation (rotation) of a sculpted area, click on the endpoint of any handle.

To change the scope of a deformation, click on any of the control handles and drag. Changing the scope of one
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handle symmetrically changes the scope of the handle‟s pair.

To move a surface sculpt to a different part of the surface click on the center point of the tool and drag.

Surface Sculpt Control Panel

Erase Deformation
Erases the current deformation. Once you make a new deformation, you cannot go back to a previous one to delete
it.

Copy Deformation
Copies the deformation to another place on the same surface. To execute select the Copy Deformation tool and then
select a new location on the surface.

New Deformation
Allows you to pick a new surface location to sculpt.

Scope Mode
Enables scope mode and disables sculpt mode.

Sculpt Mode
Enables sculpt mode and disables scope mode.

Dyn(amic) Div(ision)
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Automatically subdivides the sculpted surface to avoid loss of planarity and to smooth out the deformation. The
range is from 0 to 1. The higher the number, the more division occurs to the surface. Note that the effects of this
option are not permanent until you exit the deformation tool or create a new deformation, so you can toggle it on and
off to see the effects first.

DynDiv off

DynDiv on

4.11.2 Object Deform
Object Deform
Deform comprises a versatile tool set that is divided into two parts: local and outline deformations. The Deformation
navigation panel for this tool is brought up when the tool is first selected. This lets you choose between local and
outline deformations and determines how mouse moves affect the deformation. Other controls can be found on the
Deformation property panel, invoked by right-clicking on the Deform tool.
Local deformations let you grab a point or outline on an object and work it like a piece of clay. You can stretch or
push on the object, rotate, or scale it. The parts of an object that can be grabbed and worked with are dependent on
the structure of the Deform control outlines. These outlines are the intersections of the green cross sections in the X,
Y, and Z planes, which can be viewed by selecting the Outlines option in the Deformation property panel.
You can increase or decrease the number of control outlines by clicking and dragging the blue arrows of the
deformation tool‟s 3D control. Each arrow controls its respective axis. Even if the Outlines switch is not enabled in
the Deform property panel, floors and vertices will be visible during this adjustment and highlighted in green while
the mouse button is pressed.

Note: Once you have deformed an object, you can change the number of cross sections only by using the Erase tool
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or DEL key while the Deform tool is active, then reselecting the Deform tool and restarting the process.
The area of an object that is affected by deformation depends on how densely the control outlines are distributed
over the object‟s surface. As the number of control outlines increases, the Deform tool affects an ever smaller area
of the object. If dynamic subdivision (DynDiv) is enabled, trueSpace automatically smoothes the area local to the
deformation. You can control the extent of smoothing by using the numerical entry field to the right of the DynDiv
checkbox. The range is between .01 and 1. The higher the number, the smoother the deform.

The Deform tool, visible only if the Handles in the Deformation property panel is selected, is a cluster of control
handles that can be manipulated as a unit or individually.

Four of the five control handles form a crosshair tangent to the surface clicked on, and the fifth (not always present)
is perpendicular to the other four. With outline deformation, the tool has only two control handles. Click on any of
these and drag to see how they affect the underlying mesh. Or click on the center or away from the tool and drag to
pull the mesh. The best way to experiment with the Deform tool is with a simple object, such as a plane or sphere.
Starting from the perspective view, add new Top and Front views in the upper left and right screen corners, then
manipulate the tool while watching all three views.
Note that you can create a control lattice that is denser than the underlying mesh. You may not be able to select part
of the lattice if no mesh edges are nearby. For example, if you create a cube with a resolution of one, no matter how
dense you make the control lattice, you will only be able to select the edges and corners of the lattice until you add
more geometry to the cube.
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Deform Navigation Panel

When using the Deform tool, the above control panel appears. The top group contains navigation tools to move,
rotate and scale the current control vertex or outline, and thus the mesh points affected by it. With this additional
navigation tool set, you can switch instantly between manipulating an object and manipulating its deformation. This
makes it convenient to work in different areas of the object at the same time. Right-click on any of these tools to
invoke the Coordinates panel, letting you set the coordinate system and enable or disable axes. The lower area lets
you set local or outline deform, and set up and enable or disable Dynamic Division.

Push/Pull
Click on this button to move the Deform tool, control outline, or components in the current coordinate system. The
left button controls movement along the X axis by mouse movement parallel to the X axis, and movement along the
Y axis by mouse movement parallel to the Y axis. Using only the right mouse button controls movement along the Z
axis.

Twist
Click on this button to rotate the Deform tool, control outline, or components in the current coordinate system. The
left button controls rotation around the X axis by mouse movement perpendicular to the X axis, and rotation around
the Y axis by mouse movement perpendicular to the Y axis. Using only the right mouse button controls rotation
around the Z axis.
The Deform tool always rotates around its own center, but the effect of mouse movement during rotation depends on
the coordinate system currently in use.

Stretch
Click on this button to scale the Deform tool, control outline, or components in the current coordinate system. The
left button controls scaling on the X axis by mouse movement parallel to the X axis, and scaling on the Y axis by
mouse movement parallel to the Y axis. Using only the right mouse button controls scaling on the Z axis. If you
press both buttons, scaling is uniform on all three axes.

Local Deformation
This mode lets you deform objects by clicking on cross-section intersections and dragging. To deform a different
part of the object, simply click on another cross section.
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Outline Deformation X
Outline Deformation Y
Outline Deformation Z
These modes let you perform deformation on an outline perpendicular to the X, Y or Z axis by clicking on such a
cross section and dragging. The active outline turns white and a two-section handle appears at its edge. To deform a
different part of the object, simply click on another outline. Once you have deformed an object, you can change the
number of outlines only by using the Delete tool (icon) or key while the Deform tool is active, then reselecting the
Deform tool and clicking and dragging the lattice manipulator.

X, Y, and Z outline displayed

X, Y, and Z outline deformation

Start Deforming by Stand-Alone Deformation Object and Stop Deforming by Stand-Alone Deformation
Object are discussed in the next section of this chapter.

Dyn(amic) Div(ision)
Automatically subdivides the deformed surface to avoid loss of planarity and to smooth out the deformation. Usable
values lie between .01 and 1. The larger the number, the more subdivision occurs at the cost of rendering time and
interactivity.

Deform Property Panel
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•

RealTime: If RealTime is selected, the complete deformations are updated in real time while working with
the deform tools. Otherwise, an approximation to the deformed shape is displayed while the object is being
manipulated.

•

Handles: If enabled, Deform tool handles appear and can be manipulated independently.

•

Outlines: If enabled, the cross sections appear highlighted in green.

•

Draw: Click on the box to the right of Draw to display the Object/Deformed pop-up menu. The Draw
option determines how the object wireframe is redrawn while being manipulated by the Deform tool. If set
to “Deformed,” the program redraws only the parts of the object that change; the rest of the wireframe is
invisible. This provides for faster feedback with complex objects. With “Object” enabled, the entire object
is continually redrawn. This gives you a better idea of the deformation in the context of the entire object,
but with complex objects feedback can be slowed down a great deal.

4.11.3 Stand Alone Deform
Start Deforming

This tool creates a connection between an object and a stand-alone deformation object (see Deform Primitives).
First select the object or the deformation object, then select this tool, and finally select the other. Alternatively, drag
and drop the selector sphere of the object to be deformed onto the deformation object. The deformation object will
be “highlighted” by a bounding box when you drag the selector sphere over it.
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Drag and drop the selector sphere onto the deformation object

When the object or any part of it is inside or coincident with the deformation object, the former is subject to
deformation by the latter. This technique is useful for special animation effects, because objects continually change
shape as they pass through the deformation object.
Deformation objects can be assigned to deform any number of different objects, and can themselves be animated for
even more unusual effects.

Stop Deforming
This tool breaks a connection created by the Start Deforming tool between an object and a stand-alone deformation
object. First select the object or the deformation object, then select this tool, then select the other object.
Alternatively, drag and drop the selector sphere of the object being deformed onto the deformation object being used
to break the link. Thereafter the deformation object does not affect the object.

Deform Primitives
Selecting one of these tools adds a stand-alone deform object that can be used to change the shape of standard
objects dynamically, and opens the Deformation panel. While this object does not render, it conforms in every other
way to the rules outlined in the Object Deform section of this manual. That is, its subdivision can be changed by
clicking and dragging the arrows of the lattice manipulator. The only difference is that by subdividing the number of
control outlines, the Deform Primitive is also subdivided so as to remain flexible. Its shape can be changed by
choosing any of the Object Deform tools from the Deformation panel. Its position, orientation and overall size can
be modified with the standard Object Navigation tools. Then, when connected to an object with the Start
Deforming by Stand-Alone Deform Primitive, the object conforms to the deform object‟s shape. Deformation on
a deform primitive can also be keyframed to take place over time. Dynamic division is not possible with a deform
primitive.

Deform Plane
The Deform Plane is good for animating surfaces like ripples in water.
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Deform Pipe
The Deform Pipe is good for “squeezing” objects through animation like droplets of color in a lava lamp.

Deform Object
The Deform Object (Box) is good for character animation effects to a character without having to key deformations
to the original object. That way you can apply the same deformations to other characters in your scene.

4.11.4 Bend
Bend
This tool can be used to bend a polyhedral object. The Bend control that appears when the tool is activated has
different points that can be manipulated.
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Bend control: Bends the object.
Axis control: Rotates and moves the manipulator. Drag the colored discs or axes to rotate the manipulator. Drag the
Move control (white center sphere) to relocate the manipulator. Note that the manipulator cannot be moved outside
the bounding box of the object being deformed. Right-click the Move control to move the manipulator back to its
default position and orientation. If a bend was previously performed on the current object, right-clicking the Move
control will freeze the current bend and reset the control‟s position and orientation to allow continuous bending from
the object‟s current state.

Bend Options Panel

Right-click the Bend tool to bring up its options panel. This panel allows you to set all the bend parameters
numerically, including the location and rotation of the tool, the range of the bend, the angle (from -360 to 360
degrees), and radius. Note that negative angles bend the object upward. Also, if too small a number is entered for
radius, the minimum allowed radius is used instead. As with the Object Info panel, formulas are allowed in the edit
fields.
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Clicking the Continuously bending button will do one of two things:
1. If the object is currently being deformed by the Bend tool, this will reset the Bend control to its default
location and orientation, removing the current bend.
2. If a bend was previously applied to the object (e.g., after exiting from and returning to the Bend tool), the
Bend control will appear at its last used position and orientation and can still be used to edit the previous
bend. In this case, clicking this button will “set” the bend and reset the tool, allowing you to continue
bending the object from its current state.
The result of the bend is highly dependent on the density of the starting mesh. A mesh that is too simple will not
have enough vertices and edges to give good results when bent. Quad Dividing or Smooth Quad Dividing the
object before using the Bend tool may help.

4.11.5 Taper
Taper
This tool can be used to taper a polyhedral object. The Taper control that appears when the tool is activated has
different points that can be manipulated:

Taper X and Y Controls: Dragging these handles with the left mouse button tapers the object. Pressing the right
mouse button while dragging tapers in both directions. If you release the right mouse button and continue to drag,
the taper angle for the perpendicular direction is still used.
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Scale Control: Resizes the object.
Rotation Control: Rotates the manipulator.

Left-clicking the manipulator toggles its position between the center and bottom of the deformed object. If centered,
the Taper control manipulates both the top and bottom of the object in a “push-pull” effect. If at the bottom, the
control only affects the top of the object.

Cylinder before taper

Taper tool at bottom

Taper tool at middle

Right-click the manipulator to toggle between continuous and new deformation.

Taper Options Panel

Right-click the Taper tool to bring up its options panel. This panel allows you to set all the taper parameters
numerically, including the orientation of the tool, and the angle of the taper (from -89 to 89 degrees) or tapering
size. As with the Object Info Panel, formulas are allowed in the edit fields.
The Continuously tapering button will do one of two things:
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1.
2.

If the object is currently being deformed by the Taper tool, this will reset the Taper control to its default
location and orientation, removing the current taper.
If a taper was previously applied to the object (e.g., after exiting from and returning to the Taper tool), the
Taper control will appear at its last used position and orientation and can still be used to edit the previous
taper. In this case, clicking this button will “set” the taper and reset the tool, allowing you to continue
tapering the object from its current state.

4.11.6 Skew
Skew
This tool can be used to skew a polyhedral object. The Skew control that appears when the tool is activated has
different points that can be manipulated:
Skew control

Rotation control

Rotation control

Skew control: Drag this control to skew the object.
Rotation control: Rotates the manipulator.

Skew Options Panel

Right-click the Skew tool to bring up its options panel. This panel allows you to set all the skew parameters
numerically, including the orientation of the tool, and the angle of skewing (from -89 to 89 degrees). As with the
Object Info Panel, formulas are allowed in the edit fields.
The Continuously skewing button will do one of two things:
1. If the object is currently being deformed by the Skew tool, this will reset the Skew control to its default
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2.

location and orientation, removing the current skew.
If a skew was previously applied to the object (e.g., after exiting from and returning to the Skew tool), the
Skew control will appear at its last used position and orientation and can still be used to edit the previous
skew. In this case, clicking this button will “set” the skew and reset the tool, allowing you to continue
skewing the object from its current state.
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4.12 Metaballs

Torso modeled with Metaballs

Metaball primitives

Metaballs is a powerful feature in trueSpace that lets you model and animate using a special set of geometric
primitives: sphere, cube (rounded and sharp edge), cylinder (rounded and sharp edge), and the metamuscle. You can
combine these primitives, whose shapes “flow” into each other, into Metaballs objects by adding and subtracting
them, creating objects that would be difficult or impossible to model by any other means. You can also use them to
create animations wherein objects‟ shapes dynamically blend together and separate depending on their relative
distances, like, for example, the T2 character in the movie Terminator 2 who formed himself from blobs of metal
rolling on the floor.
The Metaballs feature integrates with both the Inverse Kinematics/Bones system and the Physical Simulation
functions. That is, you can connect Metaballs primitives into their own hierarchical structures. You can also join
Metaball primitives into Boned, Inverse Kinematics chains and animate them with trueSpace‟s excellent Bones
algorithms. For more information on animation related features, see Artist Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion.
You can also assign physical attributes, such as mass and elasticity, to Metaballs primitives, as well as subjecting
them to forces like wind, atmospheric and gravity, and causing them to collide with each other. And, of course,
you can animate Metaballs objects and primitives via standard keyframing techniques. This extraordinary
functionality gives you unprecedented animation capabilities with which we believe you will be able to do great
things.
The Metaballs tool is best used for creating an object‟s overall shape, rather than for creating detailed features. For
example, in creating a head, you could use it to create the eye hollows, and then use actual spheres to create the eyes
themselves.
Note: When reading the following description of how the Metaballs function works in trueSpace, bear in mind the
distinction between the two types of entities in use: You join several Metaballs primitives, or basic 3D shapes, into a
composite form, called a Metaballs object.

4.12.1 Tutorial: Modeling with Metaballs
Here is a brief step-by-step introduction to modeling with Metaballs.
1.

Start with an empty workspace. Find the Metaballs icons in the primitives icon list.
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2.

Left-click on the Metaball Sphere icon, and then left-click in the workspace to add a Metaballs sphere
primitive to the workspace.

3.

Next, click on the Metaball Rounded Cube icon, and then left-click on the sphere created in the previous
step to add a rounded cube in the same location.

4.

You will notice that your Metaball primitives have a floating toolbar with them. You can expand it by
hovering over it and leave it expanded by clicking on its handle. As indicated by the “pressed-in” look of
the Move Metaball tool on the toolbar‟s right side, the tool is active. Right-button drag a short distance
downward to lower the rounded cube in relation to the sphere. As you drag, you‟ll see the Metaballs
object‟s shape change in real time. Because both Metaballs primitives have positive fields, the shapes flow
together in a pleasing, organic manner. When you release the mouse button, the rounded cube stays
highlighted, showing that it is still active.

5.

Now drag the sphere to the front, and then use the Negative Field option to make a spherical depression in
the rounded cube.

Step 4

Step 5

6.

Select the Scale Metaballs Primitive
tool instead of the move tool. At this point, you may want to
make it easier to see what you are doing. From the Metaballs Options panel‟s Conversion combo box,
select the “On Demand” option. This renders the Metaballs object‟s shape temporarily invisible.

7.

Pressing both mouse buttons, drag leftward to make the sphere smaller.

Notice how this affects the rounded cube primitive as you make the sphere smaller; it will seem to grow as you
shrink the sphere. To see the full result, select the Render Object tool.

4.12.2 Working with Metaballs Primitives
If primitive creation is set to “Automatic” in Preferences (accessed via File->Preferences), then selecting an icon
adds the corresponding Metaballs primitive to the center of the trueSpace workspace. If primitive creation is set to
“Scalable,” you must click and drag in the workspace to create and scale a new Metaballs primitive. By default, both
components are visible: the primitive shape, and the resultant Metaballs object.
Open the Metaballs Options panel by right-clicking on the Metaballs tool. This lets you modify Metaballs objects‟
mesh resolution, and how they are redrawn as you work with them.
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A Metaballs object must contain at least two primitives to be able to use the Metaballs features. Six Metaballs
primitives are available:
• Sphere
• Rounded cylinder
• Rounded cube (actually, a flattened rounded cube)
• Cube (sharp edges)
• Cylinder (sharp edges)
• Metamuscle
If you add a copy of a selected Metaballs primitive by using the Copy tool or pressing CTRL+C, an identical copy is
added in the same location as the primitive.
Tip: If you select the Metaballs tool with a Metaballs object selected, trueSpace assumes you want to edit that object
(see “Manipulating Metaballs” below). Therefore, to start a new Metaballs object, any existing Metaballs objects
should not be selected. You can use the Object Info Panel to quickly deselect all objects. Alternatively, you can
simply add a primitive mesh object, such as a cube, and then delete it. This results in no objects being selected. Or
select a light or camera. Then proceed normally: Select the Metaballs tool, and then select the primitives you wish to
use.

Manipulating Metaballs
You can use the Metaballs floating toolbar Navigation tools to move, rotate and scale Metaballs primitives. To
manipulate an entire Metaballs object, select an Object Navigation or other object-related tool.
When you apply transformations to a Metaball primitive, the Metaballs shape dynamically shows the results in real
time. (Conversion in the Metaballs Options panel, described later in this section, must be set to “On Move” for
real-time refresh.) For example, as you move one primitive away from another, the connection between them
gradually becomes thinner, and is eventually broken.
To delete a selected primitive, press the DEL key or select the Erase tool.
You cannot apply modeling tools, such as Deform, Sculpt Surface, Point Edit, QuadDivide or Boolean
operations to Metaballs primitives or objects. If you attempt to use a modeling tool with a Metaballs object, you
will be asked to confirm that you want to delete the Metaballs structure and convert it to a polyhedron.
Similarly, you cannot use any paint tool except Paint Object with Metaballs objects. If you attempt to use Paint
Face, for example, you‟ll be asked to confirm the aforementioned conversion, and the object will be converted to a
polyhedron using Render Resolution (see the “Metaballs Resolution” section, below).
Note: By default, Metaballs objects receive planar UV mapping. To change this, use the UV
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Projection tool.
Tip: Sometimes you might want to simply convert a Metaballs object to a polyhedron, without
necessarily applying a modeling tool, just to reduce the object’s complexity and overhead. In such
a case, just select a modeling tool such as Deform Object, and then after the conversion process,
select the Object tool.

4.12.3 Animating Metaballs Objects
You can animate a Metaballs object‟s shape by keyframing Navigation settings for its primitives, using standard
trueSpace animation techniques. When you play back the animation, only the Metaballs object appears, in
Navigation Resolution (see Metaballs Options Panel, below, for an explanation of Navigation Resolution), for
fast feedback.
You can create hierarchical relationships between Metaballs primitives with the Glue tools, or create links with the
Inverse Kinematics Add Joint tools. Building, modifying and animating compound objects with Metaballs
primitives works the same way as with standard, discrete objects.
Similarly, you can apply physical attributes to Metaballs primitives using the Physical Simulation tools, and
animate them using the same techniques.
It is possible to animate both the metamuscle spline curve as well as the strength at the control points.

Metamuscle
This tool is used to create a spline that defines the shape of its resultant object through scalable spline points. Think
of this tool as a muscle attached to bones; it will bulge when it is compressed and lengthen when it is stretched.
To use the Metamuscle tool, activate it, and then draw as many spline points as you want in order to control the
shape and area of influence of your Metamuscle. After the spline points are defined, any of the normal Metaball
tools, such as move, scale or rotate, can be used to adjust the Metamuscle. In addition, you can adjust the
Metamuscle by its individual spline points, which will show up as a single point with a yellow circle around it
showing its strength. Adjusting the radius of this circle changes the width of the Metamuscle near this control point.

You can also adjust the angle of the spline by dragging on the yellow handle that extends from the center point. This
will allow you to create very smooth flowing angles in your Metaball objects.
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Metaballs Primitive Field
These two buttons let you determine whether the current primitive has an additive or subtractive effect on nearby
primitives.
Positive: This is the default mode, in which primitives add to the overall Metaballs shape.
Negative: In Negative mode, the primitive‟s shape is repulsed from any positive primitives it overlaps.
This works something like the Boolean Object Subtraction function, except that edges are rounded rather
than sharp.

Rounded cube with positive inﬂuence on sphere (left) and negative
inﬂuence on sphere (right).

Editing a Metaballs primitive’s volume of influence
To control the extent of a Metaballs primitive‟s influence over the Metaball object‟s shape, you can scale the area of
influence the object has. Right-click on the primitive when it is selected to see a wireframe representation of the
current primitive‟s volume of influence surrounding the primitive. Left-button drag the mouse toward you or to the
left to reduce the wireframe‟s size, and consequently the primitive‟s relative influence over the Metaballs object‟s
shape. Left-button drag away from you or to the right to increase the volume influence.
While in this mode, you can only use the Metaballs Navigation tools, although you can add new primitives. To exit,
right-click on the primitive or object again.
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Default inﬂuence Decreased inﬂuence

Increased inﬂuence

4.12.4 Metaballs Options Panel
Open the Metaballs Options panel by right-clicking the Metaball tool. This panel lets you determine how the
Metaballs object is displayed when manipulating it, and offers two settings for determining the fineness of a
Metaballs object‟s mesh, during and after manipulation.

Conversion
This combo box gives you three settings for determining the Metaballs function‟s level of interactivity, to
accommodate slower machines.
•

On Move: This is the default mode, in which manipulating a Metaballs object‟s primitives reshapes the
overall object in real time. This offers the best feedback, but requires the greatest amount of processing
power. If you require real-time feedback, but are encountering slow redraw times, try reducing the
Navigation Resolution setting to create a simpler mesh (see below).

•

On Release: This is a compromise mode, in which the Metaballs object is redrawn only after moving a
primitive object, when the mouse button is released. This gives adequate feedback without the extra
computational overhead required when redrawing the shape in real time.
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•

On Demand: This mode is suitable for slow machines and/or very complex objects. The Metaballs object
is drawn only when you specifically request it by selecting a rendering tool, or an editing tool that requires
converting the object to a polyhedron, or by selecting a different conversion mode and manipulating a
primitive. Otherwise, only the primitives are drawn.

Navigation Resolution
This is the Metaballs object‟s mesh resolution used during manipulation of its primitives. If you change the setting,
you must modify a primitive to see the results. The range of acceptable values is 20-250.

Render Resolution
This is the Metaballs object‟s mesh resolution when you render the object, or when you convert it to a polyhedron.
The range of acceptable values is 20-250.
To expressly convert a Metaballs object to Render Resolution, simply select the Object tool. To return it to
Navigation Resolution, select the Metaballs tool, and then select any Metaballs Navigation tool and manipulate one
of the primitives.

Use X Offset for Prims
This option determines whether newly added primitives are affected by the position, orientation or scale of existing,
selected primitives.
If, when this option is active, you add a Metaballs primitive of any type, the new object is placed in the workspace
immediately adjacent to the first, offset in the positive X direction. If any rotation and/or scaling was applied to the
original, the newly added primitive inherits the transformation(s).
If this option is not active when you add a new Metaballs primitive to an existing Metaballs object, the new object is
added at the center of the workspace, using the default settings for size and orientation.

4.12.5 Global and Interactive Replace with Metaballs

Now you can replace the target object with metaballs primitives. Any object can be replaced with a single metaball
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primitive, so if you have selected a whole metaball object, and you are not creating separate metaballs, then the first
metaball primitive will be taken as the source.

Example Setup
(Source: red, Targets: blue)

Replace Types
When a metaball primitive is selected as the source, you can choose from three possible results:
•

Create Separate Objects: Every target object will be replaced with a separate metaball object. Because
the target objects will be separate metaball objects, they will not influence each other.

Create Separate Objects

Note: If you have selected a whole metaball object as the source (rather than one of the sub-objects or
primitives making up the metaball object), then the target objects will be replaced with the whole metaball
object unless “Random Replacement” is enabled (see below).
•

Add To Source: Every target object is replaced with a metaball primitive, and the new metaball primitives
are added to source metaball object.
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Add to Source

Note: In this case, if you have selected a whole metaball object as the source, then you will be replacing the
target objects with first metaball primitive unless “Random Replacement” is enabled (see below).
•

Group To New Metaball: Every target object is replaced with a metaball primitive, and all the new
metaball primitives are created as one new metaball object (separate from the source object).

Group to New Metaball

Note: In this case, if you have selected a whole metaball object as the source, then you will be replacing the
target objects with first metaball primitive unless “Random Replacement” is enabled (see below).
Random Replacement
When “Random Replacement” is enabled and a whole metaball object is selected as the source, then the target
objects are replaced by metaball primitives randomly selected from metaball object.
Now it is easy to create a physical simulation with normal objects, and then replace them with metaballs.
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4.13 Plastiform
The PlastiForm tool is a truly unique modeling feature of trueSpace, one that lets you modify the surface and shape
of 3D objects in a variety of unusual ways. Its usage is simple: By converting part of an object‟s surface to a
“particle mesh,” and then moving a spherical or cylindrical “hot” tool across the mesh, you can “engrave” the
surface; or, by moving the hot tool perpendicular to the mesh, you can produce a tunnel-shaped formation into or out
of the object.
PlastiForm works by temporarily treating the section of the object‟s surface that it is modifying as a mesh composed
of particles, rather than of polygons. That way, when the surface area is increased, the tool simply adds more
particles. It then converts the surface, on the fly, to the polygon mesh that you see. This technique makes it practical
to perform real-world type modeling techniques, such as pushing your thumb through clay or soft plastic, which
would be difficult or impossible with standard polygon-mesh methods.

A PlastiForm alien

4.13.1 PlastiForm Quick Start Tutorial
These tutorials will show you two different ways of using the PlastiForm tool. You will start by engraving a simple
corporate logo (the letter “C”) on a plane object, and then go on to create a simple mushroom object.

Engraving Tutorial
1. Start with an empty workspace. Set the display to a Solid Render mode.
2.

Use the Add Plane
tool to add a primitive plane object. Use Object Move to position it slightly above
the ground plane (hold the right mouse button and drag upward).

3.

Right-click on the PlastiForm

tool to open the PlastiForm Settings panel. In the panel, set Density
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to 0.8 by clicking on the double-headed arrow to the right of the Density field, and dragging a short
distance to the right, or you can click in the numeric field and enter 0.8 from the keyboard. Do not forget to
press ENTER. This value gives you a greater resolution of particle mesh to work with.
4.

Left-click on the PlastiForm tool to select it and open its control panel.

5.

Before you can begin using the PlastiForm tool, you must select one or more faces to modify the target
object. In the PlastiForm panel, choose the Select Face(s)
tool in the upper-right corner of the panel,
and then click on the plane. Note that the edge of the face is now highlighted in purple, around the edge.
The plane‟s top surface has been prepared as a particle mesh, and is ready for deforming with the
deformation, or “hot” tool.

6.

In the panel, select the Use Sphere as Deformation
center of the plane primitive.

7.

Before activating the hot tool, you can position it. When using it for engraving, the center of the hot tool
should be slightly above the surface for engraving into the surface, or slightly below it for producing an
outward protrusion. For this exercise, use the latter technique. The Move PlastiForm
tool icon is
selected by default, so right-button drag downward a short distance. Then left-button drag the sphere into a
position near the top-right side (see following illustration).

8.

Now activate the hot tool, and use it to draw the letter C. Select the Activate/deactivate Deformation Tool
icon at the bottom of the panel‟s center column, and then left-button drag in a roughly circular motion
to create a C-shaped extrusion. As you drag, you can see the letter being drawn in real time. If you make a
mistake, select the Undo tool (or press CTRL+Z), re-activate the hot tool, and give it another try.

tool icon. A red, spherical hot tool appears in the
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9.

To finish using the PlastiForm tool, select the Object
tool. The hot tool disappears, but you can
continue to use it by reselecting the PlastiForm tool and using the panel functions as before. However, if
you attempt to use another tool on the object, such as Paint Face or Deform, you will be warned that the
PlastiForm structure will be lost if you proceed.

10. Besides being a tool for selecting multiple faces one at a time, the PlastiForm panel contains a tool for
selecting all of an object‟s faces. But because you selected only the plane object‟s top face, the bottom face
is still flat. To observe this, use Object Rotate to turn the plane primitive object over.

Extrusion Tutorial
1. Now we‟ll create a mushroom using the PlastiForm tool‟s extrusion capabilities. Start with an empty
workspace. Set the display to Wireframe.
2.

Add a plane primitive.

3.

If you are continuing directly from the previous tutorial, skip ahead to step 4. Otherwise, right-click on the
PlastiForm
tool to open the PlastiForm Settings panel. In the panel, set Density to 0.8 by clicking on
the double-headed arrow to the right of the Density field, and dragging a short distance to the right.
Alternatively, you can click in the numeric field and enter 0.8 from the keyboard. Do not forget to press
ENTER. This value gives you a greater resolution of particle mesh to work with.

4.

Before starting, set the current material to Smooth. Right-click on the Paint tool, and in the Shader/Maps
panel, select the Smooth
icon in the lower-right corner. This will give the mushroom a smooth
surface.

5.

Select the PlastiForm tool, and then the Select Face(s)
Deformation Tool
icon.

6.

This time, right-button drag the sphere until it is completely below the plane‟s surface. If you like, switch

tool, and then the Use Sphere as
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temporarily to a side view to double check.
7.

Activate the deformation tool
, and then right-button drag upward to extrude the mushroom‟s stem.
Note that, as you drag, you can see only the deformation of the faces closest to the deformation tool. When
you are first becoming familiar with the tool, you may want to check your progress by releasing the mouse
button from time to time.

8.

Drag up a little farther to move the tool into place for creating the mushroom‟s cap.

9.

To produce the cap, you will simply scale the deformation tool up on the horizontal axes. In the PlastiForm
panel, select the Scale PlastiForm Tool
icon in the lower-left corner. Select the Z button to disable
scaling on the vertical axis, and then press and hold both mouse buttons, and drag to the right until the cap
is about the right size.

10. As an experiment, try dragging leftward with both mouse buttons held down to shrink the hot tool. Note
that the particle mesh does not shrink along with it. When PlastiForming an object, you can only push the
particle mesh, not pull it.
11. Select the Object
solid glory.

tool, and then use Render Current Object

to see your mushroom in all its
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4.13.2 Using PlastiForm

The PlastiForm Panel

Tip: When working with the PlastiForm tool, it is usually easier to see what is going on if you use Wireframe
Display mode.
It is not necessary to select the object you want to modify before using the PlastiForm tool.
Select the PlastiForm tool to open the PlastiForm panel.

Selecting Faces
First, you need to select one or more faces on the object you want to modify, which can be any in the current scene.
The two icons in the right-hand column let you do this. The upper tool, Select Face(s), lets you indicate faces to be
modified with the mouse cursor by clicking and optionally dragging. Selected faces are outlined in a violet color. To
select all of an object‟s faces, choose the lower tool, Select All Faces. To deselect any selected faces, click on them
while the Select Face(s) tool is active.

Selecting the Hot Tool
After selecting faces, you can pick either of two hot tools, a sphere or a cylinder, from the PlastiForm panel‟s center
column. The tool appears near the selected face(s), but does not become immediately active and can be repositioned,
rotated, and scaled with the local navigation tools in the panel‟s left-hand column.
Note: At higher Density settings, the hot tool can take a while to appear. To abort this process, press the ESC key at
any time.
Note: The hot tool initially appears at its minimum size; it can be scaled only up, not down. To make the hot tool
smaller, start with a higher Density setting (change the setting before selecting the hot tool). However, in general,
the PlastiForm tool yields superior results with the larger deformation tools.
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Once the hot tool is in place, you can activate it using the Activate/Deactivate icon at the bottom of the center
column. This causes the selected face(s) to become subdivided. When activated, you can move the hot tool by
dragging the mouse, modifying nearby surface elements as you go. You can also rotate and scale it while reshaping
the mesh by first selecting the appropriate navigation tool from the PlastiForm panel. To rotate or scale the
deformation tool without deforming the object, or to move it and start working in a different spot, first select the
Activate/Deactivate icon to deactivate it.
When you move the hot tool along the selected faces, it reshapes the surface, creating an engraving or bulge
depending whether it is on the inside or outside of the object. When pushed deeper inside the mesh, new mesh
elements are created to maintain the integrity of the surface.
To manipulate an object while PlastiForming an object, simply select the desired object navigation tool, use it, and
the re-select the PlastiForm tool. The hot tool will be as you left it. If, however, you select the Object tool, the
current deformation tool is deleted. The particle mesh structure is retained until you convert the object to a standard
mesh structure (see the next paragraph), and until then you can always go back and modify it with a new hot tool
you want to use.
To convert a PlastiForm object to a standard mesh object, select a Point Edit tool, or the Deform tool, and confirm
the deletion of the PlastiForm structure. Certain modeling and paint operations require a polyhedral mesh.
Note: If you use PlastiForm with a polygon that has been scaled disproportionately, you will find that the
deformation tool is scaled accordingly. That is, the spherical deformation tool may appear egg-shaped.

PlastiForm Settings Panel

To activate the PlastiForm Settings panel, right-click on the PlastiForm tool. This panel‟s settings let you
determine particle resolution, how much the hot tool affects the particle mesh, and how the mesh is redrawn as you
work.

Deform
The settings available in this combo box determine what type of feedback you will get while moving the hot tool.
•

On Move: This is the default mode, in which manipulating the hot tool reshapes the affected surface in real
time. This offers the best feedback, but requires the greatest amount of processing power. If you require
real-time feedback, but are encountering slow redraw times, try reducing the Resolution setting to create a
simpler mesh (see below).

•

On Release: This is a compromise mode, in which the particle mesh is redrawn only after moving the hot
tool, when the mouse button is released. This gives adequate feedback without the extra computational
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overhead required when redrawing the mesh in real time.

Density
The Density setting determines two important elements: the particle density, which manifests itself as the rate of
subdivision of selected faces, and the starting/minimum size of the hot tool. Possible values range between 0 and 1.
The greater the Density setting, the greater the particle density, and the smaller the size of the hot tool.
Important note: You must set Resolution before activating the PlastiForm tool. Once you are using the tool,
changing this setting has no effect.

Weight
The Weight setting, which can range from 0 to 1.0, determines the amount of force with which particles are pushed
away from the hot tool. With higher Weight settings, the radial force is higher and more noticeable, particularly
where the hot tool initially contacts the deformed surface.
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4.14 Arrays
Create Grid Array
Create Grid Array
Create Spline Array
Convert Array to a Group

When you want to distribute copies of an object in an orderly arrangement or along a specific path, trueSpace‟s
array tools make this process both simple and interactive. Three tools are available, allowing you to build a 2D or
3D grid of objects, or to use a spline path to determine object placement. Once built, the array‟s parameters remain
editable until you convert the array into a normal group of objects. This makes it easy to adjust the settings of the
array as often as you need to.
trueSpace provides three interactive array tools. The Grid Array tool creates a 2D or 3D grid of objects. The Radial
Array tool distributes objects along a circular arc or spiral. The Spline Array tool can be used to distribute objects
along a custom path.

4.14.1 Grid Array
Grid Array
The Grid Array tool can be used to create a 2 or 3-dimensional block of objects. To create a grid array:
1.

Start by selecting the object to be used in the array, then activating the Grid Array tool. (You may also
activate the tool before selecting the object.) An orange arrow with a red head will appear.

2.

Place the cursor at the point you would like the next object to appear. Click and hold the left mouse button.
This sets the distance and orientation of the array objects. As long as the left mouse button is depressed,
you can move the object to a different location. Once you release the mouse button, the second object is set,
and the arrowhead becomes orange. (Note that if Grid Mode is on, the angle of the first copy will be
constrained to 45-degree offsets.)
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Step 1

Step 2

3.

Click and drag again to define the width and depth of the array. Notice that you can create a single line of
objects, or a 2-dimensional grid. Once you release the mouse button, the array is created. The next optional
step will allow you to add vertical rows to the array.

4.

Right-click the array to show the 3D manipulator, a cluster of three blue arrows in one corner of the array.
Drag the shaft of the upward-pointing arrow to increase the number of floors/rows/columns.

Step 3

Step 4

Clicking and dragging the shaft of each arrow adjusts the number of rows in each direction. Clicking and dragging
the tips of each arrow adjusts the distance between each floor/row/column.
An array object is a hierarchy, so it is possible to navigate down and scale or rotate an element. Since every element
in the array is a copy, changing one element changes them all. Once you are satisfied with the array‟s parameters,
you can use the Convert an Array to a Group of Objects tool to convert the array into a normal group. After
converting the array, you cannot use the array tools to modify it, but individual objects can be changed
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independently.

Grid Array Options Panel

Right-click the Grid Array tool to bring up the Grid Array Options panel. This panel contains the numeric settings
currently used by the array. Array parameters can be adjusted either directly via the 3D manipulator, or through
numerical entry using this panel.
•
•
•

# Items X/Y/Z: Determines the number of objects in each direction.
Space X/Y/Z: Controls the spacing between the axes of each element.
Keep Spacing: When enabled, increasing # Items does not increase the bounding size of the array: new
items are instead added between the first and last rows. If this option is on, and # Items for X, Y, or Z is 1,
then increasing the # Items of that row will add a second row first.

The 3D manipulator will also reflect this option. When on, the arrow tips are green. When off, they are dark blue.

4.14.2 Radial Array
Radial Array
The Radial Array tool places objects on a circular arc or spiral. To create a radial array:
1.

Start by selecting the object to be used in the array, then activating the Radial Array tool. (You may also
activate the tool before selecting the object.)

2.

Click and drag to pick the center point for the array. A preset number of items will appear on the circular
arc. This also determines the Begin and End Radius of the array. Releasing the mouse button creates the
array.
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Step 2

3.

Right-click the array to show the 3D manipulator. Click and drag the center orange arrow to create the
center spline and increase the height of the array.

Step 3

An array object is a hierarchy, so it is possible to navigate down and scale or rotate an element. Scaling an element
creates a scale key frame (described below), while rotating an element causes every element to rotate by the same
amount.
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# Segments = 12
Toggle Follow Path = on
First and last elements resized.

Radial Array Options Panel and 3D Control

Right-click the Radial Array tool to bring up the Radial Array Options panel. This panel contains the numeric
settings currently used by the array. Array parameters can be adjusted either directly via the 3D manipulator, or
through numerical entry using this panel.
•
•
•
•

# Segments: Determines the number of items in the array. Each item creates a control point on the curve.
Begin/End Radius: If these two are the same, the array follows a circular path. Otherwise, it follows a
spiral path.
Angle: If the array has no height, this angle must be between -360 and 360. Otherwise, the only limitation
is that the angle cannot be 0. The higher this value, the more times the array will “wrap” around the center
axis.
Offset: Determines the length of the new segment created when Axis Control is clicked. (The length can
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•

also be set by dragging the Axis control.)
Center X/Y/Z: The location of the first (bottom) control point of the center axis. This can also be changed
by left-clicking and dragging the first control point. Note that these values may not be numerically edited
from the options panel if the entire array has been rotated, but the first control point can still be used to
move the array.

Toggle Circle - Spiral Shape
When set to “circle,” the End Radius matches the Begin Radius and cannot be changed. When set to “spiral,” both
radii can be changed independently.

Toggle Follow Path
When enabled, the objects in the array will rotate with the path. Otherwise, the objects will all maintain the same
orientation.

Copy Curve Tools:
Create Copy of Path of Array: Creates a copy of the array path. The new curve will appear with its own
DrawPanel in the same location as the original curve.
Create Curve Going Through the Selected Vertex: Similar to the Create Copy of Path of Array Tool,
except that once activated, you must left-click the vertex of one of the objects. The new curve created will
run through the same vertex of each object in the array.
Create Curve Along Array: Creates a new curve that follows the array path. Click and drag after
activating this tool to change the radius of the new curve.

Outer curve: Create Curve Going Through the
Selected Vertex tool
Middle curve: Create Copy of Path of Array tool
Inner curve: Create Curve Along Array tool

Note that if the Toggle follow path option is off, the curves created with these tools will have a similar shape.
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Array Axis Tools:
Create Copy of Axis of Array: Creates a copy of the axis path. The new curve will appear with its own
DrawPanel in the same location as the original curve.
Replace Axis of Array by Selected Curve: This allows you to replace the axis curve with any other curve
in the scene.

Scale Key Frame Tools:
Remove Scale Key Frame: To remove a scale key frame, navigate down the hierarchy to the object with
the key frame, and click this button.
Note: To set a scale key frame, navigate down the hierarchy to select an array element. When you resize it, a scale
key frame (visible as a red sphere) will be created. Objects along the path between key frames will scale smoothly.
The Radial Array 3D control allows you to modify most of the parameters that are found in the options panel. In
addition, it provides the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clicking the Axis control creates a new control point on the center spline with a length determined by the
Offset value in the options panel.
Clicking and dragging the Axis control also creates a new control point, but gives you the chance to set its
length by dragging.
Left dragging the first control point moves the whole array.
Right dragging the first control point moves the center of the array, changing its radius.
Left drag other control points to change the shape of the center spline.
Right-clicking the center spline puts you into spline edit mode, which gives you more options and controls
for working with the spline. (See section 4.3 for details on editing splines.)
Right-clicking a scale key frame indicator selects the element it is associated with.
To uniformly scale all elements of the array, select and scale the first element.

4.14.3 Spline Array
Spline Array
The Spline Array tool places objects on a defined path (a spline curve). To create a spline array:
1.

Start by selecting the object to be used in the array, then activating the Spline Array tool. (You may also
activate the tool before selecting the object.)

2.

At this point, you may do one of two things:
a.
b.

Select an existing curve to copy and use as the array path...or
Create a new curve by clicking in the workspace to create control points. Right-clicking ends the spline
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creation.

An array object is a hierarchy, so it is possible to navigate down and scale or rotate an element. Scaling an element
creates a scale key frame (described below), while rotating an element causes every element to rotate.

Spline Array Options Panel and 3D Control
Right-click the Spline Array tool to bring up the Spline Array Options panel. This panel contains the numeric
settings currently used by the array. Array parameters can be adjusted either directly via the 3D manipulator, or
through numerical entry using this panel.
# Items: Determines the number of items in the array.

Offset: Determines the length of the new segment created when Path Control is clicked. (The length can also be set
by simply dragging the Path control.)

Item Spacing:
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Equidistant Location of Items: Places the array‟s items along the path at equal distances.

Equidistant Spacing Between Items: Places the array‟s items along the path with equal spaces between
them.

Proportional Spacing Between Items: Places the array‟s items along the patch with proportional spaces
between them.

Toggle Follow Path
When enabled, the objects in the array will rotate to point along the curvature of the path. Otherwise, the objects will
all maintain the same orientation.

Extracting a path:
Create copy of path of array: Creates a copy of the array path. The new curve will appear with its own
DrawPanel in the same location as the original curve.
Create curve going through the selected vertex: Similar to the Create Copy of Path of Array tool,
except that once activated, you must left-click the vertex of one of the objects. The new curve created will
run through the same vertex of each object in the array.
Create curve along array: Creates a new curve that follows the array path. Clicking and dragging after
activating this tool changes the radius of the new curve.
Replace path of array by selected curve: This allows you to replace the current spline curve with any
other curve in the scene.
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Remove Scale Key Frame
To remove a scale key frame, navigate down the hierarchy to the object with the key frame, and click this button.
The Spline Array 3D control allows you to modify most of the same parameters that are found in the options panel.
In addition, it provides the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clicking the Path control creates a new control point on the center spline with a length determined by the
Offset value in the options panel.
Clicking and dragging the Path control also creates a new control point, and gives you the chance to set its
length by dragging.
Left drag the control points to change the shape of the center spline.
Right-clicking any spline control point puts you into spline edit mode, which gives you more options and
controls for working with the spline. (See section 4.3 for details on editing splines.)
Right-clicking a scale key frame indicator selects the element it is associated with.
To uniformly scale all elements of the array, select and scale the first element.

4.14.4 Disband Array
Convert Array to Group
This button converts a selected array object to a common group. All information about the array is lost. This
operation cannot be undone.

4.14.5 Tutorial: Wrapping a Coil Around a Torus
1.

Create a simple polygonal cube, and scale it down to 0.5 in all axes.

2.

Click the Radial Array tool, and drag out a radius of any size. (We will change the parameters using the
options panel in the next step.)

3.

Right-click the Radial Array tool to bring up its options panel. Set the options as follows:
• Toggle Follow Path: on
• # Segments: 7
• Begin Radius: 0.5
• End Radius: 0.5
• Offset: 4

4.

Right-click the array object. Click the orange axis arrow once to extend the array upward. The center axis
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of the array will extend by the value entered in Offset: in this case, 4 units.
5.

We need to turn this into a tightly wrapped coil. Increase the Angle setting to 2160 (6 full revolutions) by
either entering this value directly in the options panel, or dragging the Angle control until the value in the
options panel reads 2160. Also increase # Segments to 41 by either entering this value directly in the
options panel, or dragging the # Segments control until the value in the options panel reads 41.

Step 4

Step 5

6.

In another part of the workspace, create a 2D circle 4 units in diameter.

7.

Enable the array again, and click Replace Axis of Array by Selected Curve. Select the circle you just
created. A path created from the circular curve will replace the array‟s original straight axis.

8.

On the Radial Array Options panel, click Create Copy of Path of Array to extract the path we just
created. Add this curve to the Path Library.
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9.

In another part of the scene or a new scene, create another 2D circle, this one about 0.5 units in diameter.

10. Click the Macro/Sweep tool in the Polygon Sweep toolbar. The last path used, if any, will automatically
be attached to the circle. Open the path library again, and click the path we just added. Click the
Macro/Sweep tool again to execute the sweep. After sweeping, right-click the Macro/Sweep tool, and
enable the Bend option.

